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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR AUTOMATIC REPOSITIONING OF

MARKET INFORMATION IN A GRAPHICAL USER INTER.FACE

[com] This application is a continuation ofU.S. Patent Application No.

10/125,894, “Trading Tools for Electronic Trading,” filed April 19, 2002, which

is a continuation-in-part of U.S. Patent Application No. 09/971,087, filed October

5, 2001, which claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No.

60/238,001, filed October 6, 2000. U.S.’Patent Application No. 10/125,894 is

also a continuation-in-part of U.S. Patent Application No. 09/590,692, filed June

9, 2000 and U.S. Patent Application No. 09/589,751, filed June 9, 2000, both of

which claim the benefit ofU.S. Provisional Application No. 60/186,322, filed

March 2, 2000. Patent Application No. 10/125,894 also claims the benefit

ofU.S. Patent Application No. 60/325,553, filed October 1, 2001. The entire

content of each of the above-referenced applications is incorporated herein by

reference.

FIELD OF INVENTION

[oooz] The present invention is directed to electronic trading. Specifically, the

present invention is directed to tools for trading products that can be traded with

quantities and/or prices.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Many exchanges throughout the world utilize electronic trading in varying

degrees to trade stocks, bonds, fiitures, options and other products. These

elecuonic exchanges are based on three components: mainframe computers

(host), communications servers, and the exchange participants’ computers

(client). The host forms the electronic heart of the fully computerized electronic

trading system. The system’s operations cover order-matching, maintaining order

I books and positions, price information, and managing and updating the database

for the online trading day as well as nightly ba_1t_c_l_i runs. The host is also equipped

with external interfaces that maintain uninterrupted online contact to quote

vendors and other price information systems.’
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[0004] Traders can link to the host through at least three types of structures: high

speed data lines, high speed communications servers or the Internet. High speed

data lines establish direct connections between the client and the host. Another

connection can be established by configuring high speed networks or .

communications servers at strategic access points worldwide in locations where

traders physically are located. Data is transmitted in both directions between

traders and exchanges via dedicated high speed communication lines. Most

exchange participants install two lines between the exchange and the client site or

between the communication server and the client site as a safety measure against

potential failures. An exchange’s internal computer system is also often installed

with backups as a redundant measure to secure system availability. The third

connection utilizes the Internet. Here, the exchange and the traders communicate

back and forth through high speed data lines, which are connected to the Internet.

This allows traders to be located anywhere they can establish a connection to the

Internet.

[ooos] Irrespective of the way in which a connection is established, the exchange

participants’ computers allow traders to participate in the market. They use

software that creates specialized interactive trading screens on the traders’ »

desktops. The trading screens enable traders to enter and execute orders, obtain

market quotes, and monitor positions. The range and quality of features available

to traders on their screens varies according to the specific software application

being run. The installation of open interfaces in the development of an

exchange’s electronic strategy means users can choose, depending on their

trading style and internal requirements, the means by which they will access the

exchange.

[ooos] The world’s stock, bond, fixtures, options and other exchanges have _

volatile products with prices that move rapidly. To profit in these markets,

traders must be able to react quickly. A skilled trader with the quickest software,

the fastest communications, and the most sophisticated analysis can significantly

improve the trader’s own or the trader’s firrn’s bottom line. The slightest speed

advantage can generate significant returns in a fast moving market. In today’s
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securities markets, a trader lacking a technologically advanced interface is at a

severe competitive disadvantage.

[coon Irrespective of what interface a trader uses to enter orders in the market,

each market supplies to and requires from every trader the same information. The

bids and asks in the market make up the market data and everyone logged on to

trade can receive this infonnation if the exchange provides it. Similarly, every

exchange requires that certain information be included in each order. For

example, traders must supply information like the name of the commodity, .

quantity, restrictions, price and multiple other variables. Without all of the order

information, the market will not accept the order.

[0003] In existing systems, multiple elements of an order must be entered prior to

- an order being sent to market, which is time consuming for the trader. Such

elements include the commodity symbol, the desired price, the quantity and

whether a buy or a sell order is desired. The more time a trader takes entering an

order, the more likely the price on which the trader wanted to bid or offer will

change or not be available in the market. The market is fluid as many traders are

sending orders to the market simultaneously. In fact, successful markets strive to

have such a high volume of trading that any trader who wishes to enter an order

will find a match and have the order filled quickly, if not immediately. In such

liquid markets, the prices of the commodities-fluctuate rapidly. On a trading

screen, this results in rapid changes in the price and quantity fields within the

market grid. Ifa trader intends to enter an order at a particular price, but misses

the price because the market prices moved before the trader could enter the order,

the trader may lose hundreds, thousands, even millions of dollars. The faster a

tradercan trade, the less likely it will be that the trader will miss the trader’s price

and the more likely the trader will make money.

[ooo9] With the advent of electronic trading, it has become easier for a larger

number ofpeople to have access to participate in the market at any given time.

‘ Such an increase in the number ofpotential traders has lead to other changes,

including a more competitive market, greater liquidity, rapidly changing prices,

and other changes. Due to the complexities that these changes bring, it is
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increasingly important to have a system ofmaking the most accurate and

calculated trades possible in the most efficient manner. It is therefore desirable for

electronic trading systems to offer tools that can assist a trader in adapting to an

electronic marketplace, and help the trader to make trades at desirable prices.
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' SUMMARY

[0010] The preferred embodiments relate to a system and method for automatic

repositioning ofmarket information in a graphical user interface.

_ [0011] In accordance with a first aspect, a method for automatically positioning

information related to a commodity on a graphical user interface is provided. The

method includes receiving market information relating to the commodity from an

electronic exchange. The market information may include a number of items of

interest that are associated with a price. The method displays an information

display region, which has a number of locations arranged such that each location

corresponds to a price level along at least a portion of a static price axis. ’The

method also displays a number of indicators, at a first time. Each indicator is

associated with an item of interest and each indicator is displayed in one of the

locations in the information display region. The method further includes

automatically repositioning the static ‘price axis upon detecting a predetermined

condition so thatwthe number of locations of the information display region

corresponds to a different portion of the static price axis at a second time. In this

manner, the indicators are moved to a new location in the information display

region that corresponds to the price level on the static price axis that is associated

with that indicator.

[0012] In accordance with a second aspect, a method for automatically re-

positioning market information relating to a commodity on a graphical user

interface is provided, where the method includes displaying a plurality of items of

interest comprising market information in relation to a static scale in a trading

interface. At least one item of interest from the plurality of items of interest is

identified as a basis for automatically positioning the plurality of items of interest.

The display on the trading interface is updated as the market information changes,

causing one or more of the plurality of items ofjnterest to move in relation to the

static scale. The method then automatically re-positions the plurality of items of

interest in response to the identified item of interest.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE IDRAWINGS

[0013] FIG. 1 illustrates the network connections between multiple exchanges

and client sites;

[0014] FIG. 2 illustrates screen display showing the inside market and the market

depth of a given commodity being traded; V

[0015] FIG. 3 illustrates an alternative display, having bid and ask quantities

displayed in association with a static price scale; that may be used in accordance

with preferred embodiments;

[0015] FIG. 4 illustrates the display at a later time showing the movement of

values when compared to FIG. 3;

[0017] FIG. 5 illustrates a display with parameters set in order to exemplify the

trading method;

[0018] FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating one process for display and trading using

the displays of FIGS. 3 through 5;

[0019] FIG. 7 illustrates a Last Traded Quantity marker in accordance with a

preferred embodiment, and further illustrates color coding of the Last Traded

Quantity;

[0020] FIG. 8 is a diagram showing the transfer of multiple data feeds between an

exchange and a client;

[0021] FIG. 9 is a diagram showing a disruption in one of the data feeds shown in

FIG. 8;

[0022] FIG. 10 illustrates a display showing the aggregated working quantities in

I a market for a user’s buy and sell orders;

[0023] FIGS. 11A and 11B are displays showinga dynamic indicator;

[0024] FIGS. 12A and 12B are displays showing “arrow” cells that may be used

to view items of interest outside the current display;

0009
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[0025] FIGs. 13A and 13B are displays showing examples of thermometer

indicators to illustrate the quantity ofbuy and sell interest in a market;

[0026] FIGS. 14A and 14B are displays illustrating auto scalper indicators;

[0027] FIGs. 15A and 15B are a display showing an embodiment in which a user

may. select the price level reasonability check feature through a dialog box, and a

display showing a measure of reasonability in relation to the Last Traded Price,

respectively,

[0023] . FIG. 16A is a display showing the display of the last traded price and

inside market for use with the automatic grid centering feature of a preferred

embodiment; and FIG. 16B is a display showing how a user may select and

manipulate the automatic grid positioning feature;

[0029] FIG. 17 is a display showing a user’s current working sell quantities and

working buy quantities and additional criteria used for implementing the “drag

and drop” feature a preferred embodiment;

[0030] FIG. 18 is a display showing the working quantities of a user in addition

to the user’s average working buy price and average working sell price;

[0031] FIGS. 19A and 19B are displays showing the function of the highlight

midpoint re-centering feature of a preferred embodiment; FIG. 19C is a sample

GUI options dialog box in which the highlight midpoint re-centering feature can

be activated according to one embodiment of the present invention;

[0032] FIG. 20A is a display showing how blank spots are color-coded according

to one embodiment; FIG. 20B is a display of a sample GUI options dialog box in

which a user can activate the color coding feature of FIG. 20A;

' [0033] FIG. 21 is a display showing howthe average price of a trader’s open

. position is indicated according to one embodiment of the invention; and._._.—

[0034] FIG. 22 is a display showing one embodiment of a consolidation control

icon in accordance with a preferred embodiment.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0035] As described with reference to the accompanying figures, trading tools in

accordance with various preferred embodiments are provided to, among other

things, facilitate fast and accurate order entry. Certain of the trading tools work

particularly well with a trading display that shows working orders and/or bid and

ask quantities, or other market information, displayed in association with a static

price-scale or axis. An example of such a trading display is illustrated in Figures

3 through 5. It is to be understood that, in this context, static does not mean

immovable, but rather means fixed in relation. For example, with a static price

scale, the scale itself may be movable, but the prices represented remain fixed in

relation to each other, subject to consolidation or expansion as described below.

Trading applications that generate ‘different trading displays may altemativelybe

used.

[0036] In a preferred embodiment, one or more of the trading tools described

herein is implemented on a computer or electronic terminal. The computer is

able to communicate either directly orindirectly (using intermediate devices) with

one or more exchanges to receive and transmit market, commodity, and trading

order information. The computer or terminal is able to interact with the trader

and to generate contents and characteristics of a trade order to be sent to the

exchange. A trading application allows for a trader to view market data, enter

and cancel trade orders and/or view orders. The scope of the present invention is

not limited by the type of terminal or device used, and is not limited to any

particular type of trading application. Rather, the trading tools may be

implemented on any existing or future terminal or device with the processing

capability to perform the functions described herein.

[0037] As used herein, the word “commodity” refers simply to a thing that is an

object of trade. It includes anything that can be traded with a quantity and/or

price. Examples of such objects include, but.ar:e.not limited to, all types of traded

financial products, such as, for example, stocks, options, bonds, futures, currency,

and warrants, as well as funds, derivatives and collections or combinations of the

foregoing. The commodity may be “real,” such as objects that are listed by an
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exchange for trading, or “synthetic,” such as a combination of real commodities

that is created by the user.

[0033] Further, the specification may refer to a single click of a mouse as an

example of a single action of the user for input and interaction with the terminal

display. In order to allow actions to be taken in the shortest amount of time, a

preferred embodiment of the trading application responds upon depressing the

mouse button, rather than waiting for the up click.. While this may describe a

preferred mode of interaction, the scope of the present invention is not limited to

the use of a mouse as the input device or to the click of a mouse button as the

user’s single action. Rather, any action by a user, whether comprising one or

more clicks of a mouse button or other input-device, such as a keyboard, joystick

or touch screen, may be considered the single action of the user.

[0039] An electronic trading system may be configured to allow for trading in a

single or in multiple exchanges simultaneously. Connections for an example of

such a system are illustrated in FIG. 1. This illustration shows multiple host

exchanges 101-103" connected through routers 104-106 to gateways 107-109.

Multiple client terminals 110-116 for use as trading stations can then trade in the

multiple exchanges through their connection to the gateways 107-109. It should
be noted that the trading tools of the preferred embodiment are not limited to any

particular network architecture, but rather may be applied with utility on

workstations or other client devices in any network that can be used for electronic

trading.

[0040] When an electronic trading system is configured to receive data from

multiple exchanges, it is preferable to translate the data from each exchange into a

format that may be displayed using a graphical user interface. For the example

shown in FIG. 1, an application program interface (“TT API” as depicted in the

' FIG. 1) translates the incoming data formats from the different exchanges to a

common data format. This translation function of a preferred embodiment may

be disposed anywhere in the network, for example, at the gateway server, at the

individual workstations or at both. In addition, storage elements at the gateway

servers, the client workstations, and/or other external storage may cache, buffer,
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or store historical data, such as order books that list the user’s active orders in the

market; that is, those orders that have neither been filled nor cancelled.

Information from different exchanges can be displayed in one or in multiple

windows at the client workstation. Accordingly, while reference is made through

the remainder of the specification to a single exchange to which a trading

terminal is connected, the scope of the invention includes the ability to trade, in

accordance with the trading methods described herein, in multiple exchanges

using a single trading tenninal.

[0041] A commercially available trading application that allows a user to trade in

a system like that shown in FIG. 1 is X_TRADER® from Trading Technologies

International, Inc. of Chicago, lllinois. X__TRADEl{® also provides an electronic

tlading interface, referred to as MD_TRADERTM, in which working orders and/or

bid and ask quantities are displayed in association with a static price scale. The

preferred embodiments, however, are not limited to any particular product that

performs the translation, storage and/or display functions.

[0042] Several preferred embodiments include the display of “market depth”

and/or allow a user to view the market depth of a commodity and to enter orders

with a single input, such as the click of a computer mouse button. As used

herein, market depth is represented by the available order book, including the

current bid and ask quantities and their associated prices. In other words, subject

to the limits noted below, market depth is each available pending bid and ask

quantity, entered at a particular price, in addition to the “inside market.” For a

commodity being traded, the inside market is the highest bid price and the lowest

ask price. For embodiments relating to a display that includes market depth,

interfaces as shown in Figures 2 and 3 are exemplary. Other trading applications

that are capable of displaying market depth are suitable alternatives, unless

otherwise noted. Furthermore, the preferred embodiments are not limited to an

electronic trading application that displays market depth, but can be utilized with

any electronic trading application. -—-

[oo43] Generally, the exchanges send price, order and fill information to the

gateways 107-109. The trading application, for example X_TRADER®,
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processes this information and maps it to positions in a theoretical grid program

or any other comparable mapping technique for mapping data to a screen. The

physical mapping of such information to a screen grid, for display on a client

device like the client devices 1 10-116, may be done by any technique known to

those skilled in the art. The present invention is not limited by the method used

to map the data to the screen display.

[0044] The system’s ability to fiilly display the market depth typically depends on

how much of the market depth the exchange provides. Some exchanges, for

example, supply an infinite market depth, while others provide no market depth

or only a few orders away from the inside market. The user can preferably also -

choose how far into the market depth to display on the trader’s screen. For

example, the user may only want to have displayed the market depth within a

predetermined number of ticks away from the inside market.

[0045] FIG. 2 illustrates an electronic trading interface described in a co-pending

U.S. Patent Application No. 09/589,751, incorporated above. This display and

system is just one example of a type of trading system that may incorporate one or

more aspects of the present invention. The display shows the inside market and

the market depth of a given commodity being traded. Row 1 represents the

“inside market” for the commodity being traded which is the best (highest) bid

price and quantity and the best (lowest) ask price and quantity. Rows 2-5

represent the “market depth” for the commodity being traded.‘ In one-preferred

embodiment, the display of market depth (rows 2-5) lists the available next-best

bids, in column 203, and asks, in column 204. The working bid and ask quantity

for each price level is also displayed in colurrms 202 and 205 respectively (inside

market - row 1). Prices and quantities for the inside market and market depth

update dynamically on a real time basis as such information is relayed from the

market.

[0046] In the screen display shown in FIG. 2, the commodity (contract) being

traded is represented in row 1 by the character string “CDHO”. The Depth

column 201 will inform the trader of a status by displayingidifferent colors.

Yellow indicates that the program application is waiting for data. Red indicates
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that the Market Depth has failed to receive the data from the server and has

“timed out.” Green indicates that the data has just been updated. The other

column headings in this and all of the other figures, are defined as follows.

BidQty (Bid Quantity) at column 202: the quantity for each working bid; BidPrc

(Bid Price) at column 203: the price for each working bid; AskPrc (Ask Price) at

column 204: the price for each working ask; AskQty (Ask Quantity) at column

205: the quantity for each working ask; LastPrc (Last Price) at column 206: the

price for the last bid and ask that were matched in the market; and LastQty (Last

Quantity) at column 207: the quantity traded at the last price. Total at column

208 represents the total quantity traded of the given commodity.

[com The configuration of the screen display itself informs the user in a more

convenient and efficient manner than many existing systems. Traders gain an

advantage by seeing the market depth because they can see trends in the orders in

the market. The market depth display shows the trader the interest the market has

in a given cc_)mrrr_o(_l_i_ty at different price levels.

[0048] Another type of display system and related trading method which may be

used in conjunction with the preferred embodiments is described in detail in U.S.

Application No. 09/590,692, filed on June 9, 2000. This method ensuresfast and

accurate execution of trades by displaying information, such as market depth or‘

worlcing orders, in association with an axis or scale of static prices. One

embodiment using this type ofdisplay system displays thewmarket depth on a

vertical plane, which fluctuates logically up or down the plane as the market

prices fluctuates. The invention is not limited to any particular display —— the

information could be displayed on a horizontal plane, n—dimensionally or in any

other fashion. This allows the trader to trade quickly and efficiently. An

example of such a display is illustrated in the screen display of FIG. 3.

[0049] In a fast moving market, where varying price levels are trading (i.e. bids

and offers entering the market are being matched at different prices), it is

beneficial that the trader be able to quickly enter orders and quickly see and

analyze market information. Displays of the type illustrated in FIG. 3 allow the

trader to quickly enter orders at specific price levels by clicking next to a static
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price level, displayed as a static column in a preferred embodiment and to quickly

and easily see information such as working orders. The static prices can be

displayed in any matter, including in a row, on any angle, or n-dimensionally,

without departing from the invention.’ It also is possible for the static price values

to notpbe displayed, instead displaying just the market depth levels, working
orders, or other information relative to one another along a scale or axis

representing particular prices using particular colors or using other methods.

[0050] The display shown in FIG. 3 provides an order entry system, market grid,

fill window and summary of market orders in one simple window. Such a

condensed display simplifies the trading system by entering and tracking trades in

an efficient manner. This system displays market depth in a logical, vertical

fashion or horizontally or at some other convenient angle or configuration. A»

vertical field is shown in the figures and described for convenience, but the field

could be horizontal or at an angle or n-dimensionally. The system further

increases the speedof trading and the likelihood of entering orders at desired

prices with desired quantities. In the preferred embodiment of the invention, the

display is a static vertical column ofprices with the bid and ask quantities

displayed in vertical columns to the side ofthe price column and aligned with the

corresponding bid and ask prices.

[0051] Bid quantities are in column 300 labeled BidQ and ask quantities are in

column 302 labeled AskQ. The representative prices for the given commodity are

shown in column 304, where the prices are static and increment in “ticks,” where

a tick is the minimum change in a price value that is set by the exchange for each’

commodity. The prices can be displayed as ticks, as multiples of ticks or in any

other fashion. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 3, the column does not list the

whole prices (e.g. 95.89), but rather, just the last two digits (e.g. 89). Other price

display conventions may alternatively be used, as long as the requisite price

information is conveyed to the user. In the example shown, the inside market,

cells 306, is 18 (best bid quantity) at 89 (bestbid price) and 20 (best ask quantity)

at 90 (best ask price). In the preferred embodiment of the invention, these three

columns 300, 302, and 304 are shown in different colors so that the trader can

quickly distinguish among them.

0016
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[0052] The values in the price column are static; that is, they do-not normally

change positions unless a re-centering command is received (discussed in detail

later). The values in the Bid and Ask columns 300 and 302, however, are

dynamic; that is, they move up and down (in the vertical example) to reflect the

market depth for the given commodity. The LTQ column 308 shows the last

traded quantity of the commodity. The relative position of the quantity value

with respect to the Price values reflects the price at which that quantity was

‘ traded. Column 310 labeled E/W (Executed/Working) displays the current status

of the trader’s orders. The status of each order is displayed in the price row

- where it was entered. For example, in cells 312, the number next to S indicates

the number of the trader’s ordered lots that have been sold at the price in the

specific row. The number next to W indicates the number of the trader’s ordered

lots that are in the market, but have not been filled — i.e. the system is working on

filling the order. Blanks in this column indicate that no orders are entered or

working at that price. In cells 314, the number next to B indicates the number of

the trader’s ordered lots that have been bought at the price in the specific row.

The number next to W indicates the number of the trader’s ordered lots that are in

the market, but have not been filled — i.e. the system is working on filling the

order.

[0053] Various parameters are set and information is provided in column 316.

For example, “10:48:44” in cell 318 shows the actual time of day. The L and R

fields in cell 320 indicate a quantity value, which may be added to the order

quantity entered. This process is explained below with respect to trading under

this system. Below the L and R fields, in cell 322, a number appears which

represents the current market volume. This is the number of lots that have.been

traded for the-chosen commodity. Cell 324, “X 10”, displays the Net Quantity,

the current position of the trader on the chosen commodity. The number “lO”

represents the trader’s buys minus sells. Cell 326 is the “Current Quantity”; this

field represents the quantity for the next order that the trader will send to market.

This can be adjusted with right and lefi clicks(_t1p and down) or by clicking the

buttons which appear below the Current Quantity in cells 328. These buttons

increase the current quantity by the indicated amount; for example, “IO” will
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increase it by 10; “IH” will increase it by 100; “1K” will increase it by 1000.

Cell 330 is the Clear button; clicking this button will clear the Current Quantity

field. Cell 332 is the Quantity Description; this is a pull-down menu allowing the

trader to chose from three Quantity Descriptions. In one embodiment, the pull-

down menu is displayed when the arrow button in the window is clicked. The

window includes NetPos, Offset and a field allowing the trader to enter numbers.

Placing a number in this field will set a default buy or sell quantity. Choosing

“Offset” in this field will enable the I./R buttons of cell 320. Choosing “NetPos”

in this field will set the current Net Quantity (trader’s net position) as the trader’s

quantity for his next trade. Cell 334 are +/- buttons; these buttons will alter the

size of the screen —- either larger (+) or smaller (-). Cell 336 is used to invoke Net

0; clicking this button will reset the Net Quantity (cell 332) to zero. Cell 33 8 is

used to invoke Net Real; clicking this button will reset the Net Quantity (cell 322)

to its actual position. It is to be understood that the preferred embodiments are

not limited to a trading application that displays these particular buttons.

Preferably, the buttons displayed and any parameter, such as quantity, that is set

by those buttons are customizable or selectable by the user.

[0054] The inside market and market depth ascend and descend as prices in the

market increase and decrease. For example, FIG. 4 shows a screen displaying the

same market as that of FIG. 3, but at a later interval where the inside market, cells

400, has risen three ticks. Here, the inside market for the commodity is 43 (best

bid quantity) at 92 (best bid price) and 63 (best ask quantity) at 93 (best ask

price). In comparing Figures 3 and 4, it can be seen that the price column

remained static, but the corresponding bids and asks rose up the price column.

[0055] As the market ascends or descends the price column, the inside market,

working orders, last traded price and/or quantity, or any other item that may be of

interest might go above or below the price column displayed on a trader’s screen.

Usually a trader will want to be able to see the inside market to assess future

trades. The system addresses this problem with-a positioning feature. With a

single click at any point within the gray area, 342 in FIG. 3, below the “Net Real”

button, the system will re-position the inside market on the trader’s screen. As an

alternative, this positioning feature-may be programmed to be triggered by
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clicking in any "area of the display. Also, when using a three-button mouse, a

click of the middle mouse button, irrespective of the location of the mouse

pointer‘, will re-position the inside market on the trader’s screen. As noted above,

the display alternatively may be re-positioned based on other items of interest

beside the inside market.

[0056] The same information and features can be displayed and enabled in a

horizontal or other fashion. Just as the market ascends and descends the vertical

scale in this preferred embodiment, shown in Figures 3 and 4, the market will

move left and rightiin the horizontal display. The same data and the same

information gleaned from the dynamic display of the data is provided. It is

envisioned that other orientations can be used to dynamically display the data and

such orientations are intended to come within the scope of the present invention.

[0051] The specific features of the embodiment of a display as shown in Figures

3 and 4 are exemplary of one embodiment of a screen display that can be used

with the present 'invention._ The present invention 'is in no way limited, however,

to a screen display that utilizes each of these features.

[0053] Placing Trade Orders

[0059] Next, trading commodities, and specifically, the placement of trade orders

using a representative display of the type shown in FIG. 3 is described. Using the

display and trading method, a trader would first designate the desired commodity

and, if applicable, the default quantities. The trader can then trade by positioning

an icon and indicating an action, for example with a click of the right or left

mouse button. The term “clic ” may refer to a “half-c1ick” or button down event

for any action depending upon the user’s and/or system desigr1er’s requirements

or preferences.

[ooso] The following equations are used by this exemplary system to generate

trade orders and to determine the quantity,anc_l1_>_1:ice to be associated with the

trade order. The following abbreviations are used in these formulas: P = Price

value of row clicked (in ticks), R = Value in R field, L = Value in L field, Q =

Current Quantity, Qa= Total of all quantities in AskQ column at an equal or
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better price than P, Q, = Total of all quantities in BidQ column at an equal or

better price than P, N = Current Net Position, B0 = Buy order sent to market and

S0 = Sell order sent to market.

[0051] Any order entered using right mouse button

B0 = (Q, + R)P (Eq. 1) IfBidQ field clicked.

S0 = (Q, + R)P (Eq. 2) IfAskQ field clicked.

[0062] Orders entered using the lefi mouse button

[0063] If “Offset” mode chosen in Quantity Description field then:

B0 = (Q; + L)P (Eq. ,3) IfBidQ field clicked.

S0 = (Q, + L)P (Eq. 4) IfAskQ field clicked.

[0064] If “number” mode chosen in Quantity Description field then:

B0 = QP (Eq. 5)

S0 = QP (Eq. 6)

[0065] If “NetPos” mode chosen in Quantity Description field then:

B0 = (Eq. 7)

S0 = NP (Eq. 8)

[0066] Orders also can be sent to market for quantities that vary according to the

quantities available in the market; quantities preset by the trader; and which

mouse button the trader clicks. Using this feature, a trader can buy or sell all of

the bids or asks in the market at or better than a ‘chosen price with one click. The

trader also could add or subtract a preset quantity from the quantities outstanding

in the market. Ifthe trader clicks in a trading cell — i.e. in the BidQ or AskQ

column, the trader will enter an order in the market. The parameters of the order

depend on which mouse button the trader clicks and what preset values the trader

set.

[0067] Using the screen display and values fi1)m_FIG. 5, the placement of trade

orders using the display and trading method is now described using examples. A

left click on the 18 in the BidQ column 500 will send an order to market to buy

17 lots (quantity # chosen on the Quantity Description pull-down menu cell 502)
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of the commodity at a price of 89 (the corresponding price in the Pro column

504). Similarly, a left click on the 20 in the AskQ column 506 will send an order

to market to sell 17 lots at a price of 90.

[0068] Using the right mouse button, for example, an order would be sent to

market at the price that corresponds to the row clicked for the total quantity of

, orders in the market that equal or better the price in that row plus the quantity in

the R field 508. Thus, a right click in the AskQ column 506 in the 87 price row

will send a sell order to market at a price of 87 and a quantity of 150, where 150

is the sum of all the quantities 30, 97,. 18 and 5. The quantities 30, 97 and 18 are

all of the quantities in the market that would meet or better the trader’s sell order

price of 87. These quantities are displayed in the BidQ column 500 because this

column represents the orders outstanding in the market to purchase the

commodity at each corresponding price. The quantity 5 is the quantity pre-set in

the R field 508.

[0069] Similarly", a"right click in the BidQ column 500 at the same price level of

87 would send a buy limit order to market for a quantity of 5 at a price of 87. The

quantity is determined in the same manner as above. In this example, though,

- there are no orders in the market that equal or better the chosen price — there are

no quantities in the AskQ column 506 that equal or better this price. Therefore,

the sum of the equal or better quantities is zero (“O”). The total order entered by

the trader will be the value in the R field 508, which is 5.

[0070] An order entered with the left mouse button, for example, and the

“Offset” option chosen in the quantity description field 502 will be calculated in

the same way as aboye, but the quantity in the L field 510 will be added instead of

the quantity in the R field 508. Thus, a left click in the BidQ "column 500 in the

92 price row will send a buy order to market at a price of 92 and a quantity of 96.

The quantity 96 is the sum of all the quantities 45, 28, 20 and 3. 45, 28 and 20

are all quantities in the market that would gmeetgr better the trader’s buy order

price of 92. These quantities are displayed in the AskQ column 506 because this

column represents the orders outstanding in the market to sell the commodity at
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each corresponding price. The quantity 3 is the quantity pre-set in the L field
510.

[0071] The values in the L or R fields 510, 508 may be negative numbers. This

would effectively decrease the total quantity sent to market. In other words, in

the example of a right click in the AskQ column 506 in the 87 price row, if the R

field 508 was -5, the total quantity sent to market would be 140 (30 + 97 + 18 + (-

5)).

[0072] If a trader chose the “NetPos” option in the quantity description field 502,

a right click, for example, would still work as explained above. A lefi click

would, for example, enter an order with a price corresponding to the price row

clicked and a quantity equal to the current Net position of the trader. The Net

position of the trader is the the trader’s current position on the chosen commodity.

In other words, if the trader has bought 10 more commodities than the trader has

sold, this value would be 10. NetPos would not affect the quantity of an order

sent with a rightclick.

[0073] Ifthe trader chose a number value in the quantity description, a lefi click
would send an order to market for the current quantity chosen by the trader. The

default value of the current quantity will be the number entered in the quantity

description field, but it could be changed by adjusting the figure in the current

quantity field 502.

[0074] An embodiment of the system also allows a trader to delete all ofhis

working orders with a single click of either the right or left mouse button

anywhere in the last traded quantity (LTQ) column 512 (this fimctionality can be

provided in any general area of the screen as well or as an alternative). This

allows a trader to exit the market immediately. An embodiment of the invention

also allows a trader to delete all ofhis orders from the market at a particular price

level. A click with either mouse button in the Executed/Working (E/W) column

514 will delete all working orders in the cell that was clicked. Thus, if a trader

believes that previously sent orders at a particular price that have not been filled

would be poor trades, the trader can delete these orders with a single click.
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[0075] A process for placing trade orders using the display and trading method as

described above is shown in the flowchart of FIG. 6. Prior to placing a trade

order, the system provides preliminary fields for the input of data, such as the

selection of a customer profile, the order quantity, and the maximum trade

quantity. Once these preliminary fields are entered and the trader indicates the

desire to place a trade order, the system will determine whether the trader

performed the necessary actions to conduct a trade. For example, the invention

will determine if the mouse pointer was positioned over a tradable cell when the

attempt to click trade was performed. If it is determined that a viable trade was

requested, the system will create and send a limit order to the-exchange at a

quantity and price based on the preliminary settings and market prices. The

system affords a trader the opportunity to change the order quantity preset

buttons. The default quantities for these power buttons are l, 5, 10, 20, 50, and

100. However, in this preferred embodiment the trader can alter any or all of

these default quantities by performing a right click on each specific button and

manually entering ‘adifferent number quantity.

[0075] In step 600, the trader has the display on the trading terminal screen

showing the market for a given commodity. In step 602, the parameters are set in

the appropriate fields, such as the L and R fields and the Current Quantity,

NetPos or Offset fields from the pull-down menu. In step 604, the mouse pointer

is positioned and clicked over a cell in the display by the trader. In step 606, the

system determines whether the cell clicked is a tradeable‘ cell (i.e. in the AskQ

column or BidQ column). If not, then in step 608, no trade order is created or

sent and, rather, other quantities are adjusted or -functions are performed based

upon the cell selected. Otherwise, in step 610, the system determines whether it

was the left or the right button of the mouse that was clicked. If it was the right,

then in step 612, the system will use the quantity in the R field when it determines

the total quantity of the order in step 614. If the left button was clicked, then in

step 616, the system determines which quantity description was chosen: Offset,
NetPos or an actual number.

[0077] If Offset was chosen, then the system, in step 618, will use the quantity in

the L field when it determines the total quantity of the order in step 614. If
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NetPos was chosen, then the system, in step 620, will determine that the total

quantity ‘for the trade order will be the current NetPos value — the net position of

the trader in the given commodity. If an actual number was used as the quantity

description, then, in step 622, the system will determine that the total quantity for

I the trade order will be the current quantity entered. In step 614, the system will

determine that the total quantity for the trade order will be the value of the R field

(if step 612 was taken) or the value of the L field (if step 618 was taken), plus all

quantities in the market for prices better than or equal to the price in the row

clicked. This will addlup the quantities for each order in the market that will fill

the order being entered by the trader (plus the L or R value).

[0078] Afier either steps 614, 622 or 620, the system, in step 624, determines

which column was clicked, BidQ or AskQ. IfAskQ was clicked, then, in step

626, the system sends a sell limit order to the market at the price corresponding to

the row for the total quantity as already determined. If BidQ was clicked, then, in

step 628, the system sends a buy limit order to themarket at the price

corresponding to the row for the total quantity as already determined. The

process described above is merely one embodiment and the present invention is

not limited to this particular process or to any process.

[0079] One commercially available product that incorporates display screens of

the type illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 is sold under the brand name X_TRADER®

by Trading Technologies International, Inc., of Chicago, Illinois. Display screens

of the type illustrated in FIG. 3 are sometimes referred to herein as

MD__TRADERT”-style displays. As discussed above, however, the trading tools

of the preferred embodiments can be used with virtually any electronic trading

application, unless otherwise noted.

[0080] Given the foregoing information regarding graphical user interfaces for

electronic trading and their use, a number of trading tools will now be described.

One or more of these trading tools may be incorporated into a trading application,

for example, to assist the trader and improve the efficiency and timeliness of

trading.
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[0031] Last Traded Quantity Marker

[0032] The .“Last Traded Quantity Marker,” in accordance with a preferred

embodiment, provides an indication of the Last Traded Quantity (LTQ). In a

display that includes dynamic market information that is associated with a static

price scale, such as the MD__TRADERTM-style display, the LTQ marker may

move up and down the LTQ column as an associated LTQ price changes. One

form of a LTQ marker 700 is shown in FIG. 7, where both a numerical value and

a color or shading are used. For consecutive trades at the same price, the LTQ

marker 700 may show, for example, either i) a cummulative quantity for all

consecutive trades at the Last Traded Price, or ii) the quantity of only the most

recent trade at the Last Traded Price. The accumulation of the total quantity for

multiple LTQ occurrences is typically gateway (i.e. exchange) dependant. Most

gateways, however, will accumulate the quantity. For gateways that do not i

accumulate the LTQ, a trading application, such as the application program

interface i1lustIated_ _in FIG. 1, may convert the LT_Q into a cumulative indicator, if _

desired.

[0083] Generally, as long as a contract continues to trade at the same specific

price, the LTQ will accumulate. When a contract trades at a new price, the

marker may move beside that price and the quantity displayed inside the indicator

box and will reflect the quantity of the last trade only. Should a connact trade at

a price where a previous contract traded, the indicator will return to that price

level, and the indicator box will again display the quantity of that last trade only

(it will not add the newly traded quantity to the quantity that was displayed the

last time the marker resided at this price). The indicator, located in the LTQ

column 702, does not simply display the number of the last traded quantity.

Rather, the marker also, by residing next to the price (in the price column 704) at

p which the last contract traded, indicates to the user the price at which that trade

occurred. The LTQ marker _700 is preferably, but not necessarily, associated with

the corresponding last traded price 706. It is-notnecessary that numerical values

for a price or quantity be associated with the marker.
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[0034] In accordance with a preferred embodiment, therefore, the LTQ marker

700 is a visual indicator of the last traded quantity. Any type of marker may be

used as long as it may be recognized by the user as an indicator of quantity.

Other indicators, such as color or a graphical indicator, like a sliding scale,

thermometer-type scale or speedometer-type scale, may alternatively be used as a

marker. Thegraphical indicators may, but are not required to, include associated

numerical values. In fiirther alternatives, however, combinations of indicators

may be used to illustrate characteristics of an item of interest, like the LTQ. For .

example, the quantity itself may be presented numerically or graphically, and

color may be used with the quantity indicator to illustrate a trend, such as

increasing or decreasing volume or rate of change in volume, or increasing or

decreasing price associated with the LTQ. ‘In addition, although described in the

preceding few paragraphs as a marker for the LTQ, these types of markers may

alternatively be used for any item in the user interface that may be of interest to

the user.

[0085] In addition, when the user interface is configured to display a consolidated

static price scale, for example as described below under the heading

' Consolidation Control Icon, the LTQ cell 708 may be subdivided into price

consolidation increments and a LTQ marker may be shown, for example, as a

horizontal line, within the corresponding subdivision of the LTQ cell 708. The

position of the graphical indicator, which in this example is a horizontal line,

within the LTQ cell 708 provides a visual indication of the price within the

consolidated range at which the last traded quantity changed hands.

[ooae] Color Coding of Markers

[0087] As noted, above, items of interest in the user interface may be color coded

or highlighted using coloror gray scale shades. In a preferred embodiment, the

user interface is of the type shown in FIG. 3 having market data associated with a

static price scale, such as the MD_TRADERTM_i_nterface, and color is used with
the LTQ marker to provide a visual distinction between, for example, an increase

or decrease in the price value associated with the Last Traded Quantity (LTQ)

from the price value associated with the previous LTQ. In MD_TRADERTM, the .
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LTQ may be presented as a highlighted cell in_ the LTQ column 702, as shown in

FIG. 7, which is displayed at a level that corresponds to the Last Traded Price

(LTP) 706. In a preferred embodiment, the highlighted cell changes colors based

on the marlcet’s'price movements. For example, a LTQ cell 710 may be displayed

with a background that is one color, suchhas blue, when the change in price

associated with the LTQ is an increase from the price associated with the

previous LTQ 708; Whereas a LTQ cell 712 may be displayed with a different

colored background, such as red, when the change in price from the previous

LTQ 708 decreases.

[0088] In addition, color may provide additional information about items of

interest, like the LTQ. For example, when the commodity at issue has yet to have

been traded during that current trading session, the LTQ column 702 may be

shown in a particular color, such as gray, and may remain that color until a

quantity has been filled. When a quantity has been filled, the cell displaying the

first LTQ for that session may be highlighted in a particular color, such as green,

signifying neither an up nor down tick fiom the previous LTQ. Subsequent fills

will result in the LTQ cell being highlighted, for the preceding examples, in either I

a blue or a red color, unless the price level does not change fiom one trade to

another, in which case the cell will remain green until there is a change in the

price of the LTQ.

[0039] This benefits a traderin that the display of, and the color designation(s)

‘for, the LTQ provides a visual reference of the market’s price movements, status

or trends, thereby permitting a trader to quickly absorb additional information,

such as the direction of the market’s activity. As a result of seeing the changes in

the price of the last traded quantities, a trader can more easily detennine market

status and trends, thereby enhancing the likelihood of the trader entering orders

and having those orders filled at desirable prices.

[oo9o1 The color-coding of the LTQ appears as a colored cell (e.g.,700, 708 and

710) in the LTQ column 702 and corresponds to the price row of that traded

quantity. By default in one preferred embodiment, the colored cell will appear in

blue when the LTQ ticks upward in price from the previous LTQ, will appear in
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red for instances when the LTQ ticks downward in price from the previous LTQ,

and will appear in green for instances when the price level remains the same from

one trade to the next. While these preferred colors are the default settings in one

embodiment, the trading application preferably allows a trader to change color

designations in accordance with the trader’s own preferences. In addition, while

certain embodiments have been described with reference to color being applied to

a cell, the invention is not limited to embodiments in which color is applied to a

cell. For example, color may be applied to any graphical indicator, such as the

horizontal line used as a LTQ marker in the preceding section, to illustrate a

property of the item of interest.

[0091] Overlay of Different Price Feeds

[0092] In one embodiment, the trading application provides an “Overlay of '

Different Price Feeds.” ‘The trading application may be X_TRADER®, referenced

above, or any other commercially available product adapted as described herein.

In many instances aparticular commodity is only traded at a particular exchange. '

In other instances, however, a commodity may be traded at multiple exchanges.

This is one instance when a user may be interested in simultaneous infonnation

from different price feeds, i.e. feeds fi'om different exchanges in regard to a

particular commodity. As another example, Eurexoffers both an inside market

' stream and a market depth stream. -Generally, the inside market stream is faster

than the market depth stream. In accordance with a preferred embodiment, the

different streams, whether from a single exchange or multiple exchanges, are used

by the trading application to populate and display information about the

commodity in a trading window.

[0093] A number of exchanges offer multiple price streams, but these exchanges

often supply only those feeds that are requested by the trader. Each trader may

request, for example, a stream of all of the quantities currently available in the

market for a specific commodity, lcnown as market depth, or the trader may

request to receive only the inside market prices, where the inside market is the

highest buy price and the lowest sell price at which there is quantity available for

that commodity. This is also known as the best buy and best sell prices. Many
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traders are focused on these best prices, and therefore do not desire a stream of a

market’s depth. Thus, several exchanges cater to user preferences by offering

different price feeds, while also benefiting by saving on bandwidth for traders

who wish to receive only an inside market stream.

[0094] When using the ‘overlay’ feature, the system preferably displays all of the

information that it receives, and the display continuously updates the cells. By

accepting, or having the ability to accept, multiple feeds or streams, the trader is

provided with greater security in knowing that if one feed should become slower

» . or unavailable, the other feed will continue to update market information.

[0095] FIGs. 8 and 9 show a network 800 for the transfer of data from an

exchange 802 to the client terminal 804 via parallel feeds carrying a first and a

second price packet 806 and 808, respectively, through a router 810 and a

Gateway 812. The client terminal 804 is running a trading application, such as

XgTRADER®, which presents data carried by the feeds to a user. When a

disruption in oné'6fthe feeds, referred to as a “hiccup” or lost data, occurs in the
network, as shown at 814 in FIG. 9, packets from the top feed‘ are prevented fiom

feeding into the trader’s display. A disruption, as the term is used herein, is not

limited to a situation in which data is permanently lost, but rather is used

generically to also cover instances when data is corrupted, slow or otherwise

delayed. Without an auxiliary feed in instances of lost data, the display would be

void ofprices, and opportunities for trading could be lost. Without an auxiliary

feed in instances of slow or delayed data, trading decisions would be made based

on out of date information.

[0096] Although illustrated as a disruption 814 occurring between the gateway

812 and the client terminal 804, the feed may be disrupted at any point from the

exchange 802 to the client terminal 804. Because of the parallel feed, the display

' of current information is not interrupted, regardless of the cause of the disruption.

Moreover, the parallel feed allows the user to take advantage of speed differences

between two feeds and displays the best available information to the user. It

should be noted that, although the streams are illustratednas originating from one

exchange 802, the streams may alternatively originate at different exchanges. In
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addition, while two feeds are typically sufficient, the preferred embodiments are

not so limited, and information from more than two feeds may be simultaneously

displayed.

[0097] In one embodiment of the invention, the ‘Overlay Different Price Feeds’

can be enabled or disabled by adding or removing a check in a ‘Use Inside Market

Prices’ box in the a Properties dialog box. Other techniques for enabling this

feature may alternatively be used. Where multiple feeds are being monitored and

displayed, the trading application may provide the user with options for deciding

which feed’s data will be displayed in instances where the data from the feeds is

not the same. For example, in instances where the feeds originate at different

exchanges, the user may choose to display the best prices from the different feeds.

As a further example, where the feeds originate at the same exchange,

information from the most recent packet may be displayed, regardless of which

feed carried the last displayed packet. Other alternatives will be apparent upon

reviewing the foregoing.

[0093] Display of Aggregated Working Quantities

[0099] Another preferred embodiment provides a trader with a display of the

aggregated quantities being worked in the market for a trader’s buy and sell

orders. A trader’s total working quantities represent the total unfilled quantities

of all the orders that the trader currently has entered but have yet to be filled in

the market. For example, the trading application may display the total working

buy quantities and the total working sell quantities for the specific commodity

being traded and for the specific trader who entered those quantitiesiin the

market. FIG. 10 shows, as an example, a display for a trader who has separate

working sell quantities of 14, 13, and 1 (at 1000), and separate working buy

quantities of 5, 1, 15, 3, and l (at 1002). While this example utilizes an

' MD_TRADERTM-style trading interface, any type of trading interface may

alternatively be used. The trading application calculates the sum of the trader’s

working sell quantities (14 + 13 + 1 = 28) and the sum of the trader’s working

buy quantities (5 + 1 + 15 + 3 + 1 = 25) and, in this example, displays the

aggregated quantities in cells 1004. The aggregated working quantities may be
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displayed in any manner or location that is helpful to the user, In another

variation of this embodiment, the user may click directly on either the aggregated

buy or sell quantity display cells to delete the working quantities displayed in

those cells.

[00100] I The display of a trader’s aggregated working quantities in cells 1004

benefits a trader in that it provides the total exposure from the trader’s working

Quantities. Although the display is dynamic, in that order quantities are

continuously updated as new orders are entered and others are filled, the display

of quantities at different market prices is limited by the size of the display screen.

Thus, it is possible for a trader to have working quantities of which the trader is

not aware at prices that are not visible in the display window. The aggregated

working quantities display helps to alleviate this drawback by showing a trader

the cumulative total of the trader’s buy and sell working quantity. If the display

shows anything but a zero, the trader will know that the trader currently has an

unfilled wor1dng__r;_uantity in the market.

[00101] In the preferred embodiment, the display of aggregated working

quantities, as shown in cells 1004 in FIG. 10, is presented to‘ the user in

conjunction with buttonsithat may be actuated by the user. As noted above, the

user may use an input device, such as a mouse, to‘ click the buttons 1006, 1008,

thereby deleting the working orders associated with the displayed aggregated 0

working quantities. One button 1006 displays the aggregated buy working , -

quantity. The other button 1008 displays the aggregated sell working quantity.

The aggregated totals that appear on each button 1006, 1008 are calculated from

the non-aggregated working quantities as displayed in a working quantities ’
column 1010, as shown in FIG. 10. In both the working quantities column 1010

and the aggregated quantity buttons 1006, 1008, the buy quantity is highlighted,

in a preferred embodiment in a color, such as blue, and the sell quantity is

highlighted, in a preferred embodiment in a different color, such as red. The user
preferably has the option ofwhether to display—the aggregated quantity» buttons

via, for example in MD_TRADERTM, the properties settings window. The

quantity buttons appear by default for new sessions. Of course, aggregated
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working quantities may be displayed by any trading application, as an alternative

to the type of display illustrated in FIG. 10.

[00102] Dynamic Indicator

[00103] Another preferred embodiment provides the user with the ability to paste a

dynamic indicator for display in relation to, for example, a static price ‘scale. In

one embodiment, a first dynamic indicator column is displayed adjacent to the bid

quantity column, and a second dynamic indicator column is displayed adjacent to

the ask quantity column. The dynamic indicator may be applied to a dynamic

indicator column from a spreadsheet, such as Microsofi EXCEL, or other third

party charting or analytical software, to furnish the user with a visual indicator of,

for example, a specific price. The display screen may, for example, be an

MD_TRADERTM-style display generated by the X_TRADER® trading

application, although other trading applications and trading interfaces may

alternatively be used.

[00104] The dynamic indicator is preferably associated with market information.

In a preferred embodiment, the dynamic indicator is associated with a price,

although it may alternatively be associated with any other item of interest to the

user. Color coding may be applied to the dynamic indicator.

[00105] When used, for example, with an MD_TRADERTM-style display, a

dynamic indicator may be associated with a specific price, as set by a trader using

the third party software, and displayed in relation to a static price scale. If the

dynamic indicator is associated with a price that is outside of the viewable area of

the trader’s display, it preferably becomes viewable on the screen when the

associated price comes into view. Although a preferred embodiment of the

invention involves copying and pasting to and from a spreadsheet, other methods

of transferring information may also be used.

[00106] Use of this particular embodimentis in_i_tiated when a trader enters or

pastes a value into a spreadsheet 1100. For example, the value may be a specific

price that the trader wants to monitor, or it may be a dynamic price that includes

an attached calculation. The indicator is not limited to use with prices, but
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alternatively may be used for any item of interest on the u*ader’s display. In the

price example, once the value is entered in the spreadsheet, the trader copies the

desired price cell(s) from the spreadsheet and pastes the cell(s) in one of the

dynamic indicator columns 1102 of the screen, as shown in FIG. 11A. Upon

pasting the cell(s) in the dynamic indicator column, a display marker, also

referred to as a dynamic indicator 1104, highlights a cell in the indicator column

1102 that corresponds to the price calculated in the spreadsheet or other sofiware.

[00107] The marker may be anything that is suitable to serve as an indicator for the

trader, including, for example, graphical symbols and colors. Thus, although

FIG. 11A shows an entire highlighted cell 1104, the market may alternatively be

color-based, such as a highlighted or colored foreground, background, border or

portion of the cell. It is not necessary that the dynamic indicator occupy an entire

cell. For example, in instances where the trading interface includes a static price

scale, and the price scale is consolidated, it may be desirable to locate the

dynamic indicatorat a position within a cell that corresponds to a specific price.

In addition, the marker may mark a range ofprices. Preferably, the type of

marker is selectable by the user.

[00103] Preferably, a link is established from the pasted cell to the spreadsheet '

1100 from which the cell(s) was copied. The link gives the trader the ability to

change the copied value in the spreadsheet 1100, resulting in a related change in

the pasted value in the dynamic indicator column 1102. In one embodiment, this

may be a two—way link between the trading interface and the third party software,

or may link market data from the trading window, such as LTP or any other item

of interest, into the spreadsheet or other third party software. Any suitable type of

data exchange protocol may be used to embed information from the third party

sofiware or to link the dynamic indicator to the third party software. For

example, Microsoft OLE 2.0 may be used to perform these functions when using

Microsoft Windows applications as the third party sofiware. In a preferred

embodiment, Microsoft OLE is utilized to provide a link between a dynamic

indicator and a cell from a Microsoft EXCEL spreadsheet. Data exchange

protocols in general, and linking and embedding techniques in particular, are well

known to those skilled in the art.
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[00109] The meaning of the pasted dynamic indicator, and whether there is a

dynamic calculation attached, is preferably at the decision of the individual trader.

For example, the trader may want the dynamic indicator to represent a ‘Fair Value

Analysis’ (average price). This would calculate the average price at which the

specific commodity traded throughout the day. The trader would copy and paste

the cell, with the attached calculation, into the dynamic display column. As the

average price changed with each newly filled quantity, the dynamic indicator

-"would move up or down the indicator column in conjunction with the appropriate

price. When that indicator would move to a price viewable on the screen, the

trader then could see a visual indicator of the ‘Fair Value’ price, and the trader

could choose to enter quantity if the trader so desired. Although illustrated with

reference to the ‘Fair Value’ price, it is to be appreciated that any calculation may

alternatively be used.

[00110] As noted above, the dynamic indicator may also appear in only a portion

of the cell. Thehdyiiamic indicator may be highlighted, for example, in a different V

color than the remainder of the cell or the surrounding cells, or may be displayed

in time-alternating colors to create a flashing effect. The dynamic indicator may

be presented as a highlighted or colored line within a cell. The portion of the cell

in which the dynamic indicator appears may be selected to convey additional

information, such as a price that falls between prices in a static price scale, for

example when price consolidation is utilized. FIG. llB illustrates a dynamic

indicator column 1 102 in which a dynamic indicator is shown by highlighting

only a portion of a cell 1110.

[00111] The dynamic indicator benefits a trader in that the trader is provided, for

example, with the ability to monitor price movements of the trader’s own

designation, whether those movements are of the last traded price, the ‘Fair

‘ Value’, or any other designated item of interest. By seeing the visible dynamic

indicator associated with the trader’s designegeditem of interest, the trader has a

better opportunity to enter quantities at prices that are desirable. In addition, the

trader can paste a dynamic indicator while continuing to enter other quantities

throughout the trading session, and the indicator will continue to update as long
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as the session is open. Thus, the trader may find that a desirable price, as shown

by the indicator, is available in the market long after the trader originally copied

and pasted the indictor. Furthermore, the dynamic indicator may decrease the

time it takes for the user to analyze market data by providing the user with a

visual cue.

[00112] The display of the highlighted dynamic indicator, the color of which, in

instances where color is used, may be selected by the trader through, for example,

a properties window, appears in the buy and/or sell dynamic indicator columns on

the display. The indicators can be moved to various locations on the display. Of

course, more than one dynamic indicator may appear in any dynamic indicator

column. In one embodiment that utilizes the MD__TRADERTM-style display, the

dynamic indicator columns appear by default to the immediate left and right of

the buy and sell quantity columns, respectively, as shown in FIG. 11A. It is not

necessary, however, that an entire colurrm, row or other_ display element be

_ devoted to display_o_f a dynamic indicator. The dynamic indicator may

alternatively be applied in the display on a cell-by-cell basis or may overlay other

displayed information.

[00113] Out of Range Indicator

[00114] In accordance with a preferred embodiment, the graphical user interface

for a trading application provides an indication that an item of interest is outside

the viewable range of the display. The trading application may be X_TRADER®

referenced above, or any other commercially available product adapted as

described in this section. Preferably, the out of range indicator also provides a

user the ability to cause the display to shifi up or down so that the user may view

the item(s) of interest that lie outside of the viewable area. Examples of items of

interest include, but are not limited to, the user’s working orders and market

depth information, such as quantities and prices.

[00115] In one embodiment, the out of range ‘indicator is an arrow or similar

pointing icon, which will indicate to theluser that an item of interest lies outside

the viewable area and further indicates the direction in which the viewable area
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needs to move to display the item of interest. Preferably, the viewable area will

scroll or jump to the item of interest when the user clicks on or otherwise actuates

the pointing icon. Each time the out of range indicator is used, the display may

shift to the closest item of interest outside of the viewable area. As an alternative

to jumping to the next item of interest, the display may shift row-by—row, column-

by-column, price—by—price, or may jump to a new level based upon a selected item

of interest.

[00116] For example, as shown in FIG. 12A, quantities are entered (and are

viewable on the display) at sell prices of 109225, 109250, 109400, etc. If 109525

is the next highest price for which quantity is entered, but that quantity is beyond

the viewable area, the trader can use an out of range quantity indicator, illustrated

in this example as an ‘up arrow’ 1200 function, to shift the display up so that the

quantity is viewable. Each ensuing use of the ‘up arrow’ 1200 fimction will

result in the display of the next highest sell price for which quantity is entered in

the market. _

[00117] Continuing with this example, the same general principles apply when

employing the ‘down arrow’ 1202 function. Specifically, in FIG. 12A, quantities
are viewable on the trading screen at the buy prices of 108975, 108875, 108825,

etc. If 108650 is the next lowest buy price for which quantity is entered in the

market, then the trader could use the ‘down arrow’ 1202 fimction to display that
quantity. Each ensuing use of the ‘down arrow’ 1202 fimction results in the

display of the next lowest buy price for which quantity was entered in the market.

[00113] By using the out of range indicator (e.g., 1200, 1202), which in this

example indicates out of range market quantities, the trader can essentially view

the entire market depth provided by an exchange. The ‘display of the entire

market depth may be limited, for example, by the size of the user’s display

screen, or the user’s preferences about the amount ofmarket information that is

displayed at any one time. Due to these cons_trai_nts, it is possible that there may

be items of interest, such as market depth or working orders, that the user cannot

see. The out of range indicator not only alerts the user to the existence of an out
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-of range item of interest, but also ensures that all such information is viewable

via, for example, the ‘up arrow’ 1200 and ‘down arrow’ 1202 fiinction.

[00119] When items of interest fall outside the viewable range, the trading

application preferably generates cells, for example each with an arrow pointing up

or down, as appropriate, at the top and/or bottom of the column related to the item

of interest. The arrow cells are preferably enabled only when an item of interest,

like a quantity entered in the market, falls outside of the viewable area. If no

items of interest fall outside the viewable area, in one embodiment of the

invention, the cells are inactive and may be presented on the display in a solid

color without an arrow. As an alternative to the use ofbuttons with pointing

icons, a preferred embodiment allows a user to scroll the market data in a desired

direction using a mouse wheel or other user input device.

[00120] As noted above, the out of range indicator may alternatively, or in

addition, be used to alert the user to out of range working‘ orders. In this example,

each time the indicator is used, the display preferably shifis to the user’s next

working order in the market that is outside of the viewable area. For example, as

shown in FIG. 12B and evidenced by the working quantities present in the

working quantities column, a trader has quantities entered (and viewable on the

display) at sell or offer prices of 109200, l09250, and 109300. If 109550 is that

trader’s next highest price for which quantity is entered, but that quantity is

beyond the viewable area, the trader can use the indicator, in this example an ‘up -

offer arrow’ 1204 function, to shifi the display up so that the quantity is viewable.

Each ensuing use of the ‘up offer arrow’ 1204 function results in the display of

the trader’s next highest offer price for which quantity is entered in the market.

As stated above, the display alternatively may shift row-by-row, column-by-

column, price-by-price, or may jump to a new level based upon a selected item of

interest.

[00121] The same general principles may apply in regard to working buy orders,

by employing a ‘down bid arrow" 1206 function. For example, in FIG. 11B the

trader has quantities entered and viewable on the trading screen at the buy or bid

prices of 109025, 109000, 108975, 108875, and 108825. Ifl08650 is that
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trader’s next lowest bid price for which quantity is entered in the market, then the

trader could use the ‘down bid arrow’ 1206 function to display that quantity. Each

ensuing use of the ‘down bid arrow’ 1206 function results in the display of that

trader’s next lowest bid price for which the trader has quantity entered in the

market. Regardless of which arrow is’ being used, the screen will shift to

quantities that the trader has entered in the market.

[oo122]- By using the out of range indicator (e.g., 1200, 1202, 1204 and 1206), the

trader preferably may View information related to all of his or her working orders.
This indicator reduces the potential for missed and forgotten opportunities or

exposure by ensuring that all of the user’s working orders are viewable via the

‘up offer arrow’, the ‘up bid arrow’, the ‘down offer arrow’ and ‘down bid arrow’

functions. The pointing icons, or arrow buttons, discussed above may be located

at the top and/or bottom of any column of interest, or to the left and/or right side

of any row of interest, that includes data that falls outside of theviewable range,

including for example working orders that fall outside the viewable range. Other _
uses for the out of range indicator will be apparent to those skilled in the art upon

reviewing this detailed description. Although described above with reference to

pointing icons and/or arrow buttons, any type of indicator may alternatively be

used as long as it is capable of indicating to the user that there is information

outside of the viewable range.

[00123] ‘Thermometer’ Indicator

[00124] In accordance with a preferred embodiment, the trading application

provides a display to the user illustrating the volume of buy and sell quantities, in \

proportion to each other, in a logical, dynamic manner. The trading application

may be X_TRADER®, referenced above, or any other commercially available

product adapted as described in this section. In one embodiment, which is

advantageously used in a trading application that displays price along a vertical

axis, like X_TRADER®, the ‘thermometer’ indicator generates one or more

narrow, vertical display columns 1300, l3.02?“_thennometers”), located in

proximity to the quantity columns as shown in FIGS. l3A & 13B. The

thermometers 1300, 1302 may or may not be associated with a numeric display of
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the total number ofbuy and sell orders in the market for a particular commodity.

When there is quantity available in the market, the thermometers 1300, 1302 are

' preferably shaded in a manner that coincides with the percentage ofbuy verses

sell quantities in the market. For example, if the buy and sell quantities in the

market are equal, meaning that 50% of the quantity is buy quantity and 50% is

sell quantity, then both thermometers 1300, 1302 are shaded 50%, as shown in

FIG. 13A. In alternative embodiments, thermometer indicators may represent a

relationship between any two items of interest to the user. Although vertical bars

are shown in the illustrations, it should ‘be understood that any visual indicator

may alternatively be used, as long as the indicator is capable of conveying the

appropriate information to a user.

[00125] These thermometer columns are preferably adjustable in that the user may

move the thermometer columns to various locations on the display as logic or

user preference dictate. One preferred location, when the thermometer indicator

isto represent the volume ofbuy quantities in relation to the volume of sell
quantities, is immediately to the left of the buy quantity column and to the right of

the sell quantity colurrm. In this embodiment, the display of the thermometers

may begin at the mid-point of the prices displayed on the screen. For example, in

FIGS. 13A and 13B, the mid-point is between the prices of 90 and 85. The buy

quantity thermometer descends from the mid-point to the lowest price displayed

on the screen (45), and the sell quantity thermometer extends to the highest price

displayed (130).

[00126] As noted above, the two thermometers show the quantity available in the

market, with one thermometer each for the buy quantities and the sell quantities.

In the illustrated embodiment, both thermometers extend from the mid-point price

_ that is currently on the user’s display. The buy thermometer preferably reaches to

the lowest price displayed, while the sell thermometer preferably extends to the

highest price displayed. The thermometer for the buy quantity descends from the

top of the thermometer as the percentage ofbuy-quantity increases. The

thermometer for the sell quantity rises from the bottom of the thermometer as the

percentage of sell quantity increases. If either the buy or sell quantity is larger

than the other, the thermometers will reflect this difference based on the amount
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of the disparity. FIG. 13B, for example, reflects a scenario where 95% of the

quantity in the market is buy quantity and 5% of the quantity in the market is sell

quantity. Therefore, the buy thermometer 1304 is shaded a great deal more than

the sell thermometer 1306 to represent the disparity. Although described with

reference to a thermometer indicator, any type of graphical indicator may

alternatively be used to present the user with information about an item of

interest. An alternative to displaying graphical indicators, like therrno'meters, is

to display the market depth numerically, such as an aggregated sell quantity and

an aggregated buy quantity, or as a percentage or ratio between buys and sells.

[00127] The thermometer indicator benefits a trader by showing the disparity of

buy verses sell quantity in the market, thereby providing the trader with a tool to

help decide Whether to enter orders to buy or sell. For example, if there is a

higher percentage ofbuy quantity in the market, then a greater number of the

traders may want to buy, whereas if there is a greater percentage of sell quantity

in the market, then _a greater number of traders may want to sell. A trader can '

therefore deduce that with a greater percentage ofbuy quantity in the market, the

trader may have a higher chance ofhaving the trader’s sell order filled at a

desirable price if the trader were to enter sucha sell order. If the percentage of

sell quantity was higher in the market, the trader may have a greater chance of

having the trader’s buy order filled at a desirable price.

[(30123] Auto Scalper

[00129] In accordance with another preferred embodiment, the trading application

provides a way to automatically enter offsetting orders. The trading application

preferably is X_TRADER®, using an MD-__TRADERTM—style display. Scalping is

a term that is -well known in the trading of commodities and it refers to a trading

technique in which the trader trades for relatively smaller gains over a short

period of time. In this embodiment, the trading application facilitates scalping by

providing the user with an automatic order entry mechanism, embodiments of

which are further described below. Preferably,_automatic scalping is activated

based on a user input, such as simultaneously pressing the control key and the

scroll wheel on the user’s mouse to manipulate a pair of indicator bars in the form
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of horizontal lines. Other actuating mechanisms may alternatively be used,

including for example using a dialog box generated by the trading application or

by actuating a scalping icon displayed on the user interface.

[00130] For this embodiment in which a mouse input is used to position parallel

horizontal lines, the indicator bars define a price range where buy and sell

quantities may be automatically entered when a similar such quantity is manually

entered and filled. More specifically, this feature automatically enters sell

quantities when a trader’s manually entered buy quantity is filled. Likewise, this

feature will automatically enter buy quantities when a trader’s manually entered I

sell quantity is filled. The indicator bars move in relation to a static scale or axis

representing prices. In a preferred embodiment, the indicator bars span the buy
column, the sell column, and the price column, and they begin together at the

mid-point of the prices displayed on the trader’s display screen. In FIG. 14A, that

mid‘-point 1400 is between the prices of 90 and 85. When the trader enables this

embodiment and_sc_r_olls the wheel on the trader’s rnouse up, the indicators move
further apart, leaving a greater number of prices within the range of the indicator

bars 1402. When the trader scrolls the wheel down, the indicator bars move closer

together (nearer to the mid-point), reducing the number ofprices within the

indicator columns, as shown in FIG. 14B.

[00131] The order that is automatically entered is preferably for the same quantity

as the trader’s last buy or sell fill. Additionally, the order that is automatically

entered is entered at a particular price or prices, depending on the preferences

and/or practices of the trader, Within the range of the indicator bars. In one

embodiment, the order that is automatically entered is, in the case of a sell order,

at the lowest price above the inside market within the range of the indicator bars,

and in the case of a buy order, at the lowest price within the range of the indicator

bars. Alternatively, the order that is automatically entered, may be at a price or

prices calculated pursuant to any algorithm. For example, the quantity ordered

may be evenly spread among the prices ‘above(-in the case of a sell order) or

below (in the case of a buy order) the inside market and within the range of the

indicator bars. The preferred embodiments are not limited to any particular

technique for determining theprice or prices at which the automatic order is
0041
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entered. In a preferred embodiment, the user may set the rules for exactly how a

duplicate order or orders are sent (whether at the best price or some other price).

[00132] For example and as shown in FIG. 14A, the indicator bars 140?. are set

with the highest price at 110 and the lowest price at 65. The inside market, as

indicated by the black line, is a buy price of 100 and a sell price of 105. If a trader

using the automatic scalper enters quantity in the buy column and that quantity is

filled, in one embodiment the system will automatically enter a duplicate quantity

in the sell column at the lowest price above the inside market and within the

range of the indicator bars, which in this example would be a sell price of 105.

[00133] A trader’s position may be defined as the difference between the total

quantity of the commodities bought and quantity of the commodities sold, and the

trader is considered to have a long position when the quantity bought is greater

than the quantity sold and a short position when the quantity sold is greater than

the quantity bought. The more quantity the trader owns, the longer the trader’s

position will be."‘C'onversely, the more quantity the trader sells, the shorter the

trader’s position will be. It may be desirable to have neither a long nor short

position, referred to as a closed position, at the end of each day’s trading session.

If the buy quantity that the trader has entered in the market is filled, thus giving

the trader a long position, the system, if actuated by the user, may automatically

enter a duplicate sell quantity, which when filled will close the trader’s position.

Likewise, if the sell quantity that the trader has entered in the market is filled, the

system may automatically enter a duplicate buy quantity, which when filled will

close the trader’s position. The automatic scalper" automatically and, preferably,

immediately enters a duplicate buy or sell quantity, which when filled will close

the trader’s position, preventing the trader from carrying a long or short position

for an extended period of time.

[00134] In an alternative embodiment, the automatic scalper embodiment may be

used to set one range, using, for example,._indic_§or bars, for buying quantity and

another range for selling quantity, at the same time. For this embodiment, the

automatic scalper automatically quotes both sides (buy and sell) within the ranges

determined by the user. In another alternative embodiment, multiple automatic
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scalping ranges, using different pairs of indicator bars, may be active in a single

trading window. For this embodiment, the different ranges may be distinguished

by using, for example, different colors for the different pairs of indicator bars.

[00135] Price Level Reasonability Check

[00135] In accordance with another preferred embodiment, the trading application

provides a user with the ability, referred to as the Price Level Reasonability

Check (“PLRC”), to prevent the entry of any order in the market at a price that is
a specified number of ticks away from the Last Traded Price (LTP), orat a price
that is a specified percentage different from the LTP. A tick can be anything, but

is generally used in this detailed description as the minimum change in a price

value that is set by the exchange for each commodity (e.g., $.01, $.05, $.10, or

any other value). The trading application may be vX__TRADER®, referenced

above, or any other commercially available product adapted as described in this

section. The PLRC may be enabled and configured by either a user, such as a

trader or an administrator. For systems in which an administrator enables the

PLRC, the PLRC may be applied uniformly to all client terminals on a network,

or it may be adjusted on a case-by-casebasis, thereby accounting, for example,

for the experience level of the trader.

[00137] The PLRC may preferably be enabled on a commodity-by-commodity

basis. For example, in FIG. 15A, a trader has entered a value of five to designate

the maximum number of ticks fi'om the LTP at which the trader is willing to enter

an order in the market. As shown in FIG. 15B, the market for the commodity

being traded has a tick value of five. Therefore, as dictated by the LTP of 90, the

tick increment of five, and the PLRC value of five, should the trader choose to

sell the commodity, the trader can enter an order at a price of090, 85, 80, 75, 70,

and/or 65. As shown in FIG. 15B, 90 is the last traded price, and the prices of 85,

80, 75, 70, and 65 are the sell prices that are less than or equal to five ticks away

from that LTP. If the trader attempts to sell quantity at a price of 60 or below, the

trader would be restricted from doing so because the price is beyond what the

trader’s PLRC value will allow. The same trader could buy the_ commodity at a

price of 90, 95, 100, 105, 110, and/or 115. Each of these prices is within five ticks
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(the PLRC value) of the LTP. If a trader attempts to buy quantity at a price of

120 or higher, the trader would be restricted from doing so because the price is

beyond what the trader’s PLRC value will allow. The PLRC function may

alternatively allow a trader or administrator to enter a percentage instead of a

number of ticks to designate the maximum deviation from the LTP at which the

user is allowed to enter orders in the market.

[00138] In an alternative embodiment, the trading application may provide a

volatility adjusted PLRC function. In this embodiment, the PLRC dynamically

increases or decreases the number of ticks (or percentage) away from the LTP

within which a user may enter orders. The increase/decrease, which may be set

by the user or a system adminisfiator, is preferably based on volatility. For

example, a trader may set the trading application to dynamically increase the

PLRC by a specified amount if the volatility is greater than a specified amount.

[00139] The inclusion of the PLRC function limits the possibility of the trader

having the worldng" quantity filled at less desirable prices. The inside market is

those prices, for which there is quantity available in the market, that are

considered the best buy and sell prices available. The best buy price is the highest

buy price that has quantity in the market, while the best sell price is lowest sell

price that has quantity in the market. Generally, the LTP will be at or near to that

inside market. The LTP is used as the center price from which the PLRC begins

and allows quantity to be entered at a limited number ofprice levels either above

or below that LTP level.

[00140] In one preferred embodiment, where the trading application is

X_TRADER®, the PLRC is preferably enabled through the ‘Options’ display, an

example ofwhich is shown in FIG. 15B, by checking the “Price Level

Reasonability Check” option box 1500 and then entering a value in the adjacent

box 1502, designating the number of ticks that quantities can be filled beyond the

last traded price value. Although the PLRC described with reference to setting

a boundary on acceptable prices for working quantities, the same technique may

be used to consuain many other trading activities, such as the quantity associated

with any order or to limit the total quantity being quoted by any individual user.
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Implementation of these variations is analogous to the implementation of PLRC

described above and those skilled in the art can implement the variations based on

this detailed description.

[00141] Group Positioning and Automatic Grid Positioning

[00142] In accordance with another preferred embodiment, the trading application

may re-position any item of interest within the trading interface. In one

embodiment, the trading application tracks the market’s activity by automatically

centering, for example, the inside market or theiLast Traded Price (“LTP”) on the

display with respect to a static axis or scale of prices. Preferably, any other item

of interest in the trading interface may serve as the basis for positioning 4

information within the display. _

[oo143] The trading application preferably is X_TRADER®, using an

MD_TRADERTM-style display. In a preferred embodiment, the LTP is displayed

in the LTP column and is indicated by a highlighted cell directly next to the price .

_cell corresponding to the most recently filled quantity. The LTP cell preferably

also contains an indication of the quantity of the most recent fill. The inside

market is indicated by a line sparming both the buy and sell columns and is

positioned between the highest buy price at which there is quantity currently in

the market (the best buy price) and the lowest sell price at which there is quantity

currently in the market (the best sell price). H

[00144] Preferably, a user may designate any item of interest as the basis for the

positioning function, such that, upon positioning, the item of interest will be

moved to a predetermined location on the user’s display. Automatic positioning

may be triggered either by a timer, or by monitoring movement of the item(s) of

interest about the display. Two items of interest to many traders are the inside

market and the LTP. Thus, in one embodiment, the user may select one of these

items for automatic re-positioning. When either the highlighted LTP cell or the

inside market line is outside of the viewablearea of a trader’s display, or is more

than a predetermined distance away from a location on the display, the LTP cell

or the inside market line will automatically be placed at a predetermined location
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on the display. In a preferred embodiment, automatic positioning parameters

may be selected by the user from the ‘Options’ display. The user may choose, for

example,.whether to re-position the display after a designated number of seconds,

when the LTP is a designated number of cells from the top or bottom of the

trader’s display screen, or when the inside market is a designated number of cells

fiom the top or bottom of the trader’s display screen.

[00145] In addition, a trading application may present multiple trading windows to

the user simultaneously. In accordance with a preferred embodiment, the

automatic positioning tool may be applied globally to any number of open trading

windows. Preferably, a dialog box or menu item may be used to enable the user

to group or link, for purposes ofre-positioning, any number of trading windows.

In accordance with one -embodiment, at least one of the linked trading windows

becomes the master, and the other linked trading window(s) will be re-positioned

whenever the master trading window is re-positioned. For example, one of the

trading windows__rr_r_ay be designated by the user as the master trading window by

selecting “re-position all,” or any similar desigration, from a menu or dialog box.

This may have the effect of re—positioning all open trading windows when the

master trading window is re-positioned. The user may choose to have one or

more trading windows ignore the re—positioning command by selecting “ignore,”

or any similar designation, from the menu or dialog box. This group re-

positioning feature may be used in conjunction with the automatic re—positioning

tool or with manual re-"positioning (such as through the click of a center mouse

button or the use of any input device). Other techniques for grouping trading

windows will be apparent to those skilled in the art upon review of this detailed

description.

[oo14s} In a preferred embodiment, the positioning tool serves to center the item

of interest (such as the LTP or the inside market) on the display. As shown in

FIG. 16A, the LTP is displayed in the LTP column 1602 and is indicated by a

I highlighted cell 1600 (the color of which maybe designated by the trader). This

cell 1600 appears next to the price cell 1604 corresponding to the most recently

filled quantity. The inside market is indicated by a solid line spanning both the

buy 1608 and sell 1610 columns, and is between the highest buy price at which
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there is quantity currently in the market and the lowest sell price at which there is

quantity currently in the market. FIG. 16B is a display showing how a trader may

select and manipulate the automatic grid _centering feature. Although presented in

FIGS. 16A and 16B as being applied to a scrolling vertical scale, it should be

understood that the preferred embodiments are not so limited. Rather, automatic

positioning may be applied regardless of the direction of movement or the

number of dimensions in which information is displayed.

[00147] As quantities are entered and filled in the market, the LTP and inside

market change to indicate the price of the last filled ciuantity and the most recent

best buy and sell prices. In a volatile market, a large number of quantities can be

filled in a relatively short period of time, resulting in a continuous fluctuation of

the LTP and inside market. The LTP and the inside market are two indicators that

a trader may use to understand at what prices other traders find a commodity to be

most desirable. A trader may use automatic positioning to always have a visual

reference of_where_ the market is trading, increasing the likelihood of entering

«quantities and having those quantities filled at desirable prices. In addition,

automatic positioning may be used in conjunction with manual positioning. In

other words, it is preferable that by enabling automatic positioning, the user is not

thereby precluded from manually re-positioning the display.

[00148] Highlight lVIid—Point of Last Re-Position

[00149] In accordance with a preferred embodiment, a trader may emphasize the

mid-point ofprices and/or quantities entered in the market at the time of the last

re—position event. Preferably, a re-position event centers the display around the

inside market, where the inside market is the highest buy price and the lowest sell

price for the commodity being traded for which there is quantity in the market, or

alternatively, a re-position event may center the display at any price and/or

quantity, if so desired. Furthermore, a re-position event does not need to center

on any particular price, but may ensure that a particular price, or other item of
interest, is positioned at a predetermined location, or within a range of locations,

on the display.
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[00150] In the preferred embodiment, the mid-point is designated by a bold line

that spans the columns of the display screen, or in another embodiment, the mid-

point may be designated by a color, arrow, text, and so forth. Preferably, the

exact location of the mid-point line is dependent on the number of the price rows

that are displayed between the best buy and best offer price rows (at which

quantity is available) at the time of the last re-center event. Alternatively, the

location of the mid-point line may be dependent on the quantities of a portion, or

all, of the buy and sell orders, or may be dependent on the combination ofprice

and quantities of the portion or all of the buy and sell orders. In yet another

alternative, a bold line representing a particular price level may be displayed in

association with any item of interest to the user, to thereby adjust the content of

the trading interface to the user’s preferred range.

[00151] Of course, markers other than a line may alternatively be used. For

example, like many of the -foregoing embodiments, the marker may be

highlighting, a color or a graphical indicator disposed upon the display at the '
desired location. According to this ‘embodiment, a trader may benefit from the

visual representation of the discrepancy between the best bid and offer prices

currently in the market.

[00152] According to the preferred embodiment, when the number of price rows

between the best bid and best offer price rows (where quantity is entered) is an

even number (or zero), the mid-point line is displayed between the middle values,

with these being the highest buy (bid) price and the lowest sell (offer) price that

are displayed in the window. For example, in FIG. 19A, the best bid price is 75

and the best offer price is 100. In this example, the display for the product is

traded in ticks in increments of 5. As a result, the prices that are displayed

between the best bid and best offer prices are 80, 85, 90 and 95. Because the total

number ofprices between the best bid and best offer is an even number, the mid

point line 1800 is displayed between the highest bid price of 85 and the lowest

offer price of 90. Other methods may alternatively be used to determine the mid-

point of an even number of rows, cells or columns.
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[00153] In addition, according to the preferred embodiment, when the number of

price rows between the best bid and the best offer prices (where quantity is

entered) is an odd number, the mid-point line is displayed in the top of the cell

that signifies the middle price value of the prices displayed between the best bid

and best offer prices. For example, in'FIG. 19B, the best bid price is 85, and the

best offer price is 105. The display for the product being traded ticks in

increments of 5. As a result, the prices that are displayed between the best bid

and the best offer are 90, 95 and 100. Because the total number ofprices between

the best bid and best offer is an odd number, the mid-point line 1902 is displayed

above the price row of 95 because 95 signifies the middle price value of the

prices displayed between the best bid and best offer prices. It should be

understood that the mid-point line 1902 may be displayed below or in the middle

of the price row of 95 to indicate the middle price value. Other methods may

alternatively be used to determine the mid-point of an odd number of rows, cells

or columns.

[00154] While the preferred embodiment utilizes an MD_TRADERTM-style

display with a vertical static price axis or scale, this trading tool may beiutilized

with any display in which market information, such as bids, asks and!or working

orders, are displayed relative to_a static scale or axis ofprices. It is not necessary

that the scale or axis be vertical or even two-dimensional. Rather, the market

information may be displayed horizontally, at an angle, n-dimensionally, or in any

other fashion.

[00155] The display of the mid-point line may be enabled through an ‘Options’

display, an example of which is shown in FIG. 19C, by clicking the box 1906

directly to the left of the ‘Highlight Midpoint of Last Re-center’ option. Other

techniques known to those skilled in the art, such as selecting this tool from a _

menu, may alternatively be used. Also, highlighting the mid-point may be _

applied to a variety of applications where the trader would like to-highlight a

midpoint that corresponds to prices and/or quantities, or any other item of

interest.

[00156] Drag and Drop of Working Quantities
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[00157] In accordance with another preferred embodiment, the trading application

permits the trader to change the trader’s working orders by dragging and dropping

working quantities from one price level to another price level vis-a-vis a static

price scale or axis. The trading application preferably is X_TRADER®, using an

MD_TRADERTM-style display. When using an MD_TRADERTM-style display to

drag and drop a working order, in one embodiment, the trader clicks on an active

cell within the working quantity column. This activates the drag and drop feature

and allows the trader to manipulate the cell by moving the cell on the trader’s

trading screen. Suuchia manipulation is commonly referred to as “dragging” the

chosen data. Prior to releasing the mouse button, a trader drags the working order

by moving the cursor to a new cell in -the. working quantity column. The trader

then releases or “drops” the data in a new cell. In a preferred embodiment, the

ability to drag and drop working orders as described herein is an option that may

be turned on or offby the user for each individual trading window.

[00153] At the point _the data is dropped, the previous quantity may be deleted
from the original price and a new quantity entered at the price associated with the

cell in which the new working quantity was dropped. The quantity displayed in

either the buy or sell column that corresponds to the traders working quantity also

moves to the newly selected price level when the drag and drop function is

performed. Any approach may be used to change. the user’s working orders. For
example, rather than resulting in the deletion of an existing working order and the

entry of a new working order, a single cancel and replace, as known to those

skilled in the art, may be used to change the user’s working orders.

[00159] The ability to‘ drag and drop working quantities, as displayed in the

working quantities column, can be used by a trader who is not satisfied with the

current price at which such quantity is entered in the market. The trader is given

the capability of changing the price level at which the trader’s quantity is entered

without having to both delete and re-enter the quantity, resulting in a valuable

time savings by simply dragging and dropping-that quantity.

[00160] Preferably, the drag and drop feature makes it possible for a trader to

move the entire working quantity of a single cell from one cell to another cell in
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the working quantity column when that quantity actually consists of multiple

orders. For example, if a trader’s working quantity is 30 at the price of 102.54

(1700), as shown in FIG. 17, that quantity may actually consist of three separate

10-lot orders, where a lot consists of multiple quantities that are traded together.

Should the trader drag and drop that working quantity to the price of 102.57, the

entire quantity of 30 (all three lots) will move cohesively to the new price level.

Although the quantities were entered separately, once entered, they are treated as

a cohesive whole.

[00161] The ability to drag and drop an entire quantity, regardless of the number of

orders associated with that quantity, benefits a trader in that the trader does not

need to constantly change the trader’s quantity setting. The trader also does not

have to repeat the drag and drop action for each order. For example, a trader may

be trading at a quantity of 10, and therefore every time" the trader entersa quantity

in the market, the trader is entering a 10-lot order. Ifthe trader wants to enter a

quantity of 30, th_e.trader can either change the quantity setting or click in the
appropriate cell three times, thus entering three separate‘ 10-lot orders in the

market. Should the trader choose to drag and drop the working quantity from one

price level to another, all of the working quantity associated with the cell and"

price level at which the drag and drop is performed will be moved‘ to the new

price level. As a result, the trader does not have to perform three separate drag

and drop actions and valuable time can be saved, which could help to ensure that

the quantities are entered and filled at their intended prices.

[00162] The display of a trader’s worlcing quantity appears in the working quantity

colunm in a cell that corresponds to the price at which the quantity was entered.

The display of the trader’s working quantity remains visible on the trading screen

until the quantity entered is completely filled, at which time the display of that

V specific working quantity will be removed from the working quantity column, or

the order is canceled or deleted. In one embodiment of the invention, the cell in

which the working quantity is displayed includes a ‘W’ followed by a value that

indicates the quantity that is currently working in the market. The cell also

contains a ‘B’ or an ‘S’ followed by a value that indicates how much of the

original working Buy or Sell quantity has been bought or sold. Although
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described with reference to a working quantity column, the embodiments are not

limited to trading interfaces that display working quantities in a column, but

rather the teachings of this section may be applied to any type of display of

working quantities.

[oo1s3] In one preferred embodiment of drag and drop, nothing changes with

respect to a user’s pending working orders until the user releases the mouse

button, keypad or other input device over the desired location on the trading

interface. This feature allows the user to maintain his/her place in the trading

queue for the earlier entered order. In an alternative embodiment, the new order

is entered as soon as the mouse icon comes to rest in an appropriate area of the

trading interface.

[00164] Another alternative embodiment allows drag and drop of working

quantities when price consolidation is enabled. Any appropriate algorithm may

be used to allocate the new order(s) over the consolidated price range. For this

embodiment, théuser preferably may select, such as through the use ofa dialog

box, the desired allocation algorithm. For example, all the “dropped” orders may

be entered at one price, such as the price shown on the consolidated scale, or the

working quantity may be equally distributed over the consolidation range

associated with the location where theorders are dropped, or each working order

may be moved by the increment on the consolidated price scale between their

original location and the location at which the orders are dropped.

[00165] Yet another alternative provides a user with the ability to enable automatic

modification of the quantity of the order entered at the location where the

working order is dropped. For example, as noted above, working orders may

remain working until the input device (e.g. mouse button) is released. In this

case, a working order may be filled or partially filled during the drag and drop

process. Preferably, the user may select, such as through a dialog box, what will

happen to the “dropped” order in this situation. For example, if the working

order is filled during drag and drop, the user may prefer that no new order be

entered at the new price. Or, if the working quantity is partially filled, the user

may prefer that only the remaining quantity be entered at the new price. In this
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manner, the “dropped” order may be automatically modified in accordance with

user preference.

[00166] Average Price of Working Quantities

[00167] In accordance with a preferred embodiment, a display shows the average

price for a trader’s working buy and sell quantities that are entered in the market.

A trader’s working quantities represent the unfilled quantities of all the orders

that the trader currently has entered, but not filled in the market. Preferably, the

display shows the average price of the total working buy quantities and the

average price of the total working sell quantifies for the specific commodity being

traded and for the specific trader who entered those quantities. For this

embodiment, the average working prices may be displayed using, for example,

highlighting, color, or a graphical indicator associated with a static price scale or

axis, if such a scale or axis is displayed. The display may or may not include the

actual numeiicalyalue of the average price.

[00168] In an alternate embodiment, a distribution of the prices for the trader's

working buy and/or sell quantities that are entered in the market is displayed. In

this alternative embodiment, the average price might also be displayed in or

around the displayed distribution of the prices. It should also be understood that

the average price and/or the distribution ofprices may be displayed in a text H

format, displayed in a color format (e.g., a color indicator), displayed in a

graphical format (e.g., using text and color), and so on.

[00169] For example, FIG. 18 shows a screen for a trader who has two working

buy quantities at the market price of 96, eight working buy quantities at a price of

95, and two working buy quantities at a price of 94 (1800). Preferably, the

average price of those working buy quantities is calculated by dividing the total

price of the working quantities from the sum of the quantities and that average

will be displayed as described below. In thepr‘eTerred embodiment, the average

price of the working buy quantities is calculated as follows (although, the average
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price may be calculated using other known types of statistical and/or numerical

analysis):

[00170] Total Price of Working Buy Quantities / Total Buy Quantity = Average

Price of Working Buy Quantities:

((2x96)+(8x95)+(2x94))/(2+8+2)=95

(l92+760+188)/l2=95

1140/12=95

[00171] Preferably, the same calculation is utilized to determine the average price

of the working sell quantities. Using the illustration from the example above,

FIG. 18 also shows a screen for a trader who has four separate working sell

quantities at the market price of 101, two working sell quantities at a price of 100,

and four working sell quantities at a price of 99 (1802). The average price of the

working sell quantities are displayed as described -herein and that price is

calculated as follows:

[00172] Total Price of Working Sell Quantities / Total Sell ‘Quantity = Average

Price of Working Sell Quantities: ' i

((4x10l)+(2xl00)+(4x99))/(4+2+4)=l00

(404 + 200 + 396) / 10 = 100

3005/ 10= 100

[00173] Preferably, the calculation of the average price of the working quantities is

on a contract-to-contract basis, meaning that separate average prices are

calculated and displayed for each separate commodity in which the trader has

working quantity entered.

[00174] Preferably, the display of the average'p‘rit:e and/or distribution of prices of

a trader’s working buy and sell quantities can be used to compare the trader’s

average price against all other current buy and sell quantities entered in the
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market for the commodity. This function can benefit a trader by helping to ensure

that the trader is trading at the most desirable prices.

[00175] In the preferred embodiment, the display of the average price for a trader’s

working quantities appears as two separate cells within the display — one

displaying the average buy price 1804 of the trader’s working sell quantities and

the other the average sell price 1806 of the trader’s working buy quantities. In the

preferred embodiment, the average buy price is displayed at the bottom of the

working quantities column and the average sell price 1806 is displayed at the top

of that column, as shown in FIG. 18. Moreover, in the preferred embodiment, the

price in the average sell price cell is highlighted in red and the price in the

average buy price cell is_ highlighted in blue. Although, it should be understood

that the average sell price and the average buy price can be displayed anywhere

on the screen, and the average sell price and average buy price may be displayed

textually, in any color, both textually and in a color, and so forth.

[00176] Coding "6’f‘]§lank Spots

[00177] In accordance with a preferred embodiment, cells in the buy and sell

columns of the display that correspond to prices at which there is no quantity

entered in the market are visually distinguished from those cells at which such

quantity is entered. The buy and sell price levels for which there is not

corresponding quantities are designated as “blank spots” 2000, and in the

preferred embodiment appear in a different shade than populated cells as a means

ofproviding a better visual representation of where the market is trading, as

shown in FIG. 20A. The blank spots 2000 may appear in a lighter shade or darker

shade than populated cells, a different color, or a different texture such as

hatching from those cells where there is quantity entered. Preferably, as new

quantities are entered into the market, and existing quantities are filled and

removed from the market, the blank spots 2000 change accordingly. In addition,

it is preferable that the user be able to select _t_he_manner in which blank spots are

displayed.
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[00173] According to an embodiment, a trader may benefit in that the visual

difference between buy and sell cells that contain quantity, verses those that do

not contain quantity, makes it easier for the trader to quickly recognize whether

quantities are available in the market at a particular price. Thus, a trader

interested in buying quantity has an enhanced display of where such quantity is

available, and a trader interested in selling quantity can more easily gauge where

other traders are selling the commodity.

[00179] In the preferred embodiment, color coding may appear in the buy and sell

columns of the display at price levels at which there is no quantity currently in the

market. The buy and sell cells that correspond to these price levels appear in a _

visually different manner than those cells at which such quantity is entered.

Color coding may be enabled through a ‘Color Code Blank Spots’ field of an

‘Options” display, shown in FIG. 20B, by checking the box 2002 immediately to

the left of the bla.r1k spots option.

[00130] In another preferred embodiment, color coding and/or shading may be

applied not only to cells without quantity, but also to cells in which the quantity

falls below a threshold. Preferably, the threshold may be set by a user or an

administrator. In addition, the user may set different thresholds either within one

trading window or across multiple trading windows. When different threshold

levels are utilized, it is preferable that each threshold value be assigned a distinct

color so that the user may quickly recognize the meaning of the color coding.

[00181] Display of Net Price of Open Position

[00182] In accordance with a preferred embodiment, a trader is provided with a

display of the net price of the working buy and sell orders. A visual indicator

such as text, color, a combination of text and color, or a graphical indicator is

. used to highlight to the trader the net price ofworking buy and sell orders. The

graphical indicator may take any form, including a line or even a colored pixel.__..

[00183] In one embodiment, it may be useful to display the net price open

position, where a position is the difference between the number of orders bought

(a long position) and the number of orders sold (a short position). A trader’s
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position is open when the number of orders bought or sold is not equal. If these

orders are equal, the trader’s position is considered closed. When orders are

traded on an exchange, it is possible for a trader to receive multiple fills, for

multiple quantities, and at different price levels for the quantities that make up the

trader’s orders. This feature incorporates the price levels of these multiple fills to

determine the net price at which the fills occurred. The trader can then use this

net price to gauge whether trading out of a position would result in a realized

gain, loss, or scratch (neither a gain nor a loss).

[00134] To determine the net price of a trader’s open position, this embodiment

divides the total price of the quantity that has been filled by the total number of

orders either bought or sold (a.k.a. the trader’s current position). For example, a

trader who purchased 10 contracts of a commodity (4 @ 99, 2 @ 100, and 4 @ u

101) would have a long 10 position, meaning that the trader would needto sell 10

contracts in order to close the trader’s position. The net price of the trader’s filled

quantity would _00, and would calculated as follows:

[00135] Total price ofFilled Quantity/Current Position = Net Price of the Open

Position

(4@99+2@ l00+4@ 101)/10= 100

(396 = 200 = 404)/ 10 = 100

(1000)/10 =100

[00186] Based on the calculation above, the value of 100 is displayed as the

trader’s net price of the trader’s open position. The net price can be displayed in

one of several manners, which include, without limitation, a box 2100 around the

net price’s price level cell as shown in FIG. 21, a separate column for the display

of the net price, a box across the net price’s price level, or a distinguishing color

for the net price. If a particular trader has a long position as the result of buying

‘ quantity, any additional quantity that is bought will cause the net price of the

trader’s open position to be re-calculated. Preferably, should that trader sell

quantity, the trader’s position will change but the net price that is displayed will

remain constant. Any additional buy quantity will subsequently change both the

trader's position and the net price of that position, while all subsequent sell
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quantity will adjust the trader's position only, and will do so only until the

position is closed. Should a trader begin a trading session with a short position as

a result having the sell quantity(s) filled, all of the trader’s subsequent sell

quantity will change both the position and the net price of the trader’s open

position when such sell quantity is filled. Any buy quantity that has been filled

will not change the net price, but will instead affect only the position and only

until that position has been closed. As a result, it will be easier for a trader to

gauge where (at what price) the trader needs to buy or sell when the net price of

the trader’s long position is only allowed to increase as the position increases and

the net price of the short position is only allowed increase as the position becomes

shorter.

[00137] A trader may benefit in that the visual representation of the net price of

the trader’s open position reduces or eliminates the need to mentally calculate

such a price when, depending on the market’s volatility, the price may change

repeatedly. trader who has had consecutive buy quantities filled.will have a

long position and will see a display signifying the net price of that long position.

‘Any sell quantities that are filled will not be calculated into that net price.

Likewise, a trader who has consecutive sell quantities filled" will have a short

position and will see a display signifying the net price of that short position. Any

buy quantities that are filled will not be calculated into that net price. The trader

benefits from such a feature in that the trader will always have a display of the net

price of the trader’s primary position (either of all of the trader’s buy quantities or

all of the trader’s sell quantities), which will therefore provide the trader with a

better indication of the price level at which the trader needs to buy or sell

additional quantities to make a profit and close the position. Alternatively, the

average price. of the trader’s open position may be-calculated based upon both buy

and sell orders filled.

[00188] The marker indicating the net price may beianything that is suitable to

serve as an indicator for the trader, including-,-for example, graphical symbols,

numbers and/or colors. Thus, although FIG. 21 shows a cell" 2100 surrounded by

a colored, shaded or highlighted box, the marker may alternatively be graphical,

or numerically displayed elsewhere on the user interface. It is not necessary that
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the marker occupy an entire cell. For example, in instances where the trading

interface includes a static price scale, and the price scale is consolidated, it may

be desirable to locate the marker at a position within a cell that corresponds to a

specific price. Preferably, the type ofmarker is selectable by the user.

[00139] Consolidation Control Icon

[00190] In accordance with a preferred embodiment, a trader may consolidate

price information, or other usefiil information, by a control icon that is displayed

to the user on the same interface that is used foritrading. Consolidation of price

information is described in U.S. Patent Application No. 09/971,087, incorporated

above. In the embodiment described herein, the control icon is preferably

presented to the user on the same screen that is used for trading, thereby allowing

the user to maintain his or her view of the market information as the control icon

is adjusted.

‘[00191] In a preferred embodiment, the control icon is a slide control 2200, shown
in FIG. 22, which can be dragged fiom left-to-right or right-to-left, but in

alternate embodiments may include a dial that can be turned in the clockwise or

counter-clockwise direction or any other control icon that may be actuated

through the graphical user interface of the trading application. According to the

preferred embodiment where price information may be consolidated through the

slide control 2200, when the slide control 2200 is dragged to the far left, the

display presents numbers in a one-tick, or uncompressed, progression. Price

information may also be displayed in another manner besides ticks (such as

currency), depending on the manner in which each exchange provides the price

information and user's preferences. As the slide control 2200 is moved to the

right, the control consolidates the prices and any other associated values (e.g.,

bid/ask quantities, working orders, etc.), thereby displaying values that become

progressively more consolidated the fiirther gejlide control 2200 is moved to the

right, and resulting in the display ofprices in multiples of ticks. Preferably, each

increment of the control icon may be selected by the user, such as through a

dialog box or any other means known to those skilled in the art.
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[00192] Although described with reference to a vertical price scale that is subject

to consolidation, the preferred embodiments are not limited to consolidating a

price scale, nor are they limited to consolidating a vertical display element.

Rather, any numerical sequence is subject to consolidation, regardless of its

orientation or number of dimensions. The preferred embodiments allow user

selectable consolidation through an icon presented on the user interface.

[00193] The consolidation ofprice information by adjusting a control icon benefits

a trader in that it quickly allows for a greater number ofprices and/or associated‘

values such as bid/ask quantities and working orders to be displayed at any given

time. Thus, a trader has a greater chance of not only seeing a majority, ifnot all,

of the quantity entered at those prices, but the trader also has a greater spectrum

ofprices in which to enter the trader’s own quantities.

[00194] Conclusion

[00195] It shouldbe. understood that the above description ofthe preferred

embodiments, alternative embodiments, and specific examples are given by way

of illustration and not limitation. For example, the features described herein

could be incorporated into a variety of displays. Many changes and modifications

within the scope of the present embodiments may be made without departing

from the spirit thereof, and the present invention includes all such changes and

modifications.
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We Claim:

1. A method for automatically positioning information related to a

commodity on a graphical user interface, the method comprising:

receiving market infonnation relating to the commodity from an
electronic exchange, the market information comprising a plurality of

items of interest, each item of interest associated with a price;

displaying an information display region comprising a plurality of
locations arranged such that each location corresponds to a price level

along at least a portion of a static price axis;

displaying a plurality of indicators at a first time, each indicator
associated with an item of interest and each indicator being displayed

in one of the plurality of locations in the information display region

corresponding to a price level that is associated with the item of

interest; and

automatically repositioning the static price axis upon detecting a

predetermined condition such that the plurality of locations of the

information display region corresponds to a ditferent portion of the

static..p1i.ce axis at a second time; V

wherein each of the plurality of indicators is moved to a new location
in the information display region that corresponds to the price level on

the static price axis that is associated with that indicator.

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the predetermined condition

comprises a time period defining a time between each automatic
repositioning.

3. The method of claim 1 further comprising the‘ step of selecting a

particular item of interest as a basis for repositioning wherein the step
of automatically repositioning further comprises repositioning the
static price axis such that the price level associated with the particular

item of interest corresponds to a particular location of the information

display region at the second time.

4. ‘ The method of claim 3 wherein the predetermined condition is

associated with the particular location in the information display

region in which the indicator associated with the particular item of
interest is displayed.

5. The method of claim 3 wherein the particular item of interest

comprises a highest bid price for the commodity available in the
market.
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

The method of claim 5 wherein the predetermined condition is

associated with the particular location in the information display

region in which the indicator associated with the particular item of

interest is displayed.

The method of claim 3 wherein the particular item of interest

comprises a lowest ask price for the commodity available in the
market.

The method of claim 7 wherein the predetermined condition is
associated with the particular location in the information display
region in which the indicator associated with the particular item of

interest is displayed.

The method of claim 3 wherein the particular item of interest

comprises a last traded price for the commodity.

The method of claim 9 wherein the predetermined condition is

associated with the particular location in the information display
region in which the indicator associated with the particular item of

interest is displayed.

The method of claim 3 wherein the particular location of the

information display region at the second time comprises a location

positioned substantially in the center of the information display region.

The method of claim 1 wherein the information display region

comprises a bid display region comprising‘ a plurality of locations

arranged such that each location corresponds to a price level along at

least a portion of the static price axis at a first time and an ask display
region comprising a plurality of locations arranged such that each

location corresponds to a price level along the portion of the static
price axis at a first time.

The method of claim 12 wherein the plurality of indicators comprises
a first indicator representing quantity associated with a highest bid
price currently available in the market and a second indicator

representing quantity associated with a lowest ask price currently
available in the market.

._._..

The method of claim 13 wherein the first indicator is displayed in one
of the plurality of locations of the bid display region and wherein the

second indicator is displayed in one of the plurality of locations of the
ask display region.

00%
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15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

 

The method of claim 13 wherein the step of automatically

repositioning results in the first and second indicators being displayed
substantially in the center of the bid and ask display regions

respectively.

The method of claim 13 wherein the step of automatically

repositioning results in the location in the bid display region that is

positioned substantially in the center of the bid display region to be

corresponding to a price level that is associated with the midpoint

between the highest bid price and the lowest ask price.

The method of claim 13 wherein the step of automatically

repositioning results in the location in the ask display region that is

positioned substantially in the center of the ask display region to be

corresponding to a price level that is associated with the midpoint

between the highest bid price and the lowest ask price.

The method of claim 13 wherein the step of automatically
repositioning results in the price level associated with the last trade of
the commodity corresponding to the locations of the bid and ask

display regions that are positioned substantially in the center of the bid i
and ask display regions.

The method of claim 12 further comprising the step of displaying a

last trade display region comprising a plurality of locations arranged

such that each location corresponds to a price level along the portion

of the static price axis at the first time.

The method of claim 19 wherein the plurality of indicators further
comprises a last trade indicator associated a price level at which the

commodity last traded.

The method of claim 20 wherein the last trade indicator is displayed in

one of the plurality of locations of the last trade display region.

The method of claim 12 further comprising:

displaying a bid order enu'y region comprising a plurality of locations
for receiving commands to send buy orders, the plurality of locations

arranged such that each location Effesponds to a price level along the

portion of the static price axis at the first time; and

displaying an ask order entry region comprising a plurality of locations

for receiving commands to send sell orders, the plurality of locations
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23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32. '

 

arranged such that each location corresponds to a price level along the
portion of the static price axis at the first time.

The method of claim 22 wherein the bid order entry region overlaps

with the bid display region and the ask order entry region overlaps

with the ask display region. '

The method of claim 22 further comprising sending a buy order

relating to the commodity to the electronic exchange based on an

action of a user input device which selects a particular location in the

_ bid order entry region.

The method of claim 22 further comprising sending a sell order

relating to the commodity to the electronic exchange based on an

action of a user input device which selects a particular location inthe

ask order entry region.

The method of claim 1 wherein the predetermined condition is

associated with the particular location in the information display

region in which an indicator associated with a particular item of

interest is displayed.

The method of claim 26 wherein the predetermined condition is

further associated with the particular location relative to a location

located substantially in the center of the information display region.

The method ofclaim 26 wherein the predetermined condition is

further associated with the particular location relative to the location

of the information display region corresponding to the highest‘ price
level in view.

The method of claim 26 wherein the predetermined condition is

further associated with the particular location relative to the location

of the information display region corresponding to the lowest price
level in view.

The method of claim 26 fiirther comprising the step of displaying at
least a portion of the common static price axis.

A computer readable medium having stored therein instructions to
execute the method of claim 1.

A method for automatically re-positioning market information relating
to a commodity on a graphical user interface, the method comprising:
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displaying a plurality of items of interest comprising market
information in relation to a static scale in a trading interface;

identifying at least one item of interest from the plurality of items of

interest as a basis for automatically positioning the plurality of items

of interest;

updating the display on the trading interface as the market information

changes, whereby one or more of the plurality of items of interest

moves in relation to the static scale; and

automatically re-positioning the plurality of items of interest in

response to the identified item of interest.

33. The method of claim 32, wherein the step of automatically re-

positioning the plurality of items of interest comprises moving the

static scale and the plurality of items of interest when the identified

item of interest moves to a predetermined location in the trading
interface.

34. The method of claim 32, wherein the step of automatically re-

‘ positioning the plurality of items of interest comprises moving the

stati<;___sea_le and the plurality of items of interest when a timer reaches a ,

predetermined time.
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ABSTRACT

[00195] A method for automatically positioning infonnation related to a
commodity on a graphical user interface. Market information is displayed on the

graphical user interface. The market information may be presented as a number

of indicators, corresponding to particular items of interest, that are associated

with a static scale. The scale may, for example, represent price. Upon detecting a

predetermined condition, the location of the market information is automatically

repositioned.
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Suggested Classificationzz

Suggested Group Art Unit::

CD—Rom or CD-R?

Titlez:

Attorney Docket Number:

Request for Early Pub|ication?::

Request for Non-Pub|ication?::

Suggested Drawing Figurezz

Total Drawing Sheetszz

Small Entityzz

Petition lncluded?::

Secrecy Order in Parent App|.?::

Applicant Information

Applicant Authority type::

Primary Citizenship Country::

Status:

Given Name:

Family Name::

City of Residence:

State of Residence:

Country of Residence::

Street of mailing address::

City of mailing address::

State or Province of mailing address::

Regular

Utility

None

None

No

A System and Method for Automatic Repositioning of

Market Information in a Graphical User Interface

02-211-Z6

No

No

None

27.

No

No

No

Inventor

United States of America

Full Capacity

Hanb

Brumfield

Chicago

Illinois

United States of America

1840 Cleveland

Chicago

Illinois

1
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Postal or Zip Code of mailing address:: 60614

Applicant Authority type:: Inventor

Primary Citizenship Country:: Germany

Status:: Full Capacity

Given Name:: Jens-Uwe

Family Name:: Schluetter

City of Residence:: Evanston

State of Residence:: Illinois

Country of Residence:: United States of America

Street of mailing address:: 2320 Grey

City of mailing address:: Evanston

State or Province of mailing address:: Illinois

Postal or Zip Code of mailing address:: 60201

Correspondence Information

Correspondence Customer Number:: 039310

Representative Information

Reresentative Customer Number:: 039310
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09/971 087 An application 60/238,001 October 6, 2000
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10/125 894 Continuation—in-art 09/590,692 June 9, 2000

10/125 894 Continuation-in- art 09/589,751 June 9, 2000

09/590,692 An application 60/186,322 March 2, 2000

claiming the benefit

under 35 USC 119(e)
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 An application

claiming the benefit

09/589,751 60/186,322 March 2, 2000

under 35 USC 119(e)

10/125,894 An application 60/325,553 October 1, 2001

claiming the benefit

under 35 USC 119 e _

Foreign Priority Information

Count :: Alication Numberz: Fi|inDate:: Priori Claimedz:

———
———
———
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Assignee Information

Assignee Name :: Trading Technologies International, Inc.

3 Initial May 3, 2006
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Case No.: 02-211-B

DECLARATION AND POWER OF ATTORNEY

As a below named inventor, I hereby declare that:

FOR PATENT APPLICATION

My residence, post office address and citizenship are as stated below next to my name.

I believe I am the original, first and sole inventor (if only one name is listed below) or an original, first and joint

inventor (if plural names are listed below) of the subject matter which is claimed and for which a patent is sought on
the invention entitled:

SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR AUTOMATIC RESPOSITIONING OF

MARKET INFORMATION IN A GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE

the specification of which is attached hereto unless the following space is checked:

I] was filed on as United States Application Serial Number

Ihereby state that I have reviewed and understand the contents of the above-identified specification, including the
claims, as amended by any. amendment referred to above.

I acknowledge the duty to disclose information which is material to patentability as defined in 37 CFR § 1.56.

I hereby claim foreign priority benefits under 35 U.S.C. § l19(a)-(d) or § 365(b) of any foreign application(s) for

patent or inventor's certificate, or ‘§'365(a) of any PCT international application which designated at least one—'

country other than the United States, listed below and have also identified below, by checking the box, any foreign

application for patent or inventor's certificate, or PCT international application having a filing date before that of the

application on which priority is claimed.

Prior Foreign Application(s):

1.

2.

Number Countg Day/Month/Year Filed

I hereby claim the benefit under 35 U.S.C. § 1l9(e) of any United States provisional application(s) listed below:

1.

.2.

3.

Application Number
'60/238,001

60/183,322

60/325,553

Filing Date
10/6/00

3/2/00

10/1/01

I hereby claim the benefit under 35 U.S.C. § 120 of any United States application(s), or § 365(c) of any PCT

international application designating the United States, listed below and, insofar as the subject matter of each of the

claims‘ of this application is not disclosed in the prior United States or PCT international application in the manner
_ provided by the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. § 112, I acknowledge theduty to disclose information which is material

to patentability as defined in 37 C.F.R. § 1.56 which became available between the filing date of the prior '

application and the national or PCT international filing date of this application.

1.

—-2.

3
4

MCDONNELL BOEHNEN
HULBERT In BERGHOFF
300 SOUTH WACKER DRIVE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60608TFI FPHONF (312! R13«00fl1

Application Number
10/125 .894

09/971,087

09/590,692

09/589,751 _

Filing Date
4/19/02

10/5/01

6/9/00

6/9/00

0099

._._g-
Status: patented, pending, abandoned
Pending

The PTO did not receive the following

listed |tem(s) 'I\l 7/

BEST AVAILABLE COPY
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I hereby appoint the practitioners associated with the Customer Number provided below to prosecute this application
and to transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Office connected therewith, and I direct that all

correspondence be addressed to that Customer Number.

Customer Number: 020306

Principal attorney or agent: Matthew J. Sampson

Telephone number: 312-913-0001 ‘

I further appoint Steven F. Borsand, Registration No. 36,752, Mark W. Triplett, Registration No. 49,002 and Monika
Dudek, Registration No. 47,538, to prosecute this application and to transact all business in the Patent and
Trademark Office connected therewith.

I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true and that all statements made on
information and belief are believed to be true; and further that these statements were made with the knowledge that

willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of I
Title 18 of the United States Code and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the

application or any patent issued thereon.

 

 

 
 

Full name of first inventor: Jens-Uwe S

Inventor’s signature:
Residence: 2320 Gre

Citizenship: Germany

Post Office Address: 2320 Grey, Evanston, IL 60201

 
 

  

Full name of second inv n

Inventor’s signature:
Residence: 1840 Cle lan , Chicago, IL

Citizenship: United States of America

Post Office‘ Address: 1840 Cleveland, Chicago, IL 60614

MCDONNELL aosnnzu 01 00HULBERT 5 ssnenorr
son sourn WACKER DRIVE
CHICAGO, ILUNOIS eoeoe
TELEPHONE l312l 913-0001
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OTHER DOCUMENTS (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc).

nUSPTO Presentation, NASDAQ. November 8, 2001 . I
-1 Kharouf, A Trading Room with a View, Futures, 27, 11 - 11/1998 - .
-1 vvvvw.tradingtechno|ogies.com/products/xtrade_fu||.htm| (viewed 5/22/01) 6/9/2000
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U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS
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FORM PTO-1449 ' ' U.S. Department of Commerce Atty. Docket No. Serial No.
(Rev. 2-32) Patent and Trademark Office

O2-211-B 10/403,881
INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Use several sheets if necessary)

Applicant:

Schluetter et al.

Filing Date:

3/31/2003

 
U .S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner

Date if

Appropriate

 
 Document Number

_:

CT

Translation

Class

 
 

EXAMINER DATE CONSIDERED

EXAMINER: Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609; Draw line through
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication.
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02-211-B 10/403,881

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Use several sheets if necessary)

Applicant:

Schluetter et al.

Filing Date:

3/31/2003

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Yes 
OTHER DOCUMENTS (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc).

EXAMINER DATE CONSIDERED

EXAMINER: Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609; Draw line through
citation if not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication.
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(Rev. 2-32) Patent and Trademark Office
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INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Use several sheets if necessary)

Applicant:

Brumfield et al.

U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner

Document Number Date if
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_: APT Brochure, LlFFE Exchane, circa 1990*
‘I Tradin Screen, INTEX of Bermuda, circa 1984*
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EXAMlNER DATE CONSIDERED

EXAMINER: Initial if citation considered. whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609; Draw line through citation if
not in conformance and not considered. include copy of this form with next communication.
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documents submitted by the applicant.
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Cl FADED TEXT OR DRAWING
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Page 1 of 2

UNITED STATES PATENT 5:2 TRADEMARK OFFICE -UNITED STATI43 DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Addreu: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTSP.0.Box I450

Al:xandxia,\’1.rginia 22313-1450 
www.utpto.gov

I 1/417,547 05/03/2006 Jens—Uwe Schluetter 02-21 1-Z6

CONFIRMATION NO. 8101

039310 FORMALITIES
MBHBITRADING TECHNOLOGIES LETTER

300 SOUTH WACKER DRIVE

SUITE 3200

CHICAGO, IL 60606

Date Mailed: 06/05/2006

NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION

FILED UNDER 37 CFR1.53(b)

Filing Date Granted

Items Required To Avoid Abandonment: »

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The item(s) indicated below,
however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS from the date of this Notice within which to file all
required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by
filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

o The statutory basic filing fee is missing.

Applicant must submit $ 300 to complete the basic filing fee fora non-small entity. If appropriate, applicant
may make a written assertion of entitlement to small entity status and pay the small entity filing fee (37
CFR 1.27). '

The applicant needs to satisfy supplemental fees problems indicated below.

The required item(s) identified below must be timely submitted to avoid abandonment:

o Additional claim fees of $700 as a non—small entity, including any required multiple dependent claim fee, are

required. Applicant must submit the additional claim fees or cancel the additional claims for which fees are due.
a To avoid abandonment, a surcharge (for late submission of filing fee, search fee, examination fee or oath or

declaration) as set forth in 37 CFR 1.16(f) of $130 for a non-small entity, must be submitted with the missing items
identified in this letter.

SUMMARY OF FEES DUE:

Total additional fee(s) required for this application is $1830 for a Large Entity

0 $300 Statutory basic filing fee.

a $130 Surcharge.

o The application search fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $500 to complete the search fee.

0110
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Page 2 of 2

o The application examination fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $200 to complete the

examination fee for a large entity

c Total additional claim fee(s) for this application is $700

u $700 for 14 total claims over 20.

Replies should be mailed to: Mail Stop Missing Parts

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria VA 22313-1450

 

A copy ofthis notice MUST be returned with the reply.

  
Office of Initial Patent Examina 1on (5 -4000, or 1-800-PTO—9199, or 1-800-972-6382

PART 3 - OFFICE COPY
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO Box I450 ‘AIcxnndn'a,VI:gmia 223I3-I450www uspto gov

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371 ((2) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTORNEY DOCKET NUMBER

11/417,547 O5/03/2006 Jens-Uwe Schluetter 02-211-Z6

 

039310

CONFIRMATION NO. 8101

r T - I FORMALITIES

MBHB/TRADING TECHNOLOGIES LETTER
300 SOUTH WACKER DRIVE
SUITE 3200 ., -

CHICAGO, IL 60606 JUN ‘ 2005

 

Date Mailed: O6/O5/2006 
NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS OF NONPROVISIONAL APPLICATION

FILED UNDER 37 CFR1.53(b)

Filing Date Granted

Items Required To Avoid Abandonment:

An application number and filing date have been accorded to this application. The item(s) indicated below,
however, are missing. Applicant is given TWO MONTHS from the date of this Notice within which to file all
required items and pay any fees required below to avoid abandonment. Extensions of time may be obtained by
filing a petition accompanied by the extension fee under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a).

o The statutory basic filing fee is missing.

Applicant must submit $ 300 to complete the basic filing fee for a non-sma/I entity. If appropriate, applicant
may make a written assertion of entitlement to small entity status and pay the small entity filing fee (37
CFR 127).

The applicant needs to satisfy supplemental fees problems indicated below.

The required item(s) identified below must be timely submitted to avoid abandonment:

a Additional claim fees of $700 as a non-small entity, including any required multiple dependent claim fee, are

required. Applicant must submit the additional claim fees or cancel the additional claims for which fees are due.
a To avoid abandonment, a surcharge (for late submission of filing fee, search fee, examination fee or oath or

declaration) as set forth in 37 CFR 1.‘l6(f) of $130 for a non-small entity, must be submitted with the missing items
identified in this letter.

SUMMARY OF FEES DUE:

Total additional fee(s) required for this application is $1830 for a Large Entity

0 $300 Statutory basic filing fee.

a $130 Surcharge.

o The application search fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $500 to complete the search fee.
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o The application examination fee has not been paid. Applicant must submit $200 to complete the
examination fee for a large entity

c Total additional claim fee(s) for this application is $700

- $700 for 14 total claims over 20.

Replies should be mailed to: Mail Stop Missing Parts

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria VA 22313-1450

 
Office oflnitial Patent Examination (571 272-4000, or 1—800—PTO-9199, or 1-800-972-6382

PART 1 — ATTORNEY/APPLICANT COPY
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In re Application of:
Jens-Uwe Schluetter et al.

Serial No.: 11/417,547

Filed: May 3, 2006

For: System and Method for Automatic

Repositioning of Market Information in

Graphical User Interface

PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

MBHB Case No. 02-211-Z6

Group Art Unit: 3624

Examiner: not assigned

%%%%%%%%%%%
Mail Stop Missing Parts
Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

RESPONSE TO THE NOTICE TO FILE MISSING PARTS MAILED JUNE 5, 2006 AND
PRELIMINARY AMENDMENT

Dear Sir:

Responsive to the Notice to File Missing Parts mailed June 5, 2006, Applicants submit

the following amendments and remarks.

McDONNELL BOEHNEN
HULBERT & BERGHOFF LLP
300 SOUTH WACKER DRIVE
CHICAGO, IL 60606
(312)913-0001

Amendments to the Specification begin on page 2 of this response.

Amendments to the claims begin on page 3 of this response.

Remarks begin on page 4 of this response.
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AMENDMENT TO THE SPECIFICATION

Please replace paragraph [001] on page 2 with the following amended paragraph.

This application is a 

 ,g:jg,,continuation of U.S. Patent Application No. 10/125,894, “Trading

Tools for Electronic Trading,” filed April 19, 2002, which is a continuation-in-part of U.S.

Patent Application No. 09/971,087, filed October 5, 2001, which claims the benefit of U.S.

Provisional Application No. 60/238,001, filed October 6, 2000. U.S. Patent Application No.

10/125,894 is also a continuation-in-part of U.S. Patent Application No. 09/590,692, filed June 9,

2000 and U.S. Patent Application No. 09/589,751, filed June 9, 2000, both of which claim the

benefit of U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/186,322, filed March 2, 2000. U.S. Patent

Application Serial No. 10/125,894 also claims the benefit pf U.S. Patent Application No.

60/325,553, filed October 1, 2001. The entire content of each of the above-referenced

applications is incorporated herein by reference.

McDONNELL BOEHNEN
HULBERT & BERGHOFF LLP
300 SOUTH WACKER DRIVE
CHICAGO, IL 60606
(312)913-0001 01 15
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AMENDMENT TO THE CLAIMS

Claim 1 (Original). A method for automatically positioning information related to a

commodity on a graphical user interface, the method comprising:

receiving market information relating to the commodity from an electronic exchange, the

market information comprising a plurality of items of interest, each item of interest associated

with a price;

displaying an information display region comprising a plurality of locations arranged

such that each location corresponds to a price level along at least a portion of a static price axis;

displaying a plurality of indicators at a first time, each indicator associated with an item

of interest and each indicator being displayed in one of the plurality of locations in the

information display region corresponding to a price level that is associated with the item of

interest; and

automatically repositioning the static price axis upon detecting a predetermined condition

such that the plurality of locations of the information display region corresponds to a different

portion of the static price axis at a second time;

wherein each of the plurality of indicators is moved to a new location in the information

display region that corresponds to the price level on the static price axis that is associated with

that indicator.

Claims 2-34. (Canceled)

McDONNELL BOEHNEN
HULBERT & BERGHOFF LLP
300 SOUTH WACKER DRIVE
CHICAGO, IL 60606
(312)913-0001
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REMARKS

Applicants submit the present response to the Notice to File Missing Parts mailed June 5,

2006. Within the Missing Parts, Applicants were informed that the (i) statutory basic filing fee,

(ii) search fee, (iii) examination fee and (iv) additional claim fees were missing.

As set forth above, Applicants have amended the specification to include the cross-

reference to the priority documents. Applicants have also canceled claims 2-34 without

prejudice towards any further or additional prosecution of claims having similar or identical

subject matter. Thus, Applicants wish to cancel all pending claims, except claim 1.

Applicants include with this response a payment of $1130.00 for payment of the

following fees:

Surcharge for Statutory Basic Search Fee Examination Additional Total Fees

late submission Filing Fee F
of filin fee

Claim Feesee

$130.00 $300.00 $500.00 $200.00 $0.00 $1130.00

The Examiner is invited to call Applicants’ representative, Mark Triplett at (312) 476-

  

1151 or the undersigned at (312) 913-3331 with any questions or comments.

Respectfully submitted,

By: /s Joseph Hemdon

Joseph A. Hemdon

Reg. No. 50,469

McDONNELL BOEHNEN
HULBERT & BERGHOFF LLP
300 SOUTH WACKER DRIVE
CHICAGO, IL 60606
(312)913-0001 1 7
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Electronic Patent Application Fee Transmittal

System and method for automatic repositioning of market information inTitle of Invention: . .
a graphical user Interface

First Named Inventor: Jens-Uwe schluetter

Filed as Large Entity

Utility Filing Fees

Sub-Total in

USD($)

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Late filing fee or oath or declaration 1051

Description Fee Code Quantity
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Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-AlIowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:

Total in USD ($) 1130
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

Application Number: 11417547

Confirmation Number: 8101

Title of Invention. System and method for automatic repositioning of market information in
' a graphical user interface

I
—

—
Payment information:

Submitted with Payment yes

Payment was susssssfunv rsssivss in RAM
RAM confirmation Number 902

Dssssimsssunt
The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.16 and 1.17

 
File Listing: 0120
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Applicant Response to_Pre—Exam O2_211_Z6missingpartsnotic 93698 no 2
Formalities Notice e.pdf

Warnings:

Information:

O2_211_Z6preliminaryamen

Multipart Description

E1

Warnings:

Information:

Fee Worksheet (PTO—875) fee—info.pdf 8521

Total Files Size (in bytes): 213740

Warnings:

Information:

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt
similar to a Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see

37 CFR 1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date

shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions

of 35 U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the

application as a national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt,
in due course.
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Electronic Acknowledgement Receipt

Application Number: 11417547

Confirmation Number: 8101

Title of Invention. System and method for automatic repositioning of market information in
' a graphical user interface

I
—

—
Payment information:

Submitted with Payment yes

Payment was susssssfunv rsssivss in RAM
RAM confirmation Number 902

Dssssimsssunt
The Director of the USPTO is hereby authorized to charge indicated fees and credit any overpayment as follows:

Charge any Additional Fees required under 37 C.F.R. Section 1.16 and 1.17

 
File Listing: 0122
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Applicant Response to_Pre—Exam O2_211_Z6missingpartsnotic 93698 no 2
Formalities Notice e.pdf

Warnings:

Information:

O2_211_Z6preliminaryamen

Multipart Description

E1

Warnings:

Information:

Fee Worksheet (PTO—875) fee—info.pdf 8521

Total Files Size (in bytes): 213740

Warnings:

Information:

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt
similar to a Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see

37 CFR 1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date

shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions

of 35 U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the

application as a national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt,
in due course.
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Add1ess:COM1\HSSIQ1\ER FUR PATENTSPO Box I450

Alexandria, Vilginjz 22313-1450www.uspto.gov

APPLICATION NUMBER FILING OR 371(0) DATE FIRST NAMED APPLICANT ATTY. DOCKET NO./TITLE

11/417,547 05/03/2006 Jens—Uwe Schluetter 02-211-Z6

 

CONFIRMATION NO. 8101

039310

MBHB/TRADING TECHNOLOGIES
300 SOUTH WACKER DRIVE

SUITE 3200

CHICAGO, IL60606

Title: System and method for automatic repositioning of market information in a graphical user interface

Publication No. US—2006—0265305—A1

Publication Date: 11/23/2006

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION

The above—identified application will be electronically published as a patent application publication

pursuant to 37 CFR 1.211, et seq. The patent application publication number and publication date
are set forth above.

The publication may be accessed through the USPTO's publically available Searchable Databases

via the Internet at www.uspto.gov. The direct link to access the publication is currently

http://www.uspto.gov/patft/.

The publication process established by the Office does not provide for mailing a copy of the

publication to applicant. A copy of the publication may be obtained from the Office upon payment

of the appropriate fee set forth in 37 CFR 1.19(a)(1). Orders for copies of patent application

publications are handled by the USPTO's Office of Public Records. The Office of Public Records

can be reached by telephone at (703) 308-9726 or (800) 972-6382, by facsimile at (703) 305-8759,

by mail addressed to the United States Patent and Trademark Office, Office of Public Records,
Alexandria, VA 22313-1450 or via the Internet.

In addition, information on the status of the application, including the mailing date of Office actions

and the dates of receipt of correspondence filed in the Office, may also be accessed via the

Internet through the Patent Electronic Business Center at www.uspto.gov using the public side of

the Patent Application Information and Retrieval (PAIR) system. The direct link to access this

status information is currently http://pair.uspto.gov/. Prior to publication, such status information is

confidential and may only be obtained by applicant using the private side of PAIR.

Further assistance in electronically accessing the publication, or about PAIR, is available by calling
the Patent Electronic Business Center at 703-305-3028.

Pre—Grant Publication Division, 703-605-4283
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

(Case No. 02-211-Z6)
PATENT

In the Application of:

Schluetter et al. Art Unit: 3624

Serial No. 11/417,547

Examiner: Not Assigned

Filed: May 3, 2006

Title: System and Method for Automatic Repositioning

OfMarket Information in a Graphical User
Interface

\./\.t"~o.¢'\./\.t"~o.v"~o.v'\./‘~.t"~o.r'\./
INFORNIATION DISCLOSURE STATEMENT

Commissioner for Patents

P.0. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

Dear Sir:

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R. Section 1.97-1.98, and in accordance With the duty of candor set forth

in 37 C.F.R. §1.56, applicants Wish to make the following references of record in the above-

identified application. Copies of the references cited below are enclosed along with a copy of

completed PTO Forrn-1449.

I. DOCUNIENTS

. Tokyo Stock Exchange (“TSE”), “Publication 1”, September 1997

TSE, “Publication 2”, August 1998

TSE, “Publication 3,” July 31, 2000

TSE, Document 1, January 2000

English Translation of TSE “Publication 1”

English Translation of TSE “Publication 2”

English Translation of TSE “Publication 3”

English Translation of TSE Document 1

REFCO English Translation of TSE “Publication 1”

McDonnell Boehnen Hulbert & Berghoff 1
300 South Wacker Diive

Chicago, Illinois 60606
(312)913-0001

.‘°.°°.‘J.°‘.V‘:".“-”."’_'
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10. REFCO English Translation of TSE “Publication 2”

11. REFCO English Translation of TSE “Publication 3”

II. DISCUSSION

Pursuant to the duty of disclosure provided by 35 CPR. § 1.56 and §§ 1.97-98, the

Applicants wish to make the foregoing references of record in the above-identified application.

These references were submitted to the Japanese Patent Office with respect to pending patent

application no. 2001-564025 which is a foreign counterpart to U.S. Patents 6,772,132 and

6,766,304, which are commonly owned by Trading Technologies International Inc. The present

application is a continuation-in-part application, claiming priority to applications ultimately

resulting in U.S. Patents Nos. 6,772,132 and 6,766,304. For sake of completeness, the Japanese

version of the documents (“Publication 1,” “Publication 2,” “Publication 3,” and “Document 1”)

are being submitted along with two sets of English translations. One set originates from

Applicants upon learning of the Japanese documents and the second set was provided separately

in connection with a litigation involving U.S. Patents Nos. 6,766,304 and 6,772,132, in a lawsuit

bearing the caption Trading Technologies International Inc. v. REFCO Inc., Docket No. 05-C-

1079, United States District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, which has since been

settled. Although these references appear to be cumulative of what has already been cited, out of

an abundance of caution Applicants are submitting these references for full consideration by the

Office.

No representation is intended as to the relative importance of any portion of the

references, and this statement is not intended as a representation that the cited references even

constitute “prior art” within the meaning of 35 U.S.C. sections 102 or 103, nor as an admission

that the information is considered to be material to patentability. Applicants make no

representation regarding the accuracy of the dates associated with the references or their
McDonnell Boehnen Hulbert & Berghoff 2
300 South Wacker Drive

Chicago, Illinois 60606
(312)913-0001
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characterization as a “Publication”.

Applicants submit that these documents, Whether taken alone or in combination with

others previously of record, fail to show or suggest the claimed subject matter. Applicants

request that the Examiner consider the entirety of the documents and make them of record in this

application.

Respectfully Submitted,

/Joseph A. Hemdon/'

Date: January 30, 2007 Joseph A. Hemdon

Reg. No. 50,469

McDonnell Boehnen Hulbert & Berghoff 3
300 South Wacker Drive

Chicago, Illinois 60606
(312)913-0001
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Sheet 1 of 2

FORM PTO-1449 U.S. Department of Commerce Atty. Docket No. Serial No.

(Rev. 2-32) Patent and Trademark Office
02-211-Z6 1 1/417,547

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Use several sheets if necessary)

Applicant:

Schluetter et al.

Filing Date:

May 3, 2006

 
U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner Filing
Initial Document Number Subclass Date if

Appropriate

FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Translation

Document Number

I-—jjZZIII

OTHER DOCUMENTS (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc).

‘2 Tokyo Stock Exchange (“TSE”), Publication 1, September 1997

‘Z Tokyo Stock Exchange, “Publication 2”, August 1998

‘I Tokyo Stock Exchange, Publication 3, July 31, 2000
Tokyo Stock Exchange, Document 1, January 2000

 

 

 ‘I English Translation of TSE “Publication 1”
‘I English Translation of TSE “Publication 2”

EXAMINER DATE CONSIDERED

EXAMINER: Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609; Draw line through citation if

not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication.
MCDONNELL BOEHNEN
I-IULBERT & BERGI-IOFF

300 SOUTH WACKER DRIVECHICAGO‘ ILLINOIS 60606
TELEPHONE (312) 913-0001
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FORM PTO-1449 U.S. Department of Commerce Atty. Docket No. Serial No.

(Rev. 2-32) Patent and Trademark Office
02-211-Z6 1 1/417,547

INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT BY APPLICANT

(Use several sheets if necessary)

Applicant:

Schluetter et al.

Filing Date:

May 3, 2006

 
OTHER DOCUMENTS (Including Author, Title, Date, Pertinent Pages, Etc).

English Translation of TSE “Publication 3”

English Translation of TSE Document 1

REFCO English Translation of TSE “Publication 1”

REFCO English Translation of TSE “Publication 2”

REFCO English Translation of TSE “Publication 3”

 

EXAMINER DATE CONSIDERED

EXAMINER: Initial if citation considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609; Draw line through citation if

not in conformance and not considered. Include copy of this form with next communication.
MCDONNELL BOEHNEN
I-IULBERT & BERGI-IOFF

300 SOUTH WACKER DRIVECHICAGO‘ ILLINOIS 60606
TELEPHONE (312) 913-0001
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Information:

This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form

Information Disclosure Statement

(IDS) Filed

Warnings:

Information:

02_21 1_Z6_1449.pdf 100403

This is not an USPTO supplied IDS fillable form

NPL Documents
Warnings:

Information:

NPL Documents
Warnings:

Information:

NPL Documents
Warnings:

Information:

 NPL Documents
Warnings:

Information:

NPL Documents
Warnings:

Information:

 NPL Documents
Warnings:

Information:

 NPL Documents
Warnings:

Information:

TSE_PubIication_1.pdf

TS E_PubIication_2.pdf

TS E_PubIication_3.pdf

TSE_Document_1.pdf

Trans_TS E_Doc1 .pdf

Trans_of_TSE_Pub1.pdf

Trans_of_TS E_Pub2.pdf
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N PL Documents Trans_of_TS E_Pub3.pdf 645277
Warnings:

Information:

NPL Documents Refco_Trans_TSE_Pub1.pdf 1107068
Warnings:

Information:

N PL Documents Refco_Trans_TS E_Pub2.pdf 1073043
Warnings:

Information:

N PL Documents Refco_Trans_TS E_Pub3.pdf 196947 I
Warnings:

Information:

T°ta' F"e~°- Size 0"bvtes>=

This Acknowledgement Receipt evidences receipt on the noted date by the USPTO of the indicated documents,

characterized by the applicant, and including page counts, where applicable. It serves as evidence of receipt
similar to a Post Card, as described in MPEP 503.

New Applications Under 35 U.S.C. 111

If a new application is being filed and the application includes the necessary components for a filing date (see

37 CFR 1.53(b)-(d) and MPEP 506), a Filing Receipt (37 CFR 1.54) will be issued in due course and the date

shown on this Acknowledgement Receipt will establish the filing date of the application.

National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371

If a timely submission to enter the national stage of an international application is compliant with the conditions

of 35 U.S.C. 371 and other applicable requirements a Form PCT/DO/EO/903 indicating acceptance of the

application as a national stage submission under 35 U.S.C. 371 will be issued in addition to the Filing Receipt,
in due course.

New International Application Filed with the USPTO as a Receiving Office

If a new international application is being filed and the international application includes the necessary

components for an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the

International Application Number and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due

course, subject to prescriptions concerning national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement

Receipt will establish the international filing date of the application.
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UNITED STATEs PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Offlce
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO. Box I450
Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

 
APPLICATION NO. FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO. CONFIRMATION NO.

ll/4l7,547 05/03/2006 ' Jens-Uwe Schluetter 02-2ll-Z6 810]

39310 7590 04/26/2007

MBHB/TRADING TECHNOLOGIES
300 SOUTH WACKER DRIVE WEISBERGER» RICHARD C

SUITE 3200 MBEcmcmo, IL 60606 A
- 3693

3 MONTHS 04/26/2007 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire 6 MONTHS

from the mailing date of this communication.

01 34

PTOL-90A (Rev. 10/06)
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Application No. AppIicant(s)

11/417,547 ‘ SCHLUETTER ET AL.

Office Action Summary Examine, A" Unit

Richard C. Weisberger 3693 -
-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --

Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE Q MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- If No period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1)[:I Responsive to communication(s) filed on :_.

2a)|:I This action is FINAL. 2b)E This action is non-final.

3) Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4) Claim(s) 1 is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above claim(s) __ is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)[:] Claim(s)j is/are allowed.

6)® Claim(s) 1 is/are rejected.

7)I:] Claim(s) __ is/are objected to.

8)[j Claim(s) are subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)I:I The specification is objec d to by the Examiner.

10)EI The drawing(s) filed on 34”‘ is/are: a)Ifl accepted or b)I:l objected to by the Examiner.
Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121 (d).

11)l:] The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)D Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)D All b)|j Some * c)I:] None of:

1.I:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.I:] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. j.

3.l:I Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).
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Application/Control Number: 1 1/417,547 Page 2

Art Unit: 3693

DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

Claim 1 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to

particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which applicant regards as the invention.

In the claim the term static is one of degree. It is not clear to reference point(s) the continuously

updating price axis is static?’ Wm‘ tqeilljy W

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 102

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. 102 that form the basis

for the rejections under this section _made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless —

(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or on
sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.

Claim 1 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. l02(b) as being anticipated by Next-Generation Futures

Options Trading System.

The reference is directed to a front end futures trading platform and fully anticipated the claimed

invention. See Chapter 7, section 7-3-2

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner should

be directed to Richard C. Weisberger whose telephone number is 57] 272 6753. The examiner can

normally be reached during the hours of 6:30 AM to 10:30 PM.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s supervisor, James

Krammer can be reached on 571 272 6785. The fax phone number for the organization where this

application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Application/Control Number: ll/417,547 Page 3

Art Unit: 3693

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent Application

Infonnation Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications may be obtained

from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished applications is available

through Private PAIR only. For more infonnation about the PAIR system, see http://pair-

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer

Service Representative or access to the automated information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR

CANADA) or 571-272-I 000.

ichard C Weisberger

rimary Examiner
Art Unit 3693
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

(Case No. 02—211—Z6)

Appl. No. : 11/417,547 Confirmation No. 8101

Applicant: : Jens—Uwe Schluetter

Filed : 05/03/2006

TC/A.U. : 3693

Examiner : Richard C Weisberger

Commissioner for Patents

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

RESPONSE TO THE OFFICE ACTION

MAILED APRIL 26 2007 

Dear Examiner,

In response to the Office Action of April 26, 2007, Applicant submits the

following:

Claims begin on page 2 of this paper

Remarks/Arguments begin on page 6 of this paper.
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Listing of Claims

1. (Currently amended). A method for automatically positioning information

related to a commodity on a graphical user interface, the method comprising:

receiving market information relating to the commodity from an electronic

exchange, the market information comprising a plurality of bids and asks items—et

interest, wherein each bid and each ask is item—ef—intei=est associated with a

price;

displaying an information display region comprising a plurality of locations

arranged such that each location corresponds to a price level along at—ieast—a

pe+=tien—ef—a—statie a price axis;

displaying a plurality of indicators at a first time, each indicator is

associated with a bid or an ask an—item—ef—intei=est and each indicator being

displayed in one of the plurality of locations in the information display region

 

corresponding to a price level that is associated with the bid or the ask item—et

interest; and

displaying a working order indicator at the first time, the working order

indicator is associated with a user’s order working at the electronic exchange,

and the working order indicator being displayed at a location in the information

display region corresponding to a price level that is associated with the user’s

order, wherein an electronic message to cancel the user’s order is sent to the

electronic exchange in response to the working order indicator being selected

through a single action of a user input device; and

automatically repositioning the statie price axis upon detecting a

predetermined condition such that the plurality of locations of the information

display region corresponds to a different portion of the static price axis at a

second time;

wherein each of the plurality of indicators, including the working order

indicator, is moved to a new location in the information display region that

corresponds to the price level on the static price axis that is associated with that

indicator.
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2.—34. (Cancelled).

35. (New) The method of claim 1, further comprising displaying an order entry

region comprising a plurality of areas for receiving commands to send trade

orders, each location corresponding to a price level along the price axis.

36. (New) The method of claim 35, further comprising in response to a

selection of a particular location of the order entry region by a single action of a

user input device, setting a price for a trade order and sending the trade order

having a default quantity to the electronic exchange.

37. (New) The method of claim 36, wherein the single action to send the trade

order consists of a single click of the user input device.

38. (New) The method of claim 36, wherein the single action to send the trade

order consists of a double click of the user input device.

39. (New) The method of claim 1, wherein the single action to send the

electronic message to cancel the user’s order consists of a single click of the

user input device.

40. (New) The method of claim 1, wherein the single action to send the

electronic message to cancel the user’s order consists of a double click of the

user input device.

41. (New) The method of claim 1, further comprising removing the working

order indicator from the information display region when the user’s order is

canceled from the electronic exchange.
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42. (New) The method of claim 1, wherein the working order indicator

represents a single order entered by the user at a price level.

43. (New) The method of claim 1, wherein the working order indicator

represents a plurality of orders entered by the user at a price level.

44. (New) The method of claim 1, wherein the working order indicator

dynamically indicates the quantity of the user’s order being worked at the

electronic exchange.

45. (New) The method of claim 1, wherein the working order indicator

dynamically indicates the quantity of the user’s order that has been filled at the

electronic exchange.

46. (New) The method of claim 1, further comprising defining the

predetermined condition such that the price axis is automatically repositioned

when an inside market price is at a certain location within the information display

region.

47. (New) The method of claim 1, further comprising defining the

predetermined condition such that the price axis is automatically repositioned

when a last traded price is at a certain location within the information display

region.

48. (New) The method of claim 1, further comprising defining the

predetermined condition such that the price axis is automatically repositioned

when an inside market price goes out of view of the information display region.

49. (New) The method of claim 1, further comprising defining the

predetermined condition such that the price axis is automatically repositioned

when a last traded price goes out of view of the information display region.
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50. (New) The method of claim 1, further comprising defining the

predetermined condition such that the price axis is automatically repositioned

when an inside market price is a designated number of price levels away from

the top or bottom of the information display region.

51. (New) The method of claim 1, further comprising defining the

predetermined condition such that the price axis is automatically repositioned

when a last traded price is a designated number of price levels away from the top

or bottom of the information display region.

52. (New) The method of claim 1, further comprising defining the

predetermined condition such that the price axis is automatically repositioned on

a timed interval.

53. (New) The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving a manual

repositioning command to reposition the price axis.

54. (New) The method of claim 1, wherein the plurality of bids and asks

comprises a highest bid price and a lowest price currently available for the

commodity.
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REMARKS

Applicant thanks Examiner for the thorough examination. In response to

the Office Action mailed April 26, 2007 (“Office Action” as used herein), Applicant

respectfully presents the following remarks.

Claims 1 and 35-54 are currently pending. This response adds claims 35-

54, which depend from independent claim 1. Claim 1 is directed to automatically

positioning information that includes a “working order indicator.” Particularly,

claim 1 is amended to further recite, “displaying a working order indicator

[that]...is associated with a user’s order working at the electronic

exchange...wherein an electronic message to cancel the user’s order is sent to

the electronic exchange in response to the working order indicator being selected

through a single action of a user input device....” Applicant submits that support

for the claim 1 amendment and these new claims is in the disclosure as originally

filed, and therefore no new matter is added.

On page 2 of the Office Action, claim 1 has been rejected under 35 U.S.C.

§ 112, second paragraph. At the very least, Applicant traverses this rejection

based on the belief that one of ordinary skill would clearly understand what is

claimed by “static” as used in the context of the claim, and even further when the

claim is read in light of the specification. Applicant believes that the rejection is

moot, however, in view of the present amendment that eliminates the “static”

feature.

On page 2 of the Office Action, claim 1 has been rejected under 35 U.S.C.

§ 102(b) as being anticipated by Next—Generation Futures Options Trading

System. Applicant respectfully traverses these rejections based on at least the

remarks given below.

I. Claim Re'ection under 35 U.S.C. 102

The Office cites to Chapter 7, section 7-3-2 of Next—Generation Futures

Options Trading System (“TSE”) as disclosing the features of previously

presented claim 1. While Applicant traverses this rejection based on at least the

fact that it is not clear from the manual whether or not TSE discloses a “static
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price axis” among other features of the previously presented claim 1, the

amended claim 1 includes a combination of features that is both novel and

nonobvious in view of the cited art. Thus, while it is uncertain that TSE even

qualifies as prior art or that it contains features of the previously presented

claims, the amendment puts the method of claim 1, presented as a whole, in

condition for an allowance.

As amended, claim 1 calls for an “information display region” that

combines the display of a “plurality of indicators..., each indicator is associated

with a bid or an ask” and a “working order indicator...associated with a user’s

order working at the electronic exchange.” According to claim 1, an electronic

message to cancel the user’s order is sent to the electronic exchange in

response to the working order indicator being selected through a single action of

a user input device. Claim 1 further calls for automatically repositioning the price

axis wherein each of the “plurality of indicators, including the working order

indicator, is moved to a new location in the information display region.”

A review of TSE, including section 7-3-2, reveals no such disclosure of the

aforementioned features. Accordingly, favorable reconsideration and withdrawal

of the rejection of independent claim 1 under 35 U.S.C. 102(b) are respectfully

requested. Claims 35-54 are allowable for at least the same reasons as

independent claim 1 is allowable, in addition to the added features they each

recite.

ll. Conclusion

In view of the foregoing, Applicant respectfully submits that the

independent claims patentable define the presently claimed invention over the

citations of record. Further, the dependent claims should also be allowable for

the same reasons as their respective base claims and further due to the

additional features they recite. Separate and individual consideration of the

dependent claims is respectfully requested. If Examiner believes that further

dialog would expedite consideration of the application, Examiner is invited to
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contact Trading Technologies in—house Patent Counsel Mark Triplett at 312-476-

1151, or the undersigned attorney or agent.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: July 25, 2007 By: /Josegh Herndonl

Joseph A. Herndon

Reg. No. 50,469
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components for an international filing date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the

International Application Number and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105) will be issued in due

course, subject to prescriptions concerning national security, and the date shown on this Acknowledgement

Receipt will establish the international filing date of the application.
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DETNLED ACTlON

1. Claims 46-65 are pending. Claims 48, 52 and 59-65 are withdrawn as directed

towards a non-elected invention. An action on the merits of claims 46, 47, 49-51, 53-58

is presented below.

E/ection/Restrict/ons

2. Applicant's election with traverse of Group I, the embodiment set forth in Figure

11 A&B, species 6a, 7a wherein the second indicator comprises a graphical indicator in

the reply filed on 12/27/2006 is acknowledged. The traversal is on the ground(s) that

“Each claim in all three groups includes specific limitations directed to displaying

information related to a commodity on a graphical user interface" (See second to last

paragraph on page 6). This is not found persuasive because the Examiner has shown

that inventions are indeed distinct as the process can be performed by another

materially different apparatus, can be practiced by hand AND the apparatus claimed

can be used to practice another and materially different process, See l\/lPEP 806.05(e).

Further the groups have acquired a separate status in the art as shown by their different

classifications. Mirroring the claim language between method and apparatus does not

overcome the requirement for restriction when the apparatus themselves are capable of

practicing other and materially different processes. Indeed, a review of the language of

claims 59-64 and 65 indicates that applicant is attempting to claim a computer readable

medium (known in the computer art as a floppy disk, cd—rom, hard drive, zip drive, jazz

drive etc.) and a system for displaying information. The intended uses of these
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apparatuses does not in and of itself make them patentable by applicant, that is, the

claim language is such that it appears applicant is attempting to claim, for example,

merely a cd—rom and/or the internet itself (i.e. a system for displaying information).

The requirement is still deemed proper and is therefore made FiNAt_.

3. Note that applicant elected the embodiment of figure 11A and 118, which the

Examiner failed to indicate as one of the embodiments of section 5 of the restriction

requirement. The Applicant and Examiner discussed this oversight on December 20,

2006 and the Examiner agrees that said figure should have been indicated in said

Restriction requirement. Accordingly, said election is proper.

4. Regarding Applicant’s argument surrounding the single species election of

section 8 of said Restriction requirement, it must be noted that the Examiner in no way

required the alteration of the language of claims 54 and 64, merely the election of a

single embodiment disclosed therein as per MPEP 809.02(a)[R—3](C) “(C) Applicant

should then be required to elect a single disclosed species...” Again, the use of the term

“consisting" was only in response to the restriction requirement in order to present only

ONE species to be examined on the merits. The use of terms such as comprising in an

election requirement is considered open—ended and would NOT have fulfilled the

requirement for electing a single species. Applicant’s amendment to the claim indicates

the desire to prosecute the species wherein the second indicator consists of a graphical

indicator. Accordingly an action on the merits of claims 46, 47, 49-51, 53-58 follows.
l
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Specification

5. Applicant is reminded of the proper content of an abstract of the disclosure.

A patent abstract is a concise statement of the technical disclosure of the patent

and should include that which is new in the art to which the invention pertains. If the

patent is of a basic nature, the entire technical disclosure may be new in the art, and the

abstract should be directed to the entire disclosure. If the patent is in the nature of an

improvement in an old apparatus, process, product, or composition, the abstract should

include the technical disclosure of the improvement. In certain patents, particularly

those for compounds and compositions, wherein the process for making and/or the use

thereof are not obvious, the abstract should set forth a process for making and/or use

thereof. if the new technical disclosure involves modifications or alternatives, the

abstract should mention by way of example the preferred modification or alternative.

The abstract should not refer to purported merits or speculative applications of

the invention and should not compare the invention with the prior art.

Where applicable, the abstract should include the following:

(1) if a machine or apparatus, its organization and operation;

(2) if an article, its method of making;

(3) if a chemical compound, its identity and use;

(4) if a mixture, its ingredients;

(5) if a process, the steps.

Extensive mechanical and design details of apparatus should not be given.

6. The abstract of the disclosure is objected to because it is so generic and

short that it is of no apparent value. That is, the abstract speaks nothing to the

invention set forth in the claims, i.e. what information is displayed, how and in what

manner such is displayed, etc.

Correction is required. See l\/IPEP § 608.01(b).

7. The disclosure is objected to because of the foilowing informalities:

On page 32, paragraph [O0113], the last full sentence, the word “indicator”

is misspelled as “indictor”.
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8.

Appropriate correction is required.

The lengthy specification has not been checked to the extent necessary to

determine the presence of all possible minor errors. Applicant's cooperation is

requested in correcting any errors of which applicant may become aware in the

specification.

10.

11.

Claim Rejections ~ 35 USC § 112

The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the manner and process of
making and using it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any person skilled in the
art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the same and shall
set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention”

The following is a quotation of the second paragraph of 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and distinctly
claiming the subject matter, which the applicant regards as his invention.

Claims 46, 47, 49-51, 53-58 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112, second

paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the

subject matter which applicant regards as the invention.

a. Claim 46 is vague, indefinite and incomplete in what all is meant by and

encompassed by the phrase “when the price that the first indicator represents

changes” because the claim only refers to a “price level” not a “price”. Since the

term price is not considered as connoting the same meaning as “price level” the

metes and bounds of the claim are undefined.
I

b. Claim 46 is vague, indefinite and incomplete in what all is meant by and

, encompassed by the phrase “display region of the graphical user interface, each
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location in the second display region corresponding to a price level along tljg

price axis” because the claim does not explicitly state that “the price axis” is the

same price axis as set forth in the second full limitation of the claim. That is, the

claim can be interpreted to read that there are two separate and distinct price

axis, i.e. one in the first plurality of locations and one in the second plurality of

locations. Since it is unclear exactly what price axis the limitation “the price axis”

is referring, or where exactly the price axis is located, the metes and bounds of

the claim are undefined.

c. Claim 57 is vague, indefinite and incomplete in what all is meant by and

encompassed by the limitations the follow the term “if’ because it is unclear what

happens if the condition is not satisfied. Accordingly the metes and bounds of

the claim are undefined. See l\/IPEP §2106 II C and In re Collier, 158 USPQ 266

(CCPA 1968) “lt has been held that actions that may or may not be done is

indefinite and does not distinguish the claim from the prior art”

Double Parenting

12. The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created
doctrine grounded in public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the
unjustified or improper timewise extension of the “right to exclude” granted by a patent
and to prevent possible harassment by multiple assignees. A nonstatutory
obviousness—type double patenting rejection is appropriate where the conflicting claims
are not identical, but at least one examined application claim is not patentably distinct

from the reference claim(s) because the examined application claim is either anticipated

by, or would have been obvious over, the reference claim(s). See, e.g., In re Berg, 140
F.3d 1428, 46 USPQ2d 1226 (Fed. Cir. 1998); In re Goodman, 11 F.3d 1046, 29

USPQ2d 2010 (Fed. Cir. 1993); In re Longi, 759 F.2d 887, 225 USPQ 645 (Fed. Cir.
1985); In re Van Ornum, 686 F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 1982); In re Vogel, 422
F.2d 438, 164 USPQ 619 (CCPA 1970); and In re Thorington, 418 F.2d 528, 183

USPQ 644 (CCPA 1969).
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A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321(c) or 1.321(d)

may be used to overcome an actual or provisional rejection based on a nonstatutory

double patenting ground provided the conflicting application or patent either is shown to

be commonly owned with this application, or claims an invention made as a result of
activities undertaken within the scope of a joint research agreement.

Effective January 1, 1994, a registered attorney or agent of record may sign a
terminal disclaimer. A terminal disclaimer signed by the assignee must fully comply with

37 CFR 3.73(b).

13. Ciaims 46, 47, 49-61, 53-58 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory

obviousness-type double patenting as being unpatentable over;

a. Claims 1-11 of US. Patent No. 7,127,424,

b. Claims 1-26 of U.S. Patent No. 6,766,304,

c. Claims 1-7 of U8. Patent No. 6,772,132, and

d. Claims 1-11 of U.S. Patent No. 6,938,011

Although the conflicting claims are not identical, they are not patentably distinct

from each other because the claims of the instant application are a more generic than

the claims set forth in said patents. it is not seen wherein applicant has presented

claims that define over the inventions set forth in each and every one of the patents

listed above. it is apparent on its face that applicant is merely claiming the same

inventive concept using different words, however the end results are the same.

Claim Rejections -= 35 USC § 103

14. The following is a quotation of 35 USC. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

A (a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set
forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and
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the prior art are such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the
invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains,

Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was made.

15. Claims 46, 47, 49-51, 53, 54 and 56-58 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as

being unpatentable over NPL Reference REFCO 0006679 “Next Generation

Futures Options Trading System Participants Seminar Materials” Sept. 1997

submitted with lDS dated 1125/2007 in view of Kharouf et al. “A Trading room with

a view” and further in view of admitted prior art.

REFCO sets forth the figure below which indicates a method of displaying

information relating to a commodity on a graphical user interface comprising a

first indicator (12) in one of a plurality of locations corresponding to a price level

and a price level axis (11), displaying a second indicator (17) in one of a second

plurality of locations.
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REFCO does not appear to specifically disclose linking a software

application configured for computing a specific price to the second display region,

nor that the indicators move relative to the price axis when the prices change,
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Kharouf et al. sets forth on for example, page 11 the third and second to

last paragraphs “The RTS system also provides tick-by—tick charting with basic

tools, such as...moving averages” and “Traders can view options volatility and set

parameters that automatically trigger trades based on theoretical values.”

On page 31 of the specification as filed, Applicant states “Data exchange

protocols in general, and linking and embedding techniques in particular, are well

known to those skilled in the art.”

At the time of the invention it would have been obvious to one of ordinary

skill in the art to have combined the teachings of Kharouf concerning moving

averages with the system set forth in REFCO to arrive at an indicator that moves

relative to the price axis for the benefit of, for example, accurately depicting the

current average of a commodities price in real time in order for a trader to make

decisions regarding the purchase or sale of said commodities. Further as stated

by applicant himself, ‘‘linking and embedding are well known to those skilled in

the art”, therefore it would have been obvious to link a specific software

application configured for computing a specific price and to display that price in a

second region for the benefit of observing or making visible the “set parameters

that automatically trigger trades based on theoretical values” as taught by

Kharouf.

Claims 47, 49 and 50 are disclosed in the rejection of corresponding parts

above, specifically in that Applicant has stated that “Data exchange protocols in
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16..

general, and linking and embedding techniques in particular, are well known to

those skilled in the art.”

Claim 51 is clearly disclosed in the figure above.

Claim 53 is disclosed in the combination as set forth above in the rejection

of corresponding parts wherein it is understood that as orders are filled the chart

will be automatically updated to reflect the most current commodity availability.

Claims 56-58 are disclosed in, for example, REFCO wherein it is

understood that the process of selecting, i.e. clicking in the desired region (e.g.

buy or sell) causes the program to commence the buy or sell process which

includes sending the respective trade order. The limitations "based on a default

quantity parameter” is nothing more than a design choice, which is considered

well known in the computer software art, i.e. to allow the selection of repetitive

information without having to retype in the repetitive data.

Claim 55 is rejected under 35 U.S.C. ’i03(a) as being unpatentable over NPL

Reference REFCO 0006679 “Next Generation Futures Options Trading System

Participants Seminar Materials” Sept. 1997 submitted with IDS dated 1/25/2007 in

view of Kharouf et al. “A Trading room with a view” and further in view of

admitted prior art as applied to claims 46, 47, 49-51, 53-58 above and further in

view of aCosta et al. (U.S. Patent No. 6,826,533) (DaCosta)
I

The references show the inventive concept as set forth above, however

the references to not appear to explicitly teach modifying one or more quote
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display format settings associated with the quote, wherein the quote display

format comprises a font color setting, a font size setting, or a font style setting.

DaCosta teaches modifying one or more quote display format settings

associated with the quote, wherein the quote display format comprises a font

color setting, a font size setting, or a font style setting (col. 6, lines 14-31). it

would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time of the

invention to modify the combination above to include the aforementioned steps

as taught by DaCosta. One would have been motivated to do this in order to

present the user with a font attribute that changes when a quote is updated in

order to draw their attention to said change.

Allowable Subject Matter

17. A review of the application history appears to indicate allowable subject matter in

certain specific limitations set forth in the claims of previous patents issued to the instant

Assignee. It would appear that the addition of the limitation “wherein the method in

combination includes consolidating the price levels of the common static price axis such

that a plurality of price levels are combined into a consolidated price level.” to all of the

dependant claims would render the claims patentable.

18. Caveat, this is of course dependant on applicants ability to overcome the

rejections set forth within this instant Office action. Specifically the Double Patenting

rejection. '
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Conclusion

19. Examiner’s Note: The Examiner has cited particular columns and line numbers

in the references as applied to the claims for the convenience of the applicant.

Although the specified citations are representative of the teachings in the art and are

applied to the specific limitations within the individual claim, other passages and figures

may apply as well. lt is respectfully requested from the applicant, in preparing the

responses, to fully consider the references in entirety as potentially teaching all or part

of the claimed invention, as well as the context of the passage as taught by the prior art

or disclosed by the examiner.

20. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Daniel L. Greene Jr. whose telephone number is (571)

2726876. The examiner can normally be reached on l\/lon-Fri 8:30am — 5pm.

lf attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s

supervisor, James P. Trammell can be reached on (571) 272-6712. The fax phone

number for the organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 571-

273-8300.
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Application/Control Number: 10/125,894 Page 14

Art Unit: 3694

21. information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the

Patent Application information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for

published applications may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR.

Status information for unpublished applications is available through Private PAIR only.

For more information about the PAlR system, see http://pair~direct.uspto.gov. Should

you have questions on access to the Private PAlR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll—tree). If you would like assistance from a

USPTO Customer Service Representative or access to the automated information

system, Call 800-786~9199 (IN USA OR CANADA) or 571-272-1000.

DlG%
2007—03-1 9  
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Approved for use through 1/31/2007. OMB 0651-0032

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office; U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Under the Paervvork Reduction Act of 1995, no ersons are reuired to resond to a collection of information unless it disla s a valid OMB control number.

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD APP“°3“°“ °’ D°°"eI Number F”I“9 Date
Substitute for Form PTO-875 11/417,547 05/03/2006 I:I To be Mailed

APPLICATION AS FILED — PART I OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) sIvIAI_I_ ENTITY |:| OR SMALL ENTITY

FEE ($)0 NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA RATE (39)

D BASIC FEE N/A N/A N/A37CFR1.16a, b,or c

El SEARCH FEE
37 CFR 1.16 k, i,or m

|:| EXAMINATION FEE N/A N/A(37 CFR1.16( ), (p), or (q))

TOTAL CLAIMS , _
37 CFR 1.16i m'”“S 20‘

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS , _
37 CFR1.16 h ”"”“S3‘

If the Specification and drawings exceed 100
h t f th I‘ t' ' f d

DAPPLICATIONSIZEFEE is$‘§5%‘E$‘IZ2‘?E;is%ZI?%Iifi;§’?o?':§cfi“ "9
(37 CFR Mas» additional 50 Sheets or fraction thereof. See

35 U.S.C. 41 a 1 G and 37 CFR 1.16 S.

I:I MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT (37 CFR1.16(j))
* If the difference in column 1 is less than zero, enter“0“ in column 2.

APPLICATION AS AMENDED — PART II

OTHER THAN

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY
CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT ADDITIONAL

07/25/2007 AFTER PREVIOUSLY RATE“) FEE ($)AMENDMENT PAID FOR

R3‘ Minus ** 34

Minus

I:I Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

ADDITIONAL

RATE ($) FEE W

X $ = $50:

X $ = $200:

D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j))

I-
Z
UJ
E
D
Z
UJ
E
<

(Column 1)
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT ADDITIONAL ADDITIONAL

AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA RATE ($) FEE ($) RATE ($) FEE ($)AMENDMENT PAID FOR

Total (37 CFR ,, - H
2 Minus2

37 CFR 1.16 h

D Application Size Fee (37 CFR 1.16(s))

X 99 X$ =

X$ =

OR 2

Minus

D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM (37 CFR1.16(j))

AMENDMENT
TOTAL

OR ADD‘L
FEE

* If the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2, write “0“ in column 3.
** If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For“ IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter “20“.

*** If the “Highest Number Previously Paid For“ IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter
The “Highest Number Previously Paid For“ (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.

This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the USPTO to
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering,
preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amount of time you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, U.S.
Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

If you need assistance in completing the form, call 1-800-PTO-9199 and select option 2.

Legal Instrument Examiner:
carol barnes
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United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

PO. Box 1450
Alexandria. Virginia 22313-1450
www.uspto.gov

 
APPLICATION NO. ’ FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET No.

CONFIRMATION NO.

11/417,547 05/03/2006 Jens-Uwe Schluetter 02-21l—Z6 8101

39310 7590 10/18/2007 '

MBHB/TRADING TECHNOLOGIES
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Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.
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Application No. AppIicant(s)  

 
 

 
 

 11/417,547 SCHLEUTTER ET AL.

Examiner Art Unit

Richard C. Weisberger 3693

-- The MAILING DA TE of this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address --
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLY IS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTH(S) OR THIRTY (30) DAYS,
WHICHEVER IS LONGER, FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THIS COMMUNICATION.
- Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a), In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed

after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, even if timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

 Office Action Summary

1)l:] Responsive to communication(s) filed on

. 2a)l:] This action is FINAL. 2b) This action is non-final.

3)El Since this application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is

closed in accordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims

4)lZ Claim(s) gag is/are pending in the application.

4a) Of the above c|aim(s) :_ is/are withdrawn from consideration.

5)l:] Claim(s)j is/are allowed.

6)IXI Claim(s) 1 and 35-54 is/are rejected.

7)[:| Claim(s)_ is/are objected to.

8)l:] Claim(s)jare subject to restriction and/or election requirement.

Application Papers

9)I:I The specification is objected to by the Examiner.

10)I:] The drawing(s) filed onj is/are: a)D accepted or b)I:I objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

11)lj The oath or declaration is objected to by the Examiner. Note the attached Office Action or form PTO-152.

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)l:] Acknowledgment is made of a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).

a)|:] All b)I___l Some * c)I:| None of:

1.l:I Certified copies of the priority documents have been received.

2.[:| Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No. .

313 Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been received in this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT_ Rule 17.2(a)).

* See the attached detailed Office action for a list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) E] Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 4) El Interview Summary (PTO—413)
2) El Notice of Draftsperson’s Patent Drawing Review (PTO—948) Paper N°(5)/Ma" Date .1 v
3) I:I Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTOISB/OB) 5) E] N°1i°e 0* '"f°""aI Pate“ APP"Ca“°"

Paper No(s)/Mail Date_. 6) [3 Other: ___.

US. Patent and Trademark Office _
PTOL-326 (Rev. 08-06) Office Actiei|'i8§ummary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20071014
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Application/Control Number: 1 l/417,547 Page 2

Art Unit: 3693 ’

DETAILED ACTION

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 112

Claims 1 and 35-54 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. l 12, second paragraph, as being indefinite for

failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject matter which applicant regards as the

invention.

in the claims a “working order” is indefinite in scope.

Claims 1 and 35-54 would be allowable upon overcoming the above rejection.

Conclusion

Applicant's amendment necessitated the new ground(s) of rejection presented in this Office

action. Accordingly, THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. See MPEP § 706.07(a). Applicant is

reminded ofthe extension of time policy as set forth in 37 CFR l.l36(a).

A shortened statutory period for reply to this final action is set to expire THREE MONTHS from

the mailing date ofthis action. In the event a first reply is filed within TWO MONTHS ofthe mailing

date of this final action and the advisory action is not mailed until after the end of the THREE-MONTH

shortened statutory period, then the shortened statutory period will expire on the date the advisory action

is mailed, and any extension fee pursuant to 37 CFR 1.l36(a) will be calculated from the mailing date of

the advisory action. ln no event, however, will the statutory period for reply expire later than SIX

MONTHS from the date of this final action.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the examiner should

be directed to Richard C. Weisberger whose telephone number is 57] 272 6753. The examiner can

normally be reached between 6:30 AM to 10:30PM.

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner’s supervisor, Jim

Trammel can be reached on 57l 272 6712. The fax phone number for the organization where this

application or proceeding is assigned is 571-273-8300.
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Application/Control Number: I I/417,547 Page 3

Art Unit: 3693

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent Application

Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications may be obtained

from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished applications is available

through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR system, see http://pair-

direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR system, contact the Electronic

Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free). If you would like assistance from a USPTO Customer

Service Representative or access to the automated information system, call 800-786-9199 (IN USA OR

Rich d CWeisberger

'mary Examiner
Art Unit 3693

CANADA) or 571-272-1000.
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 UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
United States Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P40. Box I450
Alcxundriu, Virginiu 223 I3-I450www.usplo.gov

CONFIRMATION NO.APPLICATION NO. ' FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR ATTORNEY DOCKET NO.

ll/417.547 05/03/2006 Jens-Uwc Schlucttcr 02-2ll-Z6 8101

393|0 ' 7590 I0/I8/2007 I

MBHB/TRADING TECHNOLOGIES
300 SOUTH WACKER DRIVE WEISBERGER. RICHARD C
SUITE 3200

ART UNIT PAPER NUMBER
3693

MAIL DATE DELIVERY MODE

I0/18/2007 PAPER

Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or proceeding.

The time period for reply, if any, is set in the attached communication.
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1‘:

Application/Control Number: 09/653,102 Page 2

Art Unit: 3693

1. Applicant and the assignee of this application are required under 37 CFR 1.105

to provide the following information that the examiner has determined is reasonably

necessary to the examination of this application.

The applicant is requested to contact the examiner regarding a demonstration of the

claims invention.

2. This requirement is subject to the provisions of 37 CFR 1.134, 1.135 and 1.136 and has

a shortened statutory period of two months. EXTENSIONS OF THIS TIME PERIOD MAY

BE GRANTED UNDER 37 CFR 1.136(a).

and identify the properties of similar products and services found in the prior art.

Richard Weisberger

Primary Examiner

571 272 6753

James Kramer

SPE
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Application/Control Number: 09/653,102 Page 3

Art Unit: 3693
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FOREIGN PATENT DOCUMENTS

Examiner ’ Forein Patent Document Publication Date Name of Patentee or Pages, Columns, Lines,
No.‘ MM-DD-YYYY Applicant of Cited Document Where Relevant Passages

or Relevant Figures Appear

Examiner Date
Signature Considered

‘EXAMINER: initial it reference considered, whether or not citation is in conformance with MPEP 609. Draw line through citation if not in conformance and not
' considered. include copy of this form with next communication to applicant. ‘Applicants unique citation designation number (optional). ‘See Kinds Codes of

_ USPTO Patent Documents at www.usgto.gov or MPEP 901.04. 3Enter Office that issued the document, by the two-letter code (VVIPO Standard ST.3). “For
Japanese patent documents, the indication of the year of the reign of the Emperor must precede the serial number of the patent document. 5Kind of document by
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This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.97 and 1.98. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public which is to file (and by the
USPTO to process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 2 hours to complete,
including gathering, preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments
on the amount of time you require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief information Officer. U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office. U.S. Department of Commerce, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450. DO NOT SEND FEES OR COMPLETED FORMS TO THIS
ADDRESS. SEND TO: Commissioner for Patents, P.O. Box 1450, Alexandria, VA 22313-1450.

Ifyou need assistance in completing the form, call 1~800—PTO-9199 and select option 2.01 35 www.Fon11sWarkfIow.com
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COMPUTERIZED INTERFACE FOR CONSTRUCTING AND EXECUTING

COMPUTERIZED TRANSACTION PROCESSES AND PROGRAMS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is related to provisional application U.S. Serial No. 60/241,807,

by Steven B. Horn, John A. Fanelli, Heman G. Otero and John Tumilty, which disclosure

is incorporated herein by reference; and, co-pending U.S. Serial No. 09/823,125, entitled

“APPARATUS, METHODS AND ARTICLES OF MANUFACTURE FOR

CONSTRUCTING AND EXECUTING COMPUTERIZED TRANSACTION

PROCESSES AND PROGRAMS” filed on 3/30/01, by Hernan G. Otero, Steven B. Horn

and John Tumilty, which disclosure is incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to apparatus, methods and articles of manufacture for

computerized transaction execution and processing. Particularly, this invention relates to

an interface for a financial transaction execution and processing system. More particularly,

this invention relates to a graphical user interface for a financial transaction execution and

processing system.

COPYRIGHT RIGHTS

A portion of the disclosure of this patent document contains material which is

subject to copyright protection. The copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile

reproduction by anyone of the patent document or the patent disclosure, as it appears in

the Patent and Trademark Office patent files or records, but otherwise reserves all

copyright rights whatsoever.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Computerized transaction execution and processing requires an enormous, and

often detrimental, amount of time and resources. The time and resources are required

because, in most instances, execution and processing are based upon customized

implementations of the transaction.
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Customized transaction implementations require new programming. New

programming requires cost and effort ~ not only for the first attempt, but also for the

debugging and testing processes. Moreover, once the program is debugged and released,

real world implementations require yet further testing and debugging.

All this effort takes resources and time. It takes resources because the

programmers must first develop the program with input from the users, and then the users

themselves must test the program in the field, to ensure reliable operation. The effort

required means that the users may be too busy doing their job to assist in programming

efforts. Thus the program may not ever be developed. Moreover, by the time any

particular program is developed, the markets may have shifted away from the initial

transactional conditions that first provided the impetus for developing the program. For

example, specific trading strategies are usually constructed and executed on a customized

basis, yet by the time the program is developed for those strategies, and those strategies

are executed, they may be no longer useful.

The cost, effort and time factors are not solely the result of required programniing.

In trading transactions, the programmers must be advised by the traders or other business

professionals regarding desired trading strategies and desired markets. These

professionals are busy in their own right — they may have little or no time to advise the

programmers on what new strategies and markets should be developed. Even if they can

advise the programmers, trading strategies can become quite complex, and in order to

communicate those strategies and implement those strategies effectively, the programmer

and trader interactions cost time, money and resources.

Enterprise—wide customization adds yet another level of time, effort and

complexity. What may be usefill in one enterprise business unit may not be useful in

another, and time, effort and resources may not be available to implement specific

programs customized for each business unit.

Any implementations must be quite robust, and reliably and consistently execute

trading strategies. The implementation of new computerized transactional programs must

be as close to bullet proof as possible — failure of a trading program can mean losses in

thousands, millions or even billions of dollars. Developing reliable implementations of

trading programs means that testing procedures and recovery procedures must always be

paramount considerations.
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Finally, the interfaces to the programs used in trading systems need to be improved

to provide improved functionality and ease of use.

Accordingly, it is an object of at least an embodiment of the invention to provide

apparatus, methods and articles of manufacture for an interface for constructing and

executing transactions.

It is a further object of at least an embodiment of this invention to provide open-

ended apparatus, interfaces, methods and articles of manufacture for constructing and

executing transaction processes and programs.

It is a further object of at least an embodiment of this invention to provide robust

and reliable apparatus, methods and articles of manufacture for a user interface for

implementing trading strategies.

The scope of the invention is not limited in any way by the objects. Further objects

will become evident in the description that follows, and in part will be obvious from the

description, or may be learned by practice of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a preferred embodiment of the trading system.

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of a preferred embodiment of the trading system.

. Figure 3 is a screen shot of a preferred embodiment of the trading system.

Figure 4 is a screen shot of a preferred embodiment of the trading system.

Figure 5 is a screen shot of a preferred embodiment of the trading system.

Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of a preferred embodiment of the trading system.

Figure 7 is a schematic diagram of a preferred embodiment of the trading system.

Figure 8 is a flow chart of a preferred embodiment of the trading system.

Figure 9 is a flow chart of a preferred embodiment of the trading system.

Figure 10 shows components of a preferred embodiment of the trading system.

Figure 11A is a schematic diagram of a preferred embodiment of the trading

system.

Figure 11B is a schematic diagram of a preferred embodiment of the trading

system.

Figure 12 is a screen shot of a preferred embodiment of the trading system.

Figure 13 is a screen shot of a preferred embodiment of the trading system.
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Figure 14 is a screen shot of a preferred embodiment of the trading system.

Figure 15 is a screen shot of a preferred embodiment of the trading system.

Figure 16 is a screen shot of a preferred embodiment of the trading system. ~

Figure 17 is a screen shot of a preferred embodiment of the trading system.

Figure 18 is a screen shot of a preferred embodiment of the trading system.

Figure 19 is a screen shot of a preferred embodiment of the trading system.

Figure 20 is a screen shot of a preferred embodiment of the trading system.

Figure 21 is a screen shot of a preferred embodiment of the trading system.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides apparatus, interfaces, methods and articles of

manufacture for open-ended construction and execution of computerized transaction

processes. In the preferred embodiments, an engine is used in the trading system that

permits “plug-ins” to be used for construction, modification and alteration of trading

procedure execution. These plug-ins can be preconstructed, or constructed when

appropriate, and applied to the engine when desired. The embodiments further comprise

an interface used in computerized trading processes, which may configure, create and/or

edit the plug ins for subsequent use in the engine; which may monitor and/or track orders

executed through the system and otherwise; and which may monitor the order server.

In the especially preferred embodiments, the interface is comprised of three sub-

interfaces: a first sub-interface that allows transactional algorithms to be dynamically

created and/or edited and used as plug—ins; a second sub-interface that monitors and/or

track orders executed through the system and otherwise, and a third sub-interface that

monitors the order server. Each of the sub-interfaces, as well as the interface, may be

fi.11‘th€I‘ comprised of a graphical user interface.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The preferred embodiments of the present invention comprise an interface,

connected to a trading system including an engine infrastructure, for open-ended

construction and execution of computerized trading processes. Java is the preferred

language, although other embodiments may be in other languages. Therefore, the

embodiments may be used across a wide Variety of networked platforms.
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Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the engine infrastructure of a preferred

embodiment. Written in Java, and present on the server, this software enables various

data, plug-ins, applications, processes, and algorithms to be used in order to customize the

trading process. These data, plug-ins, applications, processes, and algorithms are

imported or plugged into the engine as desired in order to implement a particular trading

strategy.

Seen in Figure 1 are various processes to be used in the engine 10. Area A of

engine 10 symbolizes the area in which the plug-ins can be placed. Also seen at 10 is an
9!

area labeled “Market Specifics. This area, also supporting customization through data,

plug-ins, applications, processes, and algorithms permits customization of any particular

algorithm for any particular market in a manner explained in further detail below. In other

embodiments, the plug-ins used for the various areas can be internal or external to the

engine. Hereinafter, “plug— ins” will be used as a general term for data, plug-ins,

applications, processes, and algorithms.

Engine 10, in this embodiment, provides services for the plug-ins. For example,

most trading strategy plug-ins will need to access market data. Most trading strategy plug-

ins will need to send orders to the exchange and be notified of executions, etc. Engine 10

provides these and other services to the plug-ins. For example in a preferred embodiment,

engine 10 provides:

0 A real time market data feed driver (e.g. Reuters SSL, TIB/Rendezvous feeds.)

0 An exchange driver where the algorithm sends orders and receives executions

back. '

0 A driver implementation that sends orders to one or more order management

architecture(s) and/or system(s) server(s) is provided.

0 An input driver which enters requests to the engine 10.

Figure 2 shows Process 1 implemented in engine 10. Process 1 might be a trading

process such as V0lume—Weighted-Average—Price or VWAP. The VWAP algorithm used

in this embodiment, attempts to match the VWAP for a given instrument, such as an

equity throughout a specified lifespan (e.g. throughout the full trading day). VWAP will

maintain a number of limit orders in the market at different price levels. In order to trade

according to the VWAP algorithm of this embodiment, the engine will listen to market
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data throughout the day and access a volume profile to match the day’s VWAP as close as

possible.

The trader will then be able to review, thorough his screen, the order as it is being

executed according to the VWAP algorithm. Any updates and/or changes will be simply

made through his or her screen.

If a second VWAP algorithm was desired to be used, such as one that is based on

theoretical Values to trading, this second plug-in can be substituted for the first in the

engine. This second plug-in will then be used by the engine.

Returning to Figure 2, the Market Specifics plug—in 1 has been chosen. Market

specifics provide specific Variables, data and other plug-ins necessary for the specific

market in which the embodiment is being used. For example, they may be different limits

on trading Volume in one market Versus another. The preferred embodiments permit

configuration and modification of these Market Specifics, by plug-ins, so that they may be

used in a variety ofmarkets as desired.

In the preferred embodiments, the plug-ins comprise two types. The first type

comprise algorithms used in trading. The second type comprise market-specific rules.

Thus, for example, in the preferred embodiments, the engine can be configured with a

specific algorithm, such as a first VWAP algorithm and for a specific market for a first

trade such as the New York Stock Exchange and then modified for another specific

algorithm such a Ratio algorithm and another specific market such as the Tokyo Stock

Exchange for a second trade. In the especially preferred embodiments, the engine will

carry out a number of trades using a specific algorithm, which has been chosen from a set

of preconfigured algorithms. The algorithm used may be parameterized by the trader, in

order to execute specific trades for a specific stock, price and number of shar/es,, In these/

embodiments, the algorithm plug-in used is usually consistentlyjsed for that

implementation of the embodiment during that particular trading period — whether it be an

hour, day, week, etc. Of course, other embodiments may change their algorithm during

any particular trading period. Moreover, the especially preferred embodiments usually

maintain the market plug—in for at least the trading period, and usually longer. A trader,

for example, may trade exclusively on the New York Stock Exchange using a preferred

embodiment. Note that, using the especially preferred embodiments, the trader will

change the algorithm plug-in, embodying his or her trading strategy, much more
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firequently than his or her market plug-in, as he or she may only trade in a particular

market. Network or enterprise Wide implementations, however, will use the market plug-

in in order to configure any particular implementations for traders in the various trading

markets.

This embodiment also effectively provides real—time monitoring of the order by the

trader as well as others such as the sales force who desire to monitor the order and its

execution. Additionally, orders are fully integrated, and so the trader or others may

override individual orders through the system of this embodiment, without an additional

messaging system. Similarly, any changes to an order, such as size of the order or a price

limit or volume can be echoed to the system of this embodiment and the system will

automatically adjust its trading to the new parameters.

Various screen shots of the administration and monitoring tool GUT (written in

Java, using Swing) used in a preferred embodiment are shown at Figures 3 through 5.

These are an Order Tracker screen shown in Figure 3, an Algorithm Configuration screen

shown in Figure 4, and an Order Details screen shown in Figure 5. This tool allows for

configuring algorithms as well as monitoring the server. This tool may be installed on

either or both of the client and server machines and on more than one machine in the

networked environment.

In the preferred embodiments, an algorithm is comprised of an Algorithm Context,

which may be a Java Class, plus a set of event;action mappings. These algorithms are

usually written by a programmer. The mappings may be modified by non-programmers

(e. g. a trader) via the graphical tool. The mappings provide a powerful way to fine tune

the algorithm. Of course other embodiments may modify the mappings in a different

fashion. For example, the programmer may provide the trader or other end user with

objects that constitute events, conditions and actions. The trader can then construct his or

her own algorithms which are plugged into the invention in order to provide the trader

with an automatic execution mechanism.

Other algorithms that may be used in this embodiment include:

Ratio which tries to buy an instrument and sell a related instrument when the price

between the two is more favorable than a specified ratio.

Gamma Hedge which hedges a portfolio and tries to capture volatility while doing

SO.
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Aggressive Short Sell which tries to short sell a given instrument by making sure

the Tokyo short sell rule is not violated.

Stop Loss which allows sending stop loss orders to exchanges that do not support

this concept.

Iceberg which tries to trade a specified number of shares by sending only a part of

the total order’s quantity (the tip of the iceberg) to the market at any given time.

Auto Trader which decides Whether to send trades to the market or fill from an

account.

CB Delta Hedge which sends out underlyer market orders to hedge CB trades.

Of course, other algorithms or plug—ins may be used. Additionally, in the preferred

embodiments, preferred methods of constructing and implementing new plug-ins are used.

The preferred embodiments also use several Java features, e.g. introspection, reflection

and the like, in order to automatically discover properties of the imported algorithms.

If new algorithms are desired, a number of methods can be used to create the

algorithm. In this embodiment, if the new algorithm requires no Java code, then the

algorithm can be created by leveraging on existing algorithm context classes. Specific

classes have been established or predetermined in the preferred embodiments. If the new

algorithm is simple enough, it can be created without writing any Java code, making use of

the Administrator GUI as described below. This can be done by simply creating a set of

event—action mappings that will work on a pre-existing algorithm context class (e.g. the

base A1gorithmContext class that is part of the preferred embodiments code classes).

Figures 6 and 7 show how various mappings or parts may be used to construct

combinations. Those combinations, constructed in Figure 3, are then inserted into the

engine 20 in Figure 7. Note that a different Market Specifics plug-in, Market Specifics 2,

has been chosen in Figure 7. These Market Specifics plug—ins may be from a

predetermined set. In the especially preferred embodiments, the market plug—in is usually

maintained over some static trading period. A trader, for example, may trade exclusively

on the New York Stock Exchange, using the market plug-in. In enterprise installations,

the market plug—ins may be set for the particular trading markets across the enterprise, and

remain as set for a predetermined or static period of time.
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Fundamental classes within the architecture of the preferred embodiment are:

0 AlgorithmContext,

0 Action,

0 ActionBindings,

o ActionDispatcher.

If the new algorithm requires writing new code, the fundamental classes within the

architecture of the preferred embodiment are: A1gorithmContext, Action, ActionBindings,

ActionDispatcher. New Actions might be needed, for new complex algorithms, in order to

do simple tasks that the existing actions can not deal with. Algorithms which require

saving state during the execution of the order, for example, need to have their own

Algorithm Context subclass. The data will then be kept in this new subclass.

The following process is used in the preferred embodiment to write code for a new

algorithm. A Simple Algorithm Context must be written, starting with a template of what

the class should look like, providing an empty, public constructor, adding in member

variables, and providing a public getter/setter pair. Since this preferred embodiment

makes use of beans support classes to access properties, JavaBeans conventions are used

when naming these methods.

It is important to note that, in the preferred embodiments, traders provide vital

feedback and oversight. Moreover, the embodiments evolve through use. There may be a

lengthy tuning and feedback phase of algorithm development. The embodiments fit within

a scalable architecture, and as the algorithms become more complex and widely used, the

embodiments adapt and scale. Additionally, the embodiments must have fast Release

Cycles. The preferred embodiments are flexible and separate the algorithm from the

engine. Also, the algorithm should be as orthogonal as possible to the rest of the system.

By use of this structure in the preferred embodiments, the embodiments can be used to

trade and transact across virtually any instruments or exchanges.

In the preferred embodiments, the algorithms are tested for use. Of course, in other

embodiments testing may not be desired. There are two main testing stages in a preferred

embodiment.

The first stage involves soliciting feedback with the traders and salespeople using

the algorithm. The algorithm will not work right the first time, situations will not have

been thought of, parameters will be wrong, failsafes will not be good enough and so on.
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The feedback at this early stage of development ensures not only a quick release but also

that modifications can be made in situ.

The second stage of testing in this embodiment involves the continued evolution

and updating of an algorithm once it is in production. It is important to haveia very

extensive series of tests that cover a multitude of trading situations. When changes are

made to an algorithm, no matter how slight, every test is run and verified. This is

necessary for production systems with a large number of users. Without high confidence

that any changes made will not have any unforeseen follow—on effects, the release cycle

becomes intolerably long. Of course, other embodiments may utilize different testing

methods, including providing sample market feeds rather than real time feeds. The term

“executing a trade” and its variants as used herein is meant to cover both actual and

simulated execution of a trade.

The preferred embodiments implement a recovery mechanism, which assists the

programmer in analyzing and/or recovering from crashes. The recovery process restores

execution of orders by taking a number of steps. Those steps comprise:

0 Recovering the state of the orders. This involves rebuilding the order hierarchy

(parent/child relationships, executed quantities, etc.) as it existed prior to the crash.

0 Recovering the exchange information. This involves making sure that all

executions/corrections/cancellations that might have been pending when the

embodiment crashed and had taken place during its blackout now get reflected in

the embodiment’s order hierarchy. This is done so that future algorithm decisions

get based on the current state of the world, and not the one present before the

crash.

0 Restarting all algorithms. This is now possible since the algorithms will have their

information up—to-date in order to make correct decisions on how to continue their

execution. Depending on the complexity of the algorithms involved, this step may

be as simple as setting up the event—action mappings for the algorithm context.

The recovery process in this embodiment includes writing to log or journal file. Of

course other embodiments may have other recovery processes or recovery steps. 7

Figure 8 provides a flowchart summarizing processes of a preferred embodiment,

from installation to trading. Figure 9 provides a flowchart summarizing a process for

10
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changing a plug-in. Other embodiments may have these processes or other processes with

the same or similar steps in these or other orders.

Figure 10 shows a schematic diagram of an especially preferred embodiment. The

Core Processing Area 30 is, in this embodiment, the logic engine which processes the

order. The Core Processing Area 30 is shown with various interfaces in the form of inputs

and outputs. The especially preferred embodiments of the present invention accept input

and output ifiom a variety of sources. The sources may change according to the

embodiment and in the especially preferred embodiments, the nature of the financial

instrument traded (e.g. a particular stock, bond, etc.) helps determine the input and output

sources. (It should be noted that input includes but is not limited to inputting data feeds as

well as data blocks, such as for example retrieving messages from a message queue.

Output includes but is not limited to outputting data feeds as well as data blocks, such as

for example outputting messages to a message queue.)

The embodiment of Figure 10 is configured for trading stocks on the New York

Exchange by way of Market Plug-In 3 1. Stock orders are entered into Ordering System 40

and/or Ordering System 41 (and any other ordering system that may be used) by a trader

or another (“trader”) using a Graphic User Interface (“GUI”). The GUI provides the trader

with the option of selecting various algorithm plug ins to be used. The ordering system in

turn interfaces with the logic engine, or in the embodiment of Figure 10, with the Core

Processing Area 30.

An order may be one of two types. One type of order, Simp1eOrder, uses simple

actions, such as Limit orders (e.g., “Sell 15,000 shares of Microsoft at 35”) or Market

orders (e.g., “Buy 10,000 shares of Sun at Market”.) Simp1eOrders are, in this

embodiment, not sent to the Core Processing Area 30. Rather, they are executed by some

other mechanism, such as by the ordering system, e.g., by 40B or 41B of the Ordering

Systems 40 or 41 in Figure 10.

A second type of order, ComplexOrders, uses higher level algorithms such as

Volume Weighted Average Price; Ratio; Gamma Hedge; Aggressive Short Sell; Iceberg;

Auto Trader; CB Delta Hedge; Stop Loss; and Short Sell. ComplexOrders usually

comprise one or more Suborders. These Suborders can be either other ComplexOrders

(which can have further Suborders, possibly several levels deep) or SimpleOrders.

For example, assume a trader places a Comp1exOrder using a Ratio algorithm:

11
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BUY 10,000 SUNW and SELL 15,000 MSFT whenever the Ratio between the two

exceeds 1.2

This order can be deconstructed into two separate Actions, buying 10,000 shares of

Sun and selling 15,000 shares of Microsoft, whenever a certain Event happens (the price

of Sun over Microsoft exceeds 1.2.) Therefore, this ComplexOrder can be processed by

the Core Processing Area 30, into two SimpleOrders, each with an Action (e.g. buying

10,000 shares of Sun) linked to an Event (e.g., when the price of Sun over Microsoft

exceeds 1.2.) The two SimpleOrders can then be returned to the Ordering System through

an appropriate output driver as is seen in Figure 10 with regard to, for example, Output

Driver 33 and Ordering System 40B.

As can be seen by the above example, higher level algorithms used by

Complexorders can be comprised of Events and Actions. Once the ComplexOrders are

processed to Events and Actions by the logic engine of the preferred embodiments, each

Event and Action can be repackaged and executed as a SimpleOrder.

Returning now to Figure 10, Ordering System 40 and Ordering System 41 interface

with Core Processing Area 30 through input drivers and output drivers as described below.

As the orders are entered into Ordering System 40, they form a queue in section 40A of

Ordering System 40. The orders are then retrieved fiom the queue by Input Driver 32.

Similarly orders from Ordering System 41A are retrieved by Input Driver 34. It should be

noted that input drivers are configured according to the input data configuration, and the

information input may vary based upon the instrument traded, the user’s desires, etc. (The

word “driver” and its Variants are used herein to mean any code or data interface.) Other

embodiments may accept different inputs, through different input drivers. In these

embodiments, the drivers may change as the instruments and/or the nature of the trade

changes.

Some of the preferred embodiments are able, if they need to, to off-load any

computationally intensive calculations, by using a distributed processing module, which

proceeds by messaging amongst the components, such as messaging the results of

calculations from‘ a calculation component to the Core Processing Area. This off-loading

allows more efficient attention to the ordering tasks. Distributed processing also permits

for use of “dynamic” constants in executing a complex order. Dynamic constants as that

term is used herein are numbers that are used in an algorithm as constants, but also may

12
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change during the lifetime of the algorithm. For example, an off—line component may

calculate certain alphas, used as constants, for an algorithm. These constants are then sent

to the Core Processing Area to be used in future calculations of that particular algorithm.

Thus, with a distributed processing system, the alphas may change, but the underlying

algorithm remains the same.

Other inputs to the Core Processing Area 30 provide information necessary to

execute the inputted orders by providing information on external conditions that may

cause the Events and Actions of the order to be met. For example, in order to execute the

Sun-Microsoft ComplexOrder example described above, the price ratio of Sun to

Microsoft must be calculated by the Core Processing Area 30. In order to calculate the

price ratio, the prices of Sun and Microsoft are provided to the Core Processing Area 30

by the data feed drivers.

In the embodiment of Figure 10, Data Feed 36 accepts information from

“dynamic” data feeds (those real time feeds that typically change in fractions of a second),

e.g. Reuters SSL, TIB/Rendezvous, etc. Data Feed 36 also accepts indirect input through

intermediary interfaces. Figure 10, for example, shows a CORBA (Common Object

Request Broker Architecture) interface into Data Feed Driver 36. The CORBA interface,

in turn, collects various market data feeds.

Another input type is static or semi static information flows, e.g., a text file with

instrument lot sizes, a database with closing prices, etc. In the embodiment of Figure 10,

this input occurs by way of Instrument Information Driver 37. The instrument information

driver provides a mechanism to update information from its sources if necessary. For

example, a database with stock closing prices will be updated at the close of the trading

session. In the preferred embodiments, updating may occur manually or automatically.

Multiple drivers can also be set up to locate information about a particular instrument from

different data feeds (e.g., stock pricing, options pricing for that stock, etc.)

It should be noted that the exemplary feeds described herein are used in the

preferred embodiments described here, however, in other embodiments these and/or other

data feeds with associated drivers, ifnecessary, may be used.

Also shown in Figure 10 are two Exchange Drivers 33 and 35 for Ordering

Systems 40 and 41 respectively. These output drivers are responsible for sending any

13
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orders created by the Core Processing Area 30 to the ordering systems for execution, as

will be explained in further detail below.

A Comp1exOrder is executed in the preferred embodiments by use of queues. An

input driver retrieves a ComplexOrder object from an order queue. The ordering system

will have identified the algorithm used by the ComplexOrder so that the Core Processing

Area may wrap the order in a corresponding A1gorithmContext object instance. (The

corresponding AlgorithmContext instance is based on the algorithm name specified by the

order.)

The AlgorithmContext object will first register itself with specific event interests. Event

interests are those relevant to the particular algorithm and the particular ComplexOrder.

So, for example, if the order contains the event “The price of Sun over Microsoft exceeds

1.2” that specific Algorith1nContext object will register the order with an Event Interest

object.

It should be noted that a complex ComplexOrder may be used, such as one that

contains a multi—instrument order with multi—algorithms. In such an event, an

AlgorithmContext Container object is created. This object Wraps other AlgorithmContexts

within it. The AlgorithmContext Container will then forward all order creation requests to

its internal AlgorithmContexts. The instrument identification field for each algorithm

provide the necessary identification for proper forwarding. In other embodiments, such as

for example when a multi—instrument single algorithm is used, another field besides the

instrument identification field may be used to identify the appropriate A1gorithmContext.

Event interests exist in this embodiment to provide a placeholder to an event. A

placeholder is needed between the AlgorithmContext object and the event because the

event may not exist at the time the order has been input. For example, the Sun-Microsoft

price ratio event called for by the above example does not exist. Therefore, any direct call

for the event by a AlgorithmContext object would be invalid. Accordingly, an Event

Interest object is created instead, which will await the event.

Events may be generated internally, in the Core Processing Area, or be input by

way of external sources, or both. So, for example, the Ratio event “The price of Sun over

Microsoft exceeds 1.2” is generated internally, as a product of events from external

sources. The external sources provide the price tick events, updated through “dynamic”

data feeds, that allow the internal calculation and generation of the Ratio event. If the
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Ratio event reaches the proper level, (“l.2” in the above example) the Algorithn1Context is

notified.

Once the events are registered for the particular AlgorithmContext instance, the

actions for any particular Algorith1nContext instance will be executed when the events

occur. In order to execute the actions for a particular AlgorithmContext, an

ActionDispatcher object is used. This object receives requests for dispatching actions

when the event occurs and places the actions on an internal queue. So, for example, an

ActionDispatcher object might receive an event, e.g. “The price of Sun over Microsoft

exceeds 1.2” -- and place the corresponding action, e.g. “Buy 10,000 shares of Sun; sell

15,000 shares of Microsoft,” — on the internal queue.

Once the action is placed on the internal queue, those actions requiring orders, e.g.

“Buy 10,000 shares of Sun; sell 15,000 shares of Microsofl to the ordering system,” send

the orders to the ordering system by Way of an ActionDispatcher. The order may be sent

to any specific ordering system in the various preferred embodiments, and the specific

ordering system that the order is sent to will depend upon the interface configuration.

After the ordering system executes the orders, it will send the execution

confirmation to the Input driver. If, instead of execution, the order has been cancelled or

corrected by the ordering system, the ordering system will send the appropriate message to

the Input driver.

Isolating the execution of the actions by means of the ActionDispatcher helps

prevent more than one action from the same Comp1exOrder executing simultaneously,

which is important to accurate execution. For example, if actions did execute

simultaneously, there might be an out-of-order result fed back to the ComplexOrder,

leading to incorrect execution of the order.

Once the order has been executed by the ordering system, an Order message is fed

back to the Exchange driver. The Exchange driver will then create an ExchangeEvent

object, which will be disseminated through the Core Processing Area. In an especially

preferred embodiment, the ExchangeEvent object is sent to a market gateway component,

which creates a SysAction object, to be ‘used internally to update an associated

AlgorithmContext object. Of course, it would be possible, in some embodiments, to

update the AlgorithmContext object directly. However, the preferred embodiments use of
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an indirect transfer for the order message helps ensure accuracy in the ordering mechanism

by preventing interference with any possible action execution.

The SysAction object is used internally to update the Alg0rithmContext object by

way of the ActionDispatcher. The ActionDispatcher will also provide any other Event

interests with the SysAction object, provided they had registered an interest with that

particular AlgorithmContext. When the SysAction object informs the AlgorithmContext

object the Actions have been completed (which may include notification of execution,

failure to execute, etc.), the AlgorithmContext fires a CloseAction instance. In some

preferred embodiments, this will close the order. In other embodiments, the CloseAction

instance will trigger a message, to the ordering system, which will close the order

according to its mechanisms.

The preferred embodiments are not immune fiom system crashes and therefore the

preferred embodiments attempt to ensure accuracy in order tracking and execution by

isolating actions through queues and messaging. Moreover, objects, if tracked, can be

recreated if the system crashes. SysAction objects, if created, are saved in a journal. If a

crash occurs, and upon restarting, the Core Processing Area scans the journal, effectively

as an input stream, reading in each SysAction object and providing Whatever executions

are necessary. This will have the effect of re-creating the order hierarchy as it was before

the crash. Additionally, the preferred embodiments use an initialization recovery flag set

by the AlgorithmContext object at the beginning of its instantiation. This recovery flag

allows for the tracking of and thus re-creation of any registered event interests, as well as

initialization and recovery of the order afier a crash and subsequent system recovery.

The preferred embodiments also create an image file on a regular basis, perhaps at

intervals as short as an hour or so. Every interval, the complete order state is dumped to

two alternate mirror image files, which provides backup and possible replacement for the

journal. The image files retain an order hierarchy and this hierarchy can be read post crash

ifnecessary. The journal file will then provide the latest update.

The sophistication of the system makes constant testing necessary. Testing can

occur through trader feedback, evolution and updating of an algorithm once it is in

production. Simulated information feeds can also be used, in the preferred embodiments,

to test the system.
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Figure 11A shows an example of an preferred embodiment of the interface. The

interface is comprised of three sub-interfaces. The sub-interfaces provide the user,

administrator or another with the ability to give and receive information by: 1) creating,

configuring, modifying and/or editing plug—ins (hereinafter “configure” and its variants);

2) tracking and/or monitoring orders; and, 3) monitoring the performance of an order

server, by way of a first sub-interface, a second sub-interface and a third sub-interface

respectively. Each of these sub-interfaces will be reviewed in further detail below.

Figure 11B shows an overview of the flow through a preferred embodiment. The

top level interface is connected to a first sub interface which is an Order Tracker, a second

sub interface which is a Plug In Configuration, and a third interface which is a Server

Monitor. The first sub interface, Order Tracker, is in turn connected to a sub sub interface

Order Details. The second sub interface, Plug In Configuration, is connected in turn to a

sub sub interface which is offers alternatives to an Algorithm Editor interface, an Event

Selector interface, an Action Selector interface and a Condition Selector interface. In turn

each of these sub sub interfaces are connected to sub sub sub interfaces, which are a Event

Editor interface, a Condition Editor interface and an Action Editor interface.

From the Interface of Figure 11B, a user may access three sub-interfaces. The

Interface as well as the sub interfaces may be, in especially preferred embodiments,

graphic user interfaces, and navigation to the sub interfaces is accomplished through

various methods known in the art, e.g. tabs, menus, etc. It should be noted that in other

embodiments, these interfaces, both top level and below, may be in various orders, other

than those shown by the preferred embodiments. For example, an embodiment may only

have a single interface. Another embodiment may only have an algorithm editor interface.

Returning now to the preferred embodiment shown in Figure 11B, various more

detailed interfaces of the embodiment are shown at various other figures. For example, an

Order Tracker interface is seen at Figure 12, an Order Details interface at Figure 13, an

Algorithm Configuration interface at Figure 14, an Algorithm Editor interface at Figure

16, an Event Editor interface at Figure 18, an Action Editor interface at Figures 19 and 20,

and a Server Monitor interface at Figure 21.

Turning now to the embodiment of Figure 12, an Order Tracker sub-interface

embedded within an Interface screen is seen, which allows users to monitor orders. The

sub-interface is implemented as a graphical user interface (GUI) in the especially preferred
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embodiments and Figure 12 shows a screen shot of a GUI implementation. The Order

Tracker tab is highlighted in Figure 12, which has provided the Order Tracker interface

screen, within the Interface screen of this embodiment. As will be described in more

detail below, the selection of the Order Tracker tab T1, the Algorithm Configuration tab

T2, or the Server Monitor tab T3 from the Interface of this embodiment provides access to

the various sub interfaces. In other embodiments, other interfaces and navigation and/or

selection devices known in the art may be used, such as pull down menus, links, buttons,

vertical tabs, etc. The available movement may be different in different embodiments as

well, including navigation among interfaces other than those shown here, as well as

variations on navigational tools.

The Order Tracker sub-interface may be connected to order servers 40 and 41, as

shown in Figure 11A. This connection does not have to be direct in various embodiments,

e.g., the connection may be through networks and through other computers.

The menu options of Figure 12 are shown generally at a. These include File,

View, Server (providing a View over the desired Order server,) Look n’ Feel (providing

control over the colors etc. of the screen) and Help. The pull down options from these

menus are as known in the art. Also shown at Figure 12, at b, are various icons. These

allow for changes in the listing seen in the Order Section area 121. The New icon seen at

area b, provides for the entry of test trades. The Expand All icon provides expansion of

details on any particular order. The Collapse icon provides a collapsed View on the icons.

The Order Details icon navigates to the details screen, as explained in further detail below.

The Fire Event icon provides an override and immediate firing of an order. The Suspend

icon allows for suspension of the order and the Resume icon allows for resumption of

suspended orders. The Cancel icon will cancel orders.

The Order Section 121 of the interface of Figure 12 shows a listing of various

order data, including order identification, the time and date the order was created, the tag

which is an internal identifier for the trade originator, the algorithm including type used on

the order, the side of the trade (e.g., buy or sell), the instrument of the order (e.g., stock,

bond, etc.), the price, the quantity, the quantity or amount of the order that has been

executed, the amount remaining to be executed, the percent completed, and a check box

indicating if the order has been suspended. Details on orders, including Complex Orders,
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can be displayed as well. For example, the order with ID 920 is a Complex Order

comprised of two Simple Orders 10690 and 10710.

From the Order Tracker screen of Figure 12 a user can navigate to the Order Detail

interface which is a GUI in this embodiment, and a typical screen shot of the GUI of the

embodiment is seen at Figure 13. The Order Detail interface provides detail of a particular

order as well as the history of orders. The user can select a particular order (e.g., by order

ID) in Figure 12 to be displayed in the Order Detail interface by several methods. For

example, a particular order can be selected by using a mouse, right clicking on the order,

thus activating a pull down menu, and selecting an navigation option from that menu.

Alternatively, a user can click on an order, thus highlighting the order and then select an

option for the Order Detail screen from a View pull down menu.

The Order Detail screen has three sections: a) Current State section 131, b) Past

Activity section 132) and c) Future Activity section 133. The Current State section 131

shows the current state of the order properties. The Past Activity Section 132 shows the

past events that have occurred on the order. The Future Activity section 133 shows the

evetns that will occur in the fiuture with an optional time component.

It should be noted that the Order Tracker and Order Detail sub interfaces of

Figures 12 and 13 may be of different configurations, and have other components, in other

embodiments. Additionally, one or more of these interfaces may not be present in other

embodiments.

Turning now to Figure 14, the Algorithm Configuration sub-interface that results

from selecting the Algorithm Configuration tab T2 of the Interface of this embodiment is

seen. The sub-interface comprises a GUI in this embodiment, and a typical screen shot is

shown in the Figure. The Algorithm Configuration screen allows the user to create, delete

and/or configure a preexisting plug in, shown here as a drop down window 143 labeled

algorithm context. Buttons 141 and 142. allow new plug ins to be added or deleted. Any

particular plug in component may be enabled as desired, by checking the appropriate box

in the enabled column. Also priorities may be assigned the component in execution, so

that, for example, any particular component may be run in an order besides the usual order

by establishing a different priority for that component.

Editing assistance is provided in this embodiment through Editing screen 145. The

plug in being edited is displayed, along with any components, such as the Event-Action
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pairings and Conditions, if the latter exist, shown in the Figure for the particular VWAP

plug in shown. The components may be edited and deleted from the plug in, and new

components may be added or inserted as desired. The buttons 146, 147, 148, and 149

enable the add, insert, edit and delete functions as shown on Figure 14. Figure 15 shows

another method of adding, inserting, editing or deleting the various component plug ins,

by use of a pop up menu 151, accessed by right clicking on the particular component. It

should be noted that the sub interfaces of Figures 14 and 15 may be of different

configurations, and have other components, in other embodiments. Additionally, one or

more of these interfaces may not be present in other embodiments.

If the edit fimction is selected, an Algorithm Editor interface, or GUI, is presented.

A typical screen shot of an Algorithm Editor interface is shown at Figure 16. The screen

shot of Figure 16 shows an Algorithm Editor screen for an eVent—action pair in the

TVVWAP algorithm context. The Algorithm Editor screen is comprised of Various fields

in this embodiment: 1) an Event field 161, which is comprised of a Description field, a

Property field, and an Expression field; 2) A Condition field 162; 3) An Action field 163;

and 4) A Priority field section 164. Additionally an Enabled box 165 allows the checkoff

of an Enabled variable. The sample Event shown in Figure 16 is the OneTimeTimer

Event, and has, as a default, the various descriptions and other components as shown in

the Figure. Each of these may be edited or otherwise modified by the user as desired.

The choice ofwhich preselected Event may be edited may be through a drop down

box 171, as shown in Figure 17, which provides the user with other possible Events to

edit. Upon selection of any of these, the various fields will be filled with the appropriate

components, which then be modified as desired. One method of modification used in the

especially preferred embodiments is seen at Figure 18, which shows a drop down menu

181 appearing when a user selects an action displayed in the action section 182 and right

clicks on the action. Of course, other embodiments may use other editing methods as

known in the art, including pop up word processing editors, database field editors, etc.

As shown by Figures 16-18, the Algorithm editor of the preferred embodiments

provides the user with the ability to configure the Action Bindings, as Action Bindings are

used in the Algorithm type of plug in. Other embodiment may use a different editor or

editors for algorithms, or may use a different editor or editors for different plug ins. It

should also be noted that the sub interfaces of Figures 14-18 may be of different
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configurations, and have other components, in other embodiments. Additionally, one or

more of these interfaces may not be present in other embodiments.

Actions may also be edited, if they are a component of the plug in, such as when an

algorithm plug in is being configured. Figure 19 shows a typical screen shot of an Action

Editor interface of a preferred embodiment. A drop down menu 191 permits accessing

preexisting Actions. In the typical screen shown at Figure 19, the Action

"placemarketonCloseOrder" action has been selected. As seen in Figure 20, certain

default components for the selected Action will then appear, once the Action is selected.

In the embodiment of the Figure, these are Description, Property and Expression

components. Each of these can then be edited, if desired, using a right click drop down

menu or other editing methods known in the art. It should also be noted that the sub

interfaces of Figures 19-20 may be of different configurations, and have other

components, in other embodiments. Additionally, one or more of these interfaces may not

be present in other embodiments.

A third sub-interface is shown in Figure 21. This sub-interface is for a Server

Monitor sub-interface as shown in Figure 11A and Figure 11B. This third sub-interface

enables a user to monitor the logic engine server used to process trading orders. In the

embodiment of Figure 21, the monitored fields are Property and Expression, although of

course in other embodiments other data may be monitored or the sub-interface dispensed

with entirely. The Server Monitor, in the embodiment of Figure 21, also has an Update

button in order to refresh and update the information. It should also be noted that the sub

interface of Figures 21 may be of different configurations, and have other components, in

other embodiments.

The preferred interface and associated software for trading is provided in a GUI

using windows and is constructed in Java, using Swing. However, any environment

known in the art may be used and it should be specifically understood that embodiments

can be implemented in environments that support GUI and other interfaces, including but

not limited to Microsoft Windows 2000®, Windows 95®, 98®, ME®, Unix® and Unix --

like platforms, including but not limited to Linux® and its variants as well as other

operating system platfonns included but not limited to IBM OS/390®, MacOS®,

VxWorks®, etc. Additionally embodiments may be construction in languages known in

the art such as C++.
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The above description and the Views and material depicted by the figures are for

purposes of illustration only and are not intended to be, and should not be construed as,

limitations on the invention.

Moreover, certain modifications or alternatives may suggest themselves to those

skilled in the art upon reading of this specification, all of which are intended to be Within

the spirit and scope of the present invention as defined in the attached claims.
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CLAIMS

We claim:

1. An apparatus for a computerized trading system comprising:

- a logic engine comprising a first plug-in for implementing a trading strategy;

- an interface comprised of a first sub-interface, whereby said first sub-interface

configures said first plug-in used in said logic engine for processing trading orders.

2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said first plug-in is comprised of an algorithm, and

whereby said first sub-interface configures said algorithm.

3. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said first plug-in is comprised of an algorithm,

wherein said algorithm is further comprised of an algorithm context; and said first sub-

interface configures said algorithm context.

4. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said first plug-in is comprised of an algorithm,

wherein said algorithm is further comprised of an event-action pair that is processed by

said logic engine, and said first sub-interface pennits the selection and configuration of

said algorithm.

5. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said interface comprises a graphical user interface.

6. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said first sub-interface comprises a graphical user

interface.

7. The apparatus of claim 6 wherein said graphical user interface comprises an Order

Tracker.

8. The apparatus of claim 6 wherein said graphical user interface comprises an Algorithm

Configuration.
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9. The apparatus of claim 6 wherein said graphical user interface comprises an Server

Monitor.

10. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said interface further comprises a second sub-

interface.

10. The apparatus of claim 10 wherein said interface fl.1I'th61‘ comprises a third sub-

interface.

1 1. A method for computerized trading comprising:

— providing a logic engine with a first plug-in for implementing a trading strategy;

— configuring said plug in using an interface comprised of a first sub—interface, and

- processing a trade using said logic engine with said first plug—in.

12. A method as in claim ll wherein said first plug-in is comprised of an algorithm, and

whereby said configuration step further comprises configuring said algorithm using an

algorithm configuration interface.

13. An interface used in a computerized trading system comprising at least one sub

interface for configuring a plug in used in said computerized trading system.

14. An interface as in claim 13 wherein said plug in comprises an algorithm plug in.

15. An interface as in claim 14 wherein said interface comprises a graphical user

interface.
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APPARATUS, METHODS AND ARTICLES OF MANUFACTURE

FOR EXECUTING COMPUTERIZED TRANSACTION PROCESSES

CROSS—REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is a continuation—in—pa1t of U.S. Application Serial No. 09/823,125,

entitled “APPARATUS, BIETHODS AND ARTICLES OF MANUFACTURE FOR

CONSTRUCTING AND EXECUTING COMPUTERIZED TRANSACTION PROCESSES

AND PROGRAMS”, filed on March 30, 2001, by Hernan G. Otero, Steven B. Horn and

John Tumilty, which disclosure is incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to apparatus, methods and articles of manufacture for

computerized transaction execution and processing. More particularly, this invention relates

to apparatus, methods and articles of manufacture for client—server transaction execution and

processing.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Transaction execution and processing usually requires sophisticated and customized

computer systems. The subset of transaction execution and processing computer systems

used in financial instrument trading are often even more complex, as these systems usually

need to accept input from other systems as well as format output acceptable to other

systems. These input and output needs mean that input and output must proceeds according

to specific formatting conventions, and systems designed to execute and process transactions

should recognize those specific conventions.

Moreover, input and output may be across a number of other platforms and/or

networks, including internal platforms and/or networks (if the systems are used within an

enterprise), as well as external platforms and/or networks. These platforms and/or networks

could exist presently as well as be created in some future time. Any input and output must

usually also be secure, thus adding additional elements of complexity.

The need for complexity is often countered by the need for flexible and customizable

implementation. Flexible and customizable implementation permits ease of use and

implementation in any given existing environment, as well as implementation in future

1
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environments, yet more complex systems may not be sufficiently customizable to make

them practically useful.

Time, or execution speed, is also a factor in the design of such systems. Trading

systems must usually execute and process transactions rapidly, especially when deployed in

the area of trading financial instruments. Financial instruments transactions and processing

involve values that may change from moment to moment, and any system implemented in

this area must recognize the time sensitive nature ofthese financial transactions.

Enterprise—wide customization adds yet another level oftime, effort and complexity.

What may be useful in one enterprise business unit may not be useful in another, and time,

effort and resources may not be available to implement specific programs customized for

each business unit.

Finally, any implementations must be quite robust, and reliably and consistently

execute trading strategies. The implementation of new computerized transactional programs

must be as close to bullet proof as possible — failure of a trading program can mean losses in

thousands, millions or even billions ofdollars.

One specific area of interest to computerized transactional programs is the area of

Order Management. In financial instrument trading, Order Management may be understood

as communication taking place among two or more parties during a transaction. The

communication may be simple, such as when a Customer instruct a Salesperson to purchase

“One hundred shares of Microsoft,” and the order passes to simple execution from a firm’s

internal inventory; or the communication may be more complex, as when a trader uses an

algorithm such as V0lume—Weighted—Average-Price or VWAP to trader on numerous

exchanges throughout the day. Thus, it would be most desirable to have a computerized

Order Management Network or System that aids communication among parties to a

transaction. It would be even more desirable to have a computerized Order Management

Network or System that enables quick, secure, robust and reliable communication among

parties to a transaction, as well as among systems involved in a transaction. It would also be

desirable that any such system be sufficiently flexible or customizable so as to allow

communications to and from existing and future internal and external trading systems.
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Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to provide apparatus, methods and

articles ofmanufacture for constructing and executing transactions.

It is a further object of this invention to provide secure, customizable, fast, robust

and reliable apparatus, methods and articles of manufacture for executing and processing

financial instrument trading.

It is yet a further object of the present invention to have an computerized Order

Management Network or System that aids in communication among parties to a transaction

and systems involved in a transaction.

It is yet a further object of the present invention to have a computerized Order

Management Network or System that enables quick, secure, robust, reliable, flexible and

customizable communication among parties to a transaction and systems involved in the

transaction.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a preferred embodiment.

Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram ofa preferred embodiment.

Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of a preferred embodiment.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides apparatus, methods and articles of manufacture for

construction and execution of computerized transaction processes. In the preferred

embodiments, an architecture or toolkit of preferred components is used to permit the

construction of customized systems. These customized systems can then be used in turn to

implement computerized trading systems which manage and process transactions, including

but not limited to orders and execution of orders in a trading environment or environments.

In the especially preferred embodiments, transaction management includes, but is not

limited to, processing of an order through an exchange or exchanges. Transaction

processing includes, but is not limited to, order processing. Order processing may include,

but is not limited to providing complex orders to a system or systems for deconstruction as

well as breaking down complex orders into simple orders for execution, as well as order

execution.
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Also the especially preferred embodiments are implemented in a distributed

processing environment, thus providing greater reliability and fault tolerance.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The preferred embodiments ofthe present invention provide apparatus, methods and

articles of manufacture to implement computerized trading systems which manage and

process transactions in a trading environment or environments. In the preferred

embodiments, an architecture or toolkit of preferred components is used to permit the

construction of these customized Order Management Systems (OMS) Thus, in the

preferred embodiments, OMS’s may be processing and managing orders with regard to

Customers, the Sales Desk, Trading Desks, and/or Exchanges, and thus assure order flow

between and among those parties. An integrated network of systems (an Order Management

Network or OMN) to support electronic order flow or management may also be

implemented, comprised of one or more OMS’s.

The preferred embodiments are comprised of components written primarily in C++.

Certain components may be assembled from preexisting tools and libraries such as the

Rogue Wave collection of tools and libraries. C++ permits cross platform implementation

to a great extent, which may be especially helpful if embodiments are implemented in a

distributed computing environment. Of course, other embodiments may be translated into

other languages. Therefore, the embodiments may be used across a wide variety of

platforms.

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a preferred embodiment in place in a trading

environment, located largely within an enterprise shown generally at a. The OMN is an

integrated network of systems to support electronic order flow, and comprises, in this

embodiment, a number of OMS’s as is explained further below.

The external trading parties, such as Customers, are shown outside the dotted line of

the enterprise, and the internal trading parties, such as traders within the enterprise, are

shown within the dotted line. Among the inputs and output from the parties are: Customerl

(10) trading by computer via the Internet, Customer2, (1 1) trading via a direct modem link,

Customer3 (12) trading via a telephone connection to a Sales person (not shown); Traderl
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(14) trading through an internal link, and Computerized Trading Program (15). Of course,

in other embodiments, these parties may be different parties, be different in number, etc.

Each Order executed by each party is shown in the Figure as follows: Customerl

places Order 20, Customer2 places Order 2, Customer3 places Order 22, Traderl places

Order 23, and Computerized Trading Program places Order 24. The Orders pass through

respective routing mechanisms not shown. In other embodiments, Order routing may take

place in any number of ways known in the art.

From the routing mechanisms, the orders pass to an Order Management System or

OMS. In the Figure, for descriptiveness, each Order is shown passing from a routing

mechanism to a linked OMS. In other embodiments, the architecture of the routing may be

different, for example, one or more ofthe routing mechanisms may feed to the same OMS,

there may be no routing mechanism, etc.

Orders are processed through the Various OMS’s as is explained in further detail

below. Before detailing the processing however, it might be helpful to understand Order

flow, assuming all Orders entered are executed and pass through one or more Exchanges.

Of course, Order processing also, in the preferred embodiments, processes Orders that are

not executed, through communication failures, etc. In general, the term transaction

information includes but is not limited to Order information such as execution information

as well as non executed order information.

As can be seen in Figure l, Orders pass from an OMS to an Exchange by way of a

direct link, such as in known in the art. Routing of Orders and any other exchanges between

various OMS’s occurs by way ofa global Router. The addressing mechanism is established

by the various OMS’s.

Turning now to Figure 2, and assuming the Exchanges have executed the order, the

execution notifications (now identified with their respective Orders by way of an “A” suffix)

will pass from the Exchanges directly to the OlVlS’s, and from there ultimately to the

appropriate parties. Any Routing of Orders and any other exchanges between various

OMS’s occurs by way of a global Router.
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It should be noted that the OMN depicted in Figures 1 and 2, and Order flow as

depicted herein is not the sole or a sole possible Ol\/IN, or the sole or a sole possible Order

flow, but is only that of a preferred embodiment. In this embodiment and other preferred

embodiments, order processing may be made more secure and robust. The various OMS’s

receive orders, and process those orders, discretely, so that system outages in other areas,

such as for example, exchange failures, have limited impact on order processing. If, for

example, the exchange or exchanges are unavailable, orders will continue to be processed

through the OMS’s, and new orders can enter the OMS’s, while awaiting the outage

resolution.

The preferred embodiment comprises a number of core components, available as a

toolkit to construct specific OMS implementations. These core components consist of: a set

of cooperating services which, in the especially preferred embodiments are implemented in a

distributed computing environment; an in-memory cache, which can greatly assist

performance, and, in the especially preferred embodiments may be implemented by ways of

preexisting caching technology such as that fiom Persistence; one or more client API’s,

which may be open ended, that is, for existing and future interfaces; integration with internal

enterprise product databases, which contain the details on various financial instruments, and

which may be open ended interfaces, that is, may be modified as desired for existing and

future databases; security and authorization components; as well as multi—threaded

implementation.

By using open ended interfaces, the system may be linked as desired and is not

dependant on one or more existing links or databases. For example, as the OMS’s described

above with respect to Figures 1 and 2 illustrate, the interfaces are to the Exchanges and a

global Router, and can be written using methods known in the art.

The toolkit ofthe preferred embodiments may be used in various ways to implement

various OMS’s, and build one or more OMN’s. In the especially preferred embodiments,

one or more OMS’s, appropriately constructed via the toolkit ofthe preferred embodiments,

is used to provide services to one or more order processing systems, which may be used in

assisting traders to execute complex orders such as trading algorithms. Such an order
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processing system is disclosed in co—pending U.S. Application Serial No. 09/823,125,

entitled “APPARATUS, METHODS AND ARTICLES OF MANUFACTURE FOR

CONSTRUCTING AND EXECUTING COMPUTERIZED TRANSACTION PROCESSES

AND PROGRAMS”, filed on March 30, 2001, by Hernan G. Otero, Steven B. Horn and

John Tumilty, incorporated herein by reference.

Turning now to Figure 3, [low through an preferred OMS embodiment is seen. A

new Order is sent to a server or server where the Session Manager resides. The Session

Manager may, in the preferred embodiments, reside on one or more systems, and so in the

preferred embodiments it is written in Orbix, which is an implementation of the Common

Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA), used in distributed processing environments.

The Order is sent to Session Manager by a Client API. Of course, in other embodiments, the

Order may be sent to the server, or received by the server, by any method known in the art.

Each order obtains a session in the preferred embodiments, which assists in overall

stability and verification of the order. From the Session Manager (operating at the

Communications layer) the Order passes to the Entry Service for Validation. Validation

includes here the process of ensuring the Order is in the proper format for subsequent order

processing and is perfonned by the Validation Service. Validated Orders are also stored in a

journal in order to provide recovery ability for the system.

Once the Validation Service notifies the Entry Service that the Order is as it should

be, the Entry Service passes the Order to the Transaction Service, which determines how to

apply the Order, and creates an appropriate Object for further processing. In order to

perfonn its function, the Transaction Service monitors the system state. So, for example, if

an order is of a type unavailable to the system, such as an Order when the exchange is not

available, the Transaction Service will create an appropriate Order object. As another

example, the Order may be an initial Order, as for example, Order 20 of Figure 1, the

Transaction may be an execution, as for example 20A of Figure 2, etc. In the example of

Order 20, the Transaction Service will create an Order Object, in the example of Execution

20A, an appropriate Execution Object, etc. This Object is then passed to the Collection

Service, which is, in this embodiment, an in-memory database containing orders, their
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executions and their history. The scope of the database can be as desired, that it, it can

contain orders for a predetermined time period. The Collection Service also journals an

order for later recovery, ifnecessary, in a Bookkeeping database.

The Transaction Service also sends the Object to the Notification service which

determines which clients are to be notified of the order. The Notification Service decides

who to notify, in the preferred embodiments, by detennining which clients have registered

for orders which interest the client. When an order is received by the Notification Service,

the service will review or iterate through the registered client information and use that as its

notification indicators. The Notification Service then passes the appropriate order

information is then passed back to the Session Manger, which sends the order to the

appropriate parties.

Other embodiments of the present invention may be used to build OMS’s singly, as

part of an OMN, or an OMN. Those other embodiments may use toolkits with preexisting

components, so as to simplify construction; toolkits with preexisting groups of components,

such as a toolkit only used for constructing Client—side OMS’S with appropriate API’s;

toolkits with preexisting interfaces to exchanges, routing mechanisms, and/or other inputs

and outputs. Moreover, one or more orders may be generated from a single order through

various other systems which input and/or output to one or more OMS’s, and components of

embodiments such as the Transaction Service may be suitably modified to process orders

resulting from such input and/or output.

Accordingly, the above description and the views and material depicted by the

figures are for puiposes of illustration only and are not intended to be, and should not be

construed as, limitations on the invention.

Moreover, certain modifications or alternatives may suggest themselves to those

skilled in the art upon reading of this specification, all of which are intended to be within the

spirit and scope ofthe present invention as defined in the attached claims.
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CLAIMS

We Claim:

1. A method for transaction management and processing in a trading environment

comprising:

— providing an Order Management System for receiving Orders;

— processing Orders, by way of said Order Management System, whereby processing

Orders further comprising the steps of;

— providing Orders from an Order Management System to an Exchange; and,

— providing transaction information for Orders from an Exchange to an Order

Management System; and

whereby said Order Management System comprises components selected

from the group comprising; at least two cooperating services, in—memory

cache, and client API.

2. A method as in claim 1 wherein the step of providing an Order Management System for

receiving Orders further comprises providing said Order Management System in a

distributed computing environment.

3. A method as in claim 1 wherein the step of providing an Order Management System for

receiving Orders further comprises providing said Order Management System in a multi—

threaded implementation.

4. A method as in claim 1 wherein said components are, at least in part, written in C++.
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5. A method for order processing comprising;

— accepting an Order through a client API;

— providing, from said client API, said Order to a Session Manager;

— providing a session for said Order;

— transmitting said Order from said Session Manager to an Entry Service; and,

— attempting to Validate said Order through a Validation Service.

6. A method as in claim 5 further comprising the step of failing to Validate said Order.

7. A method as in claim 5 further comprising the steps of:

— validating said Order;

- notifying an Entry Service through said Validation Service;

— transmitting said Order from said Entry Service to a Transaction Service; and

— creating an Object for said Order.

8. A method as in claim 7 wherein the step of creating an Object for said Order comprises

creating an Order Object.

9. A method as in claim 7 wherein the step of creating an Object for said Order comprises

creating an Execution Object.

10. A method as in claim 7 further comprising the steps of:

— transmitting said Object to a Collection Service;

— transmitting said Object to a Notification Service; and,

— transmitting said Order to a Client API.

11. The Object of Claim 7.

10
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12. The Order Object of Claim 8.

13. The Execution Object of Claim 9.

14. A method for constructing an Order Management System comprising:

- implementing at least two cooperating services components;

— implementing an in—memory cache component, and

— implementing a client API, for use on a distributed computing platform.

15. An Order Management System comprising at least two cooperating services, an in-

memory cache, and a client AP}, implemented on a distributed computing platform.

16. An Order Management Network comprised of at least one Order Management System.

17. A toolkit for constructing an Order Management System comprising cooperating

services components, in—memory cache components, and a client API.

18. A toolkit as in claim 17, wherein said cooperating services components further comprise;

a Session Manager; an Entry Service; a Validation Service; a Transaction Service; a

Collection Service; and a Notification Service.

19. A toolkit as in claim 17 wherein said cooperating service components are written, at

least in part, in C-1-+.

11
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APPARATUS, METHODS AND ARTICLES OF MANUFACTURE FOR

CONSTRUCTING AND EXECUTING COMPUTERIZED TRANSACTION

PROCESSES AND PROGRAMS

CROSS—REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is related to provisional application U.S. Serial

No. 60/241,807, by John A. Fanelli, Steven B. Horn, Heman G. Otero and John

Tumilty, which disclosure is incorporated herein by reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to apparatus, methods and articles of manufacture for

computerized transaction execution and processing. More particularly, this invention

relates to apparatus, methods and articles of manufacture for client—server transaction

execution and processing.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Computerized transaction execution and processing requires an enormous, and

often detrimental, amount of time and resources. The time and resources are required

because, in most instances, execution and processing are based upon customized

implementations of the transaction.

Customized transaction implementations require new programming. New

programming requires cost and effort e not only for the first attempt, but also for the

debugging and testing processes. Moreover, once the program is debugged and

released, real world implementations require yet further testing and debugging.

All this effort takes resources and time. It takes resources because the

programmers must first develop the program with input for the uses, and then the users

themselves must test the program in the field, to ensure reliable operation. The effort

required means that the users may be too busy doing theirjob to assist in programming

efforts. Thus the program may not ever be developed. Moreover, by the time any

particular program is developed, the markets may have shifted away from the initial

transactional conditions that first provided the impetus for developing the program.

For example, specific trading strategies are usually constructed and executed on a

customized basis, yet by the time the program is developed for those strategies, and

those strategies are executed, they may be no longer useful.
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The cost, effort and time factors are not solely the result of required

programming. In trading transactions, the programmers must be advised by the traders

or other business professionals regarding desired trading strategies and desired

markets. These professionals are busy in their own right —- they may have little or no

time to advise the programmers on what new strategies and markets should be

developed. Even if they can advise the programmers, trading strategies can become

quite complex, and in order to communicate those strategies and implement those

strategies effectively, the programmer and trader interactions cost time, money and

resources.

Enterprise—wide customization adds yet another level of time, effort and

complexity. What may be useful in one enterprise business unit may not be useful in

another, and time, effort and resources may not be available to implement specific

programs customized for each business unit.

Finally, any implementations must be quite robust, and reliably and

consistently execute trading strategies. The implementation of new computerized

transactional programs must be as close to bullet proof as possible — failure of a

trading programs can mean losses in thousands, millions or even billions of dollars.

Developing reliable implementations of trading programs means that testing

procedures and recovery procedures must always be paramount considerations.

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to provide apparatus, methods and

articles of manufacture for constructing and executing transactions.

It is a further object of this invention to provide open—ended apparatus, methods

and articles of manufacture for constructing and executing transaction processes and

programs.

It is a further object of this invention to provide robust and reliable apparatus,

methods and articles of manufacture for implementing trading strategies.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure l is a schematic diagram ofa preferred embodiment.

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram ofa preferred embodiment.

Figure 3 is a screen shot of a preferred embodiment.

Figure 4 is a screen shot of a preferred embodiment.

2
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Figure 5 is a screen shot of a preferred embodiment.

Figure 6 is a schematic diagram ofa preferred embodiment.

Figure 7 is a schematic diagram ofa preferred embodiment.

Figure 8 is a flow chart ofa preferred embodiment.

Figure 9 is a flow chart of a preferred embodiment.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides apparatus, methods and articles of manufacture

for open—ended construction and execution of computerized transaction processes. In

the preferred embodiments, an engine is used that permits “plug—ins” to be used for

construction, modification and alteration of trading procedure execution. These plug-

ins can be pre constructed, or constructed when appropriate, and applied to the engine

when desired.

In the preferred embodiments, the plug—ins comprise two types. The first type

comprise algorithms used in trading. The second type comprise market-specific rules.

Thus, for example, in the preferred embodiments, the engine can be configured with a

specific algorithm and for a specific market for a first trade and then modified for

another specific algorithm and another specific market for a second trade. In the

especially preferred embodiments, the engine will carry out a number of trades using a

specific algorithm, which has been chosen from a set of reconfigured algorithms.

Moreover, the market plug—ins, having been set upon installation for use in a particular

market, will be maintained for a predetermined or static period of time.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The preferred embodiments of the present invention provide apparatus,

methods and articles of manufacture that have a number of characteristics in order to

provide open—ended construction and execution of computerized trading processes.

The preferred embodiments are constructed in Java which is essentially a platform

independent language. Standard Java features are used in order to permit consistency

among various Java versions. Use of Java pennits convenient tracking of

modifications and revisions of these embodiments, through Java features such as

javadocs, introspection, reflection and the like. Of course, other embodiments may be
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translated into other languages. Therefore, the embodiments may be used across a

wide variety ofnetworked platforms.

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a preferred embodiment. At 10 is

shown the engine infrastructure of the preferred embodiment. Written in Java, and

present on the server, this software enables various data, plug-ins, applications,

processes, and algorithms to be used in order to customized the trading process.

These data, plug-ins, applications, processes, and algorithms are imported or plugged

into the engine as desired in order to implement a particular trading strategy.

Seen in Figure l are various processes to be used in the engine 10. Area A of

engine 10 symbolizes the area in which the plug-ins can be placed. Also seen at 10 is

an area labeled "Market Specifics." This area, also supporting customization through

data, plug-ins, applications, processes, and algorithms permits customization of any

particular algorithm for any particular market in a manner explained in further detail

below. In other embodiments, the plug-ins used for the various areas can be internal or

external to the engine. Hereinafter, “plug- ins” will be used as a general term for data,

plug-ins, applications, processes, and algorithms.

Engine 10, in this embodiment, provides services for the plug-ins. For

example, most trading strategy plug-ins will need to access market data. Most trading

strategy plug-ins will need to send orders to the exchange and be notified of

executions, etc. Engine 10 provides these and other services to the plug-ins. For

example in a preferred embodiment, engine 10 provides:

0 A real time market data feed driver (e. g. Reuters SSL, TLB/Rendezvous feeds.)

0 An exchange driver where the algorithm sends orders and receives executions

back.

0 A driver implementation that sends orders to one or more order management

architecture(s) and/or system(s) server(s) is provided.

0 An input driver which enters requests to the engine 10.

Figure 2 shows Process 1 implemented in engine l0. Process 1 might be a

trading process such as Volume—Weighted-Average—Price or VWAP. The VWAP

algorithm used in this embodiment, attempts to match the VWAP for a given

instrument, such as an equity throughout a specified lifespan (e.g. throughout the full

trading day). VWAP will maintain a number of limit orders in the market at different

4
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price levels. In order to trade according to the VWAP algorithm ofthis embodiment,

the engine will listen to market data throughout the day and access a volume profile to

match the day's VWAP as close as possible.

The trader will then be able to review, thorough his screen, the order as it is

being executed according to the VWAP algorithm. Any updates and/or changes will

be simply made through his or her screen.

Ifa second VWAP algorithm was desired to be used, such as one that is based

on theoretical values to trading, this second plug—in can be substituted for the first in

the engine. This second plug-in will then be used by the engine.

Returning to Figure 2, the Market Specifics plug—in 1 has been chosen. Market

specifics provide specific variables, data and other plug—ins necessary for the specific

market in which the embodiment is being used. For example, they may be different

limits on trading volume in one market versus another. The preferred embodiments

permit configuration and modification of these Market Specifics, by plug—ins, so that

the may be used in a variety of markets as desired.

In the preferred embodiments, the plug—ins comprise two types. The first type

comprise algorithms used in trading. The second type comprise market—specific rules.

Thus, for example, in the preferred embodiments, the engine can be configured with a

specific algorithm, such as a first VWAP algorithm and for a specific market for a first

trade such as the New York Stock Exchange and then modified for another specific

algorithm such a Ratio algorithm and another specific market such as the Tokyo Stock

Exchange for a second trade. In the especially preferred embodiments, the engine will

carry out a number oftrades using a specific algorithm, which has been chosen from a

set of reconfigured algorithms. The algorithm used may be parameterized by the

trader, in order to execute specific trades for a specific stock, price and number of

shares. In these embodiments, the algorithm plug-in used is usually consistently used

for that implementation of the embodiment during that particular trading period -

whether it be an hour, day, week, etc. Of course, other embodiments may change their

algorithm during any particular trading period. Moreover, the especially preferred

embodiments usually maintain the market plug—in for at least the trading period, and

usually longer. A trader, for example, may trade exclusively on the New York Stock

Exchange using a preferred embodiment. Note that, using the especially preferred

5
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embodiments, the trader will change the algorithm plug—in, embodying his or her

trading strategy, much more frequently than his or her market plug—in, as he or she

may only trade in a particular market. Network or enterprise wide implementations,

however, will use the market plug—in order to configure any particular implementations

for traders in the various trading markets.

This embodiment also effectively provides real—time monitoring ofthe order by

the trader as well as others such as the sales force who desire to monitor the order and

its execution. Additionally, orders are fully integrated, and so the trader or others may

override individual orders through the system of this embodiment, without an

additional messaging system. Similarly, any changes to an order, such as size of the

order or a price limit or volume can be echoed to the system of this embodiment and

the system will automatically adjust its trading to the new parameters.

Various screen shots of the administration and monitoring tool GUI (Written in

Java, using Swing) used in a preferred embodiment are shown at Figures 3 through 5.

These are an Order Tracker screen shown in Figure 3, an Algorithm Configuration

screen shown in Figure 4, and an Order Details screen shown in Figure 5. This tool

allows for configuring algorithms as well as monitoring the server. This tool may be

installed on either or both of the client and server machines and on more than one

machine in the networked environment.

In the preferred embodiments, an algorithm is comprised of an Algorithm

Context, which may be a Java Class, plus a set of event—action mappings. These

algorithms are usually written by a programmer. The mappings may be modified by

non—programmers (e.g. a trader) via the graphical tool. The mappings provide a

powerful way to fine tune the algorithm. Of course other embodiments may modify

the mappings in a different fashion. For example, the programmer may provide the

trader or other end user with objects that constitute events, conditions and actions. The

trader can then construct his or her own algorithms which are plugged into the

invention in order to provide the trader with an automatic execution mechanism.

Other algorithms that may be used in this embodiment include:

Ratio which tries to buy an instrument and sell a related instrument

when the price between the two is more favorable than a specified ratio.
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Gamma Hedge which hedges a portfolio and tries to capture volatiiity

while doing so.

Aggressive Short Sell which tries to short sell a given instrument by

making sure the Tokyo short sell rule is not violated.

Stop Loss which allows sending stop loss orders to exchanges that do

not support this concept.

Iceberg which tries to trade a specified number of shares by sending

only a part of the total order's quantity (the tip of the iceberg) to the

market at any given time.

Auto Trader which decides whether to send trades to the market or fill

from an account.

CB Delta Hedge which sends out underlyer market orders to hedge CB

trades.

Of course, other algorithms or plug—ins may be used. Additionally, in the

preferred embodiments, preferred methods of constructing and implementing new

plug—ins are used. The preferred embodiments also use several Java features, e.g.

introspection, reflection and the like, in order to automatically discover properties of

the imported algorithms.

If new algorithms are desired, a number of methods can be used to create the

algorithm. In this embodiment, if the new algorithm requires no Java code, then the

algorithm can be created by leveraging on existing algorithm context classes. Specific

classes have been established or predetennined in the preferred embodiments. If the

new algorithm is simple enough, it can be created without writing any Java code,

making use of the Administrator GUI. This can be done by simply creating a set of

event—action mappings that will work on a pre—existing algorithm context class (eg.

the base AlgorithmContext class that is part of the preferred embodiments code

classes).

Figures 6 and 7 show how various mappings or parts may be used to construct

combinations. Those combinations, constructed in Figure 3, are then inserted into the
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engine 20 in Figure 7. Note that a different Market Specifics plug-in, Market Specifics

2, has been chosen in Figure 7. These Market Specifics plug—ins may be from a

predetermined set or constructed "on the fly." In the especially preferred

embodiments, the market plug—in is usually maintained over some static trading period.

A trader, for example, may trade exclusively on the New York Stock Exchange, using

the market plug—in. In enterprise installations, the market plug—ins may be set for the

particular trading markets across the enterprise, and remain as set for a predetermined

or static period oftime.

If the new algorithm requires writing new code, the fundamental classes within

the architecture of the preferred embodiment are: AlgorithmContext, Action,

ActionBindings, ActionDispatcher. New Actions might be needed, for new complex

algorithms, in order to do simple tasks that the existing actions can not deal with.

Algorithms which require saving state during the execution of the order, for example,

need to have their own Algorithm Context subclass. The data will then be kept in this

new subclass.

The following process is used in the preferred embodiment to place the code in

a specific class. First, a meaningful Name and package must be chosen. Next, the

Directory Structure must be created, according Java’s requirement that classes be

placed in a directory structure which corresponds to the package structure of the class.

A Simple Algorithm Context must be written, starting with a template of what the

class should look like, providing an empty, public constructor, adding in member

variables, and providing a public getter/setter pair. Since this preferred embodiment

makes use of beans support classes to access properties, JavaBeans conventions are

used when naming these methods. Finally, in order to track the revisions, this

embodiment uses a CVS Control System.

It is important to note that, in the preferred embodiments, traders provide vital

feedback and oversight. Moreover, the embodiments evolve through use. There may

be a lengthy tuning and feedback phase of algorithm development. The embodiments

fit within a scalable architecture, and as the algorithms become more complex and

widely used, the embodiments adapt and scale. Additionally, the embodiments must

have fast Release Cycles. The preferred embodiments are flexible and separate the

algorithm from the engine. Also, the algorithm should as orthogonal as possible to the

8
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rest of the system. By use of this structure in the preferred embodiments, the

embodiments can be used to trade and transact across virtually any instruments or

exchanges.

In the preferred embodiments, the algorithms are tested for use. Of course, in

other embodiments testing may not be desired. There are two main testing stages in a

preferred embodiment. The first stage involves soliciting feedback with the traders

and salespeople using the algorithm. The algorithm will not work right the first time,

situations will not have been thought of, parameters will be wrong, failsafes will not be

good enough and so on. The feedback at this early stage of development ensures not

only a quick release but also that modifications can be made in situ.

The second stage of testing in this embodiment involves the continued

evolution and updating of an algorithm once it is in production. It is important to have

a very extensive series of tests that cover a multitude of trading situations. When

changes are made to an algorithm, no matter how slight, every test is run and verified.

This is necessary for production systems with a large number of users. Without high

confidence that any changes made will not have any unforeseen follow-on effects, the

release cycle becomes intolerably long. Of course, other embodiments may utilize

different testing methods, including providing sample market feeds rather than real

time feeds. The term “executing a trade” and its variants as used herein is meant to

cover both actual and simulated execution of a trade.

The preferred embodiments implement a recovery mechanism, which assists

the programmer in analyzing and/or recovering from crashes. The recovery process

restores execution of orders by taking a number of steps. Those steps comprise:

Recovering the state ofthe orders. This involves rebuilding the order

hierarchy (parent/child relationships, executed quantities, etc.) as it

existed prior to the crash.

Recovering the exchange information. This involves making sure that

all executions/corrections/cancellations that might have been pending

when the embodiment crashed and had taken place during its blackout

now get reflected in the embodiment’s order hierarchy. This is done so
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that future algorithm decisions get based on the current state of the

world, and not the one present before the crash.

Restarting all algorithms. This is now possible since the algorithms

will have their information up—to—date in order to make correct

decisions on how to continue their execution. Depending on the

complexity of the algorithms involved, this step may be as simple as

setting up the event—action mappings for the algorithm context.

The recovery process in this embodiment includes writing to log orjournal file.

Of course other embodiments may have other recovery processes or recovery steps.

Figure 8 provides a flowchart summarizing processes of a preferred

embodiment, from installation to trading. Figure 9 provides a flowchart summarizing

a process for changing a plug—in. Other embodiments may have these processes or

other processes with the same or similar steps in these or other orders.

The above description and the views and material depicted by the figures are

for purposes of illustration only and are not intended to be, and should not be

construed as, limitations on the invention.

Moreover, certain modifications or alternatives may suggest themselves to

those skilled in the art upon reading of this specification, all of which are intended to

be within the spirit and scope of the present invention as defined in the attached

claims.

10
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CLMMS

We claim:

1. An apparatus for computerized trading comprising:

— a first plug—in for implementing a trading strategy,

— a second plugin for implementing a trading strategy,

— an engine for providing services to either of said first or second plug—in,

- whereby said first plug—in is implemented in said engine in order to execute a

trade.

2. An apparatus as in claim 1, wherein said second plug—in is implemented in said

engine in order to execute said trade.

3. An apparatus as in claim 1, wherein said first plug—in further comprises an algorithm

plug—in that is implemented by the engine.

4. An apparatus as in claim 1, wherein said second plug—in further comprises a market

plug—in that is implemented by the engine.

5. An apparatus as in claim 1, wherein the first and second p1ug—ins, and the engine, are

constructed in Java.

6. An apparatus as in claim 1, further comprising a third plug—in whereby said third

plug—in is substituted for said first plug-in in said engine.

7. An apparatus as in claim 2, further comprising a fourth plug—in whereby said fourth

plug—in is substituted for said second plug—in in said engine.
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8. An apparatus for computerized trading comprising:

— a first, algorithm plug—in for implementing a trading strategy,

— a second, market plug-in for implementing a trading strategy,

— an engine for providing services to said first and second plug-ins, whereby said

first and second plug-ins are implemented in said engine in order to execute a

trade,

— a third algorithm plug-in,

— a fourth market p1ug—in,

whereby either of said third or fourth plug-ins may be substituted for either of said

first plug—in or second plug—in respectively, in said engine, in order to execute a

trade.

9. The apparatus of claim 8 wherein said first and third algorithm plug-ins implement

trading strategies selected from a group comprising:

- Volume Weighted Average Price;

— Ratio;

— Gamma Hedge;

- Aggressive Short Sell;

— Iceberg;

- Auto Trader;

— CB Delta Hedge;

— Stop Loss; and

- Short Sell.

12
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A method for computerized trading comprising:

— providing a firstp1ug—in for implementing a trading strategy,

— providing a second plug-in for implementing a trading strategy,

— providing an engine for providing services to either of said first or second plug-

ins, and,

— executing a trade using said first plug-in implemented in said engine.

A method as in claim 10, wherein the step of executing a trade using said first plug-in

implemented in said engine further Comprises the step of using said second plug-in

implemented in said engine in order to execute said trade.

l2. A method as in claim 10, wherein the step of using said first plug-in implemented in

13.

14.

l5.

l6.

l7.

said engine further comprises using an algorithm plug—in.

A method as in claim ll, wherein the step of using said second plug-in implemented

in said engine further comprises using a market plug-in.

A method as in claim 10, wherein the steps of providing a first plug-in for

implementing a trading strategy, providing a second plug-in for implementing a

trading strategy, and providing an engine for providing services to either of said first

or second plug-ins, further comprises providing Java versions of said first and second

plug—ins and said engine.

A method as in claim 10, further comprising the step of providing a third plug—in.

A method as in claim 15, further comprising the step of substituting said third plug-in

for said first plug-in in said engine.

A method as in claim 10, further comprising the step ofproviding a fourth plug—in.

l3
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18. A method as in claim 17, further comprising the step of substituting said fouith plug-

in for said second plug—in.

19. A method for computerized trading comprising:

— providing a first, algorithm plug—in for implementing a trading strategy,

— providing a second, market plug—in for implementing a trading strategy,

— providing an engine for providing services to either of said first or second plug-

ins,

— implementing said first and second plug—ins in said engine,

— providing a third algorithm plug—in,

— providing a fourth market plug—in, and

- substituting either of said third or fourth plug—ins for either of said first plug—in

or said second plug-in respectively, in said engine, in order to execute a trade.

20. A method as in claim 19, wherein the step of providing a first algorithm plug—in for

implementing a trading strategy, further comprise providing a first algorithm plug—in

selected from a group comprising:

— Volume Weighted Average Price;

~ Ratio;

— Gamma Hedge;

- Aggressive Short Sell;

- Iceberg;

— Auto Trader;

- CB Delta Hedge;

— Stop Loss; and

— Short Sell.

14
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21. A method as in claim 19, wherein the step of providing a third algorithm plug—in for

implementing a trading strategy, further comprise providing a third algorithm plug—in

selected from a group comprising:

— Volume Weighted Average Price;

— Ratio;

- Gamma Hedge;

— Aggressive Short Sell;

— Iceberg;

— Auto Trader;

— CB Delta Hedge;

— Stop Loss; and

— Short Sell.

22. The method of claim 19; further comprising the step of initiating a recovery

mechanism in the event of system failure.

23. An article for executing computerized trading comprising:

— a computer — readable signal bearing medium;

— means in the medium for providing a first plug—in for implementing a trading

strategy,

— means in the medium for providing a second plug—in for implementing a trading

strategy,

— means in the medium for providing an engine for providing services to either of

said first or second plug-in, whereby said first plug-in is implemented in said

engine in order to execute a trade.

24. An article as in claim 23; further comprising means in the medium for providing a

third plug—in for implementing a trading strategy.

15
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25. An article as in claim 24, further comprising means in the medium for substituting

said third plug—in for said first plug—in in said engine.

26. An article as in claim 23, further comprising means in the medium for providing a

fourth plug—in for implementing a trading strategy.

27. An article as in claim 24, further comprising means in the medium for substituting

said fourth plug—in for said second plug—in in said engine.

16
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APPARATUS, METHODS AND ARTICLES OF MANUFACTURE

FOR CONSTRUCTING AND EXECUTING COMPUTERIZED

TRANSACTION PROCESSES AND PROGRAMS

CROSS—REFE1U3NCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application is related to provisional application U.S. Serial

No. 60/241,807, by Steven B. Horn, John A. Fanelli, Heman G. Otero and John

Tumilty, which disclosure is incorporated herein by reference; and

co-pending U.S. Serial No. application Ser. No. 09/773,139, entitled

“APPARATUS, METHODS AND ARTICLES OF MANUFACTURE FOR

CONSTRUCTING AND EXECUTING COMPUTERIZED TRANSACTION

PROCESSES AND PROGRAMS” filed on January 31, 2001, by Heman G. Otero,

Steven B. Horn and John Tumilty, which disclosure is incorporated herein by

reference.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to apparatus, methods and articles of manufacture for

computerized transaction execution and processing. More particularly, this invention

relates to apparatus, methods and articles of manufacture for client—server transaction

execution and processing.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Computerized transaction execution and processing requires an enormous

amount of time and resources. The time and resources are required because, in most

instances, execution and processing are based upon customized implementations of the

transaction.

Customized transaction implementations require new programming. New

programming requires cost and effort — not only for the first attempt, but also for the

debugging and testing processes. Moreover, once the program is debugged and

released, real world implementations require yet further testing and debugging.

All this effort takes resources and time. It takes resources because the

programmers must first develop the program with input from the users, and then the

users themselves must test the program in the field, to ensure reliable operation. The
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effort required means that the users may be too busy doing their job to assist in

programming efforts. Thus the program may not ever be developed. Moreover, by the

time any particular program is developed, the markets may have shifted away from the

initial transactional conditions that first provided the impetus for developing the

program. For example, specific trading strategies are usually constructed and executed

on a customized basis, yet by the time the program is developed for those strategies,

and those strategies are executed, they may be no longer useful.

The cost, effort and time factors are not solely the result of required

programming. In trading transactions, the programmers must be advised by the traders

or other business professionals regarding desired trading strategies and desired

markets. These professionals are busy in their own right — they may have little or no

time to advise the programmers on what new strategies and markets should be

developed. Even if they can advise the programmers, trading strategies can become

quite complex, and in order to communicate those strategies and implement those

strategies effectively, the programmer and trader interactions cost time, money and

resources.

Enterprise—wide customization adds yet another level of time, effort and

complexity. What may be useful in one enterprise business unit may not be useful in

another, and time, effort and resources may not be available to implement specific

programs customized for each business unit.

Finally, any implementations must be quite robust, and reliably and

consistently execute trading strategies. The implementation of new computerized

transactional programs must be as close to bullet proof as possible —- failure of a

trading program can mean losses in thousands, millions or even billions of dollars.

Developing reliable implementations of trading programs means that testing

procedures and recovery procedures must always be paramount considerations.

Accordingly, it is an object ofthis invention to provide apparatus, methods and

articles of manufacture for constructing and executing transactions.

It is a further object of this invention to provide open—ended apparatus, methods

and articles of manufacture for constructing and executing transaction processes and

programs.

Ix)
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It is a further object of this invention to provide robust and reliable apparatus,

methods and articles of manufacture for implementing trading strategies.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Figure I is a schematic diagram ofa preferred embodiment.

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of a preferred embodiment.

Figure 3 is a screen shot of a preferred embodiment.

Figure 4 is a screen shot ofa preferred embodiment.

Figure 5 is a screen shot of a preferred embodiment.

Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of a preferred embodiment.

Figure 7 is a schematic diagram of a preferred embodiment.

Figure 8 is a flow chart of a preferred embodiment.

Figure 9 is a flow chart ofa preferred embodiment.

Figure 10 shows components of a preferred embodiment.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention provides apparatus, methods and articles of manufacture

for open~ended constniction and execution of computerized transaction processes. In

the preferred embodiments, an engine is used that permits “plug-ins” to be used for

construction, modification and alteration of trading procedure execution. These plug-

ins can be pre constructed, or constructed when appropriate, and applied to the engine

when desired.

In the preferred embodiments, the plug-ins comprise two types. The first type

comprise algorithms used in trading. The second type comprise market-specific rules.

Thus, for example, in the preferred embodiments, the engine can be configured with a

specific algorithm and for a specific market for a first trade and then modified for

another specific algorithm and another specific market for a second trade. In the

especially preferred embodiments, the engine will carry out a number of trades using a

specific algorithm, which has been chosen from a set of preconfigured algorithms.

Moreover, the market plug—ins, having been set upon installation for use in a particular

market, will be maintained for a predetermined or static period of time.

In the especially preferred embodiments, the orders that result from the plug ins

are executed by a logic engine which uses Various interfaces in the form of inputs and
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outputs to assist in processing orders. Complex orders are processed through

deconstruction; breaking down complex orders into simple orders. Messaging and

queuing is used throughout the preferred embodiments to ensure stability when

executing orders.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The preferred embodiments of the present invention provide apparatus,

methods and articles of manufacture that have a number of characteristics in order to

provide open—ended construction and execution of computerized trading processes.

The preferred embodiments are constructed in Java which is essentially a platform

independent language. Standard Java features are used in order to permit consistency

among various Java versions. Javadocs, as well as the tracking application CVS,

permits convenient tracking of modifications and revisions of these embodiments. Of

course, other embodiments may be translated into other languages. Therefore, the

embodiments may be used across a wide variety of networked platfonns.

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a preferred embodiment. At 10 is

shown the engine infrastructure of the preferred embodiment. Written in Java, and

present on the server, this software enables various data, plug—ins, applications,

processes, and algorithms to be used in order to customized the trading process.

These data, plug—ins, applications, processes, and algorithms are imported or plugged

into the engine as desired in order to implement a particular trading strategy.

Seen in Figure l are various processes to be used in the engine 10. Area A of

engine 10 symbolizes the area in which the plug—ins can be placed. Also seen at 10 is

an area labeled “Market Specifics.” This area, also supporting customization through

data, plug—ins, applications, processes, and algorithms permits customization of any

particular algorithm for any particular market in a manner explained in further detail

below. In other embodiments, the plug—ins used for the various areas can be intenial or

external to the engine. Hereinafter, “plug- ins” will be used as a general tenn for data,

plug—ins, applications, processes, and algorithms.

Engine 10, in this embodiment, provides services for the plug—ins. For

example, most trading strategy plug—ins will need to access market data. Most trading

strategy plug—ins will need to send orders to the exchange and be notified of
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executions, etc. Engine 10 provides these and other services to the plug—ins. For

example in a preferred embodiment, engine 10 provides:

0 A real time market data feed driver (e.g. Reuters SSL, TIB/Rendezvous feeds.)

0 An exchange driver where the algorithm sends orders and receives executions

back.

0 A driver implementation that sends orders to one or more order management

architecture(s) and/or system(s) server(s) is provided.

0 An input driver which enters requests to the engine 10.

Figure 2 shows Process 1 implemented in engine 10. Process 1 might be a

trading process such as Volume—Weighted—Average-Price or VWAP. The VWAP

algorithm used in this embodiment, attempts to match the VWAP for a given

instrument, such as an equity throughout a specified lifespan (e.g. throughout the full

trading day). VWAP will maintain a number of limit orders in the market at different

price levels. In order to trade according to the VWAP algorithm of this embodiment,

the engine will listen to market data throughout the day and access a volume profile to

match the day’s VWAP as close as possible.

The trader will then be able to review, through his screen, the order as it is

being executed according to the VWAP algorithm. Any updates and/or changes will

be simply made through his or her screen.

If a second VWAP algorithm was desired to be used, such as one that is based

on theoretical values to trading, this second plug—in can be substituted for the first in

the engine. This second plug—in will then be used by the engine.

Returning to Figure 2, the Market Specifics plug-in l has been chosen. Market

specifics provide specific variables, data and other plug—ins necessary for the specific

market in which the embodiment is being used. For example, they may be different

limits on trading volume in one market versus another. The preferred embodiments

pennit configuration and modification of these Market Specifics, by plug—ins, so that

they may be used in a variety of markets as desired.

In the preferred embodiments, the plug~ins comprise two types. The first type

comprise algorithms used in trading. The second type comprise market—specif1c rules.

Thus, for example, in the preferred embodiments, the engine can be configured with a
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specific algorithm, such as a first VWAP algorithm and for a specific market for a first

trade such as the New York Stock Exchange and then modified for another specific

algorithm such a Ratio algorithm and another specific market such as the Tokyo Stock

Exchange for a second trade. In the especially preferred embodiments, the engine will

carry out a number oftrades using a specific algorithm, which has been chosen from a

set of preconfigured algorithms. The algorithm used may be parameterized by the

trader, in order to execute specific trades for a specific stock, price and number of

shares. In these embodiments, the algorithm plug—in used is usually consistently used

for that implementation of the embodiment during that particular trading period —

whether it be an hour, day, week, etc. Of course, other embodiments may change their

algorithm during any particular trading period. Moreover, the especially preferred

embodiments usually maintain the market plug—in for at least the trading period, and

usually longer. A trader, for example, may trade exclusively on the New York Stock

Exchange using a preferred embodiment. Note that, using the especially preferred

embodiments, the trader will change the algorithm plug-in, embodying his or her

trading strategy, much more frequently than his or her market plug-in, as he or she

may only trade in a particular market. Network or enterprise wide implementations,

however, will use the market plug-in in order to configure any particular

implementations for traders in the various trading markets.

This embodiment also effectively provides real—time monitoring of the order by

the trader as well as others such as the sales force who desire to monitor the order and

its execution. Additionally, orders are fully integrated, and so the trader or others may

override individual orders through the system of this embodiment, without an

additional messaging system. Similarly, any changes to an order, such as size of the

order or a price limit or volume can be echoed to the system of this embodiment and

the system will automatically adjust its trading to the new parameters.

Various screen shots ofthe administration and monitoring tool GUI (written in

Java, using Swing) used in a preferred embodiment are shown at Figures 3 through 5.

These are an Order Tracker screen shown in Figure 3, an Algorithm Configuration

screen shown in Figure 4, and an Order Details screen shown in Figure 5. This tool

allows for configuring algorithms as well as monitoring the server. This tool may be
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installed on either or both of the client and server machines and on more than one

machine in the networked environment.

ln the preferred embodiments, an algorithm is comprised of an Algorithm

Context, which may be a Java Class, plus a set of event—action mappings. These

algorithms are usually written by a programmer. The mappings may be modified by

non—programmers (e.g. a trader) via the graphical tool. The mappings provide a

powerful way to fine tune the algorithm. Of course other embodiments may modify

the mappings in a different fashion. For example, the programmer may provide the

trader or other end user with objects that constitute events, conditions and actions. The

trader can then construct his or her own algorithms which are plugged into the

invention in order to provide the trader with an automatic execution mechanism.

Other algorithms that may be used in this embodiment include:

Ratio which tries to buy an instrument and sell a related instrument

when the price between the two is more favorable than a specified ratio.

Gamma Hedge which hedges a portfolio and tries to capture volatility

while doing so.

Aggressive Short Sell which tries to short sell a given instrument by

making sure the Tokyo short sell rule is not violated.

Stop Loss which allows sending stop loss orders to exchanges that do

not support this concept.

Iceberg which tries to trade a specified number of shares by sending

only a part of the total order’s quantity (the tip of the iceberg) to the

market at any given time.

Auto Trader which decides whether to send trades to the market or fill

from an account.

CB Delta Hedge which sends out underlyer market orders to hedge CB

trades.

Of course, other algorithms or plug—ins may be used. Additionally, in the

preferred embodiments, preferred methods of constructing and implementing new
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plug—ins are used. The preferred embodiments also use several Java features, e.g.

introspection, reflection and the like, in order to automatically discover properties of

the imported algorithms.

If new algorithms are desired, a number of methods can be used to create the

algorithm. In this embodiment, if the new algorithm requires no Java code, then the

algorithm can be created by leveraging on existing algorithm context classes. Specific

classes have been established or predetermined in the preferred embodiments. If the

new algorithm is simple enough, it can be created without writing any Java code,

making use of the Administrator GUI. This can be done by simply creating a set of

event—action mappings that will work on a pre-existing algorithm context class (eg.

the base AlgorithmContext class that is part of the preferred embodiments core

classes).

Figures 6 and 7 show how various mappings or parts may be used to construct

combinations. Those combinations, constructed in Figure 3, are then inserted into the

engine 20 in Figure 7. Note that a different Market Specifics plug—in, Market Specifics

2, has been chosen in Figure 7. These Market Specifics plug—ins may be from a

predetermined set. In the especially preferred embodiments, the market plug—in is

usually maintained over some static trading period. A trader, for example, may trade

exclusively on the New York Stock Exchange, using the market plug-in. In enterprise

installations, the market plug—ins may be set for the particular trading markets across

the enterprise, and remain as set for a predetennined or static period of time.

If the new algorithm requires writing new code, the fundamental classes within

the architecture of the preferred embodiment are: AlgorithmContext, Action,

ActionBindings, ActionDispatcher. New Actions might be needed, for new complex

algorithms, in order to do simple tasks that the existing actions can not deal with.

Algorithms which require saving state during the execution of the order, for example,

need to have their own Algorithm Context subclass. The data will then be kept in this

new subclass.

The following process is used in the preferred embodiment to write code for a

new algorithm. A Simple Algorithm Context must be written, starting with a template

of what the class should look like, providing an empty, public constructor, adding in

member variables, and providing a public getter/setter pair. Since this preferred
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embodiment makes use of beans support classes to access properties, JavaBeans

conventions are used when naming these methods.

It is important to note that, in the preferred embodiments, traders provide vital

feedback and oversight. Moreover, the embodiments evolve through use. There may

be a lengthy tuning and feedback phase of algorithm development. The embodiments

fit within a scalable architecture, and as the algorithms become more complex and

widely used, the embodiments adapt and scale. Additionally, the embodiments must

have fast Release Cycles. The preferred embodiments are flexible and separate the

algorithm from the engine. Also, the algorithm should be as orthogonal as possible to

the rest of the system. By use of this structure in the preferred embodiments, the

embodiments can be used to trade and transact across virtually any instruments or

exchanges.

In the preferred embodiments, the algorithms are tested for use. Of course, in

other embodiments testing may not be desired. There are two main testing stages in a

preferred embodiment. The first stage involves soliciting feedback with the traders

and salespeople using the algorithm. The algorithm will not work right the first time,

situations will not have been thought of, parameters will be wrong, failsafes will not be

good enough and so on. The feedback at this early stage of development ensures not

only a quick release but also that modifications can be made in situ.

The second stage of testing in this embodiment involves the continued

evolution and updating of an algorithm once it is in production. It is important to have

a very extensive series of tests that cover a multitude of trading situations. When

changes are made to an algorithm, no matter how slight, every test is run and verified.

This is necessary for production systems with a large number of users. Without high

confidence that any changes made will not have any unforeseen follow—on effects, the

release cycle becomes intolerably long. Of course, other embodiments may utilize

different testing methods, including providing sample market feeds rather than real

time feeds. The tenn “executing a trade” and its variants as used herein is meant to

cover both actual and simulated execution ofa trade.

The preferred embodiments implement a recovery mechanism, which assists

the programmer in analyzing and/or recovering from crashes. The recovery process

restores execution of orders by taking a number of steps. Those steps comprise:
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Recovering the state of the orders. This involves rebuilding the order

hierarchy (parent/child relationships, executed quantities, etc.) as it

existed prior to the crash.

Recovering the exchange information. This involves making sure that

all executions/corrections/cancellations that might have been pending

when the embodiment crashed and had taken place during its blackout

now get reflected in the embodiment’s order hierarchy. This is done so

that future algorithm decisions get based on the current state of the

world, and not the one present before the crash.

Restarting all algorithms. This is now possible since the algorithms

will have their information up—to—date in order to make correct

decisions on how to continue their execution. Depending on the

complexity of the algorithms involved, this step may be as simple as

setting up the event—action mappings for the algorithm context.

The recovery process in this embodiment includes writing to log or journal file.

Of course other embodiments may have other recovery processes or recovery steps.

Figure 8 provides a flowchart summarizing processes of a preferred

embodiment, from installation to trading. Figure 9 provides a flowchart summarizing

a process for changing a plug—in. Other embodiments may have these processes or

other processes with the same or similar steps in these or other orders.

Figure 10 shows a schematic diagram of an especially preferred embodiment.

The Core Processing Area 30 is, in this embodiment, the logic engine which processes

the order. The Core Processing Area 30 is shown with various interfaces in the form

of inputs and outputs. The especially preferred embodiments of the present invention

accept input and output from a variety of sources. The sources may change according

to the embodiment and in the especially preferred embodiments, the nature of the

financial instrument traded (eg a particular stock, bond, etc.) helps determine the

input and output sources. (It should be noted that input includes but is not limited to

inputting data feeds as well as data blocks, such as for example retrieving messages

10
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from a message queue. Output includes but is not limited to outputting data feeds as

well as data blocks, such as for example outputting messages to a message queue.)

The embodiment of Figure 10 is configured for trading stocks on the New York

Exchange by way of Market Plug—In 31. Stock orders are entered into Ordering

System 40 and/or Ordering System 41 (and any other ordering system that may be

used) by a trader or another (“trader”) using a Graphic User Interface (“GUI”). The

GUI provides the trader with the option of selecting various algorithm plug ins to be

used. The ordering system in turn interfaces with the logic engine, or in the

embodiment of Figure l0, with the Core Processing Area 30.

An order may be one of two types. One type of order, SimpleOrder, uses

simple actions, such as Limit orders (e.g., “Sell 15,000 shares of Microsoft at 35”) or

Market orders (e.g., “Buy 10,000 shares of Sun at Market”.) SimpleOrders are, in this

embodiment, not sent to the Core Processing Area 30. Rather, they are executed by

some other mechanism, such as by the ordering system, eg, by 40B or 41B of the

Ordering Systems 40 or 41 in Figure 10.

A second type of order, ComplexOrders, uses higher level algorithms such as

Volume Weighted Average Price; Ratio; Gamma Hedge; Aggressive Short Sell;

Iceberg; Auto Trader; CB Delta Hedge; Stop Loss; and Short Sell. ComplexOrders

usually comprise one or more Suborders. These Suborders can be either other

ComplexOrders (which can have further suborders, possibly several levels deep) or

SimpleOrders.

For example, assume a trader places a ComplexOrder using a Ratio algorithm:

BUY 10,000 SUNW and SELL 15,000 MSFT whenever the Ratio between the

two exceeds 1.2

This order can be deconstructed into two separate Actions, buying 10,000

shares of Sun and selling l5,000 shares of Microsoft, whenever a certain Event

happens (the price of Sun over Microsoft exceeds 1.2.) Therefore, this ComplexOrder

can be processed by the Core Processing Area 30, into two SimpleOrders, each with an

Action (e.g. buying 10,000 shares of Sun) linked to an Event (e.g., when the price of

Sun over Microsoft exceeds 1.2.) The two SimpleOrders can then be returned to the

Ordering System through an appropriate output driver as is seen in Figure l0 with

regard to, for example, Output Driver 33 and Ordering System 40B.

11
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As can be seen by the above example, higher level algorithms used by

ComplexOrders can be comprised of Events and Actions. Once the ComplexOrders

are processed to Events and Actions by the logic engine ofthe preferred embodiments,

each Event and Action can be repackaged and executed as a SimpleOrder.

Returning now to Figure 10, Ordering System 40 and Ordering System 41

interface with Core Processing Area 30 through input drivers and output drivers as

described below. As the orders are entered into Ordering System 40, they form a

queue in section 40A of Ordering System 40. The orders are then retrieved from the

queue by Input Driver 32. Similarly orders from Ordering System 41A are retrieved

by Input Driver 34. It should be noted that input drivers are configured according to

the input data configuration, and the information input may vary based upon the

instrument traded, the user’s desires, etc. (The word “driver” and its variants are used

herein to mean any code or data interface.) Other embodiments may accept different

inputs, through different input drivers. In these embodiments, the drivers may change

as the instruments and/or the nature of the trade changes.

Some of the preferred embodiments are able, if they need to, to off—load any

computationally intensive calculations, by using a distributed processing module,

which proceeds by messaging amongst the components, such as messaging the results

of calculations from a calculation component to the Core Processing Area. This off-

loading allows more efficient attention to the ordering tasks. Distributed processing

also permits for use of “dynamic” constants in executing a complex order. Dynamic

constants as that term is used herein are numbers that are used in an algorithm as

constants, but also may change during the lifetime of the algorithm. For example, an

off—line component may calculate certain alphas, used as constants, for an algorithm.

These constants are then sent to the Core Processing Area to be used in future

calculations of that particular algorithm. Thus, with a distributed processing system,

the alphas may change, but the underlying algorithm remains the same.

Other inputs to the Core Processing Area 30 provide information necessary to

execute the inputted orders by providing information on external conditions that may

cause the Events and Actions ofthe order to be met. For example, in order to execute

the Sun—Microsoft ComplexOrder example described above, the price ratio of Sun to

Microsoft must be calculated by the Core Processing Area 30. In order to calculate the

12
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price ratio, the prices of Sun and Microsoft are provided to the Core Processing Area

30 by the data feed drivers.

In the embodiment of Figure 10, Data Feed 36 accepts information from

“dynamic” data feeds (those real time feeds that typically change in fractions of a

second), e.g. Reuters SSL, TIB/Rendezvous, etc. Data Feed 36 also accepts indirect

input through intennediary interfaces. Figure 10, for example, shows a CORBA

(Common Object Request Broker Architecture) interface into Data Feed Driver 36.

The CORBA interface, in turn, collects various market data feeds.

Another input type is static or semi static information flows, e.g., a text file

with instrument lot sizes, a database with closing prices, etc. In the embodiment of

Figure 10, this input occurs by way of Instrument Information Driver 37. The

instrument infonnation driver provides a mechanism to update information from its

sources if necessary. For example, a database with stock closing prices will be

updated at the close of the trading session. In the preferred embodiments, updating

may occur manually or automatically. Multiple drivers can also be set up to locate

information about a particular instrument from different data feeds (e.g., stock pricing,

options pricing for that stock, etc.)

It should be noted that the exemplary feeds described herein are used in the

preferred embodiments described here, however, in other embodiments these and/or

other data feeds with associated drivers, if necessary, may be used.

Also shown in Figure l0 are two Exchange Drivers 33 and 35 for Ordering

Systems 40 and 41 respectively. These output drivers are responsible for sending any

orders created by the Core Processing Area 30 to the ordering systems for execution,

as will be explained in further detail below.

A ComplexOrder is executed in the preferred embodiments by use of queues.

An input driver retrieves a ComplexOrder object from an order queue. The ordering

system will have identified the algorithm used by the ComplexOrder so that the Core

Processing Area may wrap the order in a corresponding AlgorithmContext object

instance. (The corresponding AlgorithmContext instance is based on the algorithm

name specified by the order.)

The AlgorithrnContext object will first register itself with specific event

interests. Event interests are those relevant to the particular algorithm and the

13
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particular ComplexOrder. So, for example, if the order contains the event “The price

of Sun over Microsoft exceeds 1.2” that specific AlgorithmContext object will register

the order with an Event Interest object.

It should be noted that a complex Complexorder may be used, such as one that

contains a multi—instrument order with multi—algorithms. In such an event, an

AlgorithmContext Container object is created. This object wraps other

AlgorithmContexts within it. The AlgorithmContext Container will then forward all

order creation requests to its internal A1gorithmContexts. The instrument

identification field for each algorithm provide the necessary identification for proper

forwarding. In other embodiments, such as for example when a multi—instrument

single algorithm is used, another field besides the instrument identification field may

be used to identify the appropriate AlgorithmContext.

Event interests exist in this embodiment to provide a placeholder to an event.

A placeholder is needed between the AlgorithmContext object and the event because

the event may not exist at the time the order has been input. For example, the Sun-

Microsoft price ratio event called for by the above example does not exist. Therefore,

any direct call for the event by a AlgorithmContext object would be invalid.

Accordingly, an Event Interest object is created instead, which will await the event.

Events may be generated internally, in the Core Processing Area, or be input by

way of external sources, or both. So, for example, the Ratio event “The price of Sun

over Microsoft exceeds l.2” is generated internally, as a product of events from

external sources. The external sources provide the price tick events, updated through

“dynamic” data feeds, that allow the internal calculation and generation of the Ratio

event. If the Ratio event reaches the proper level, (“l.2” in the above example) the

AlgorithmContext is notified.

Once the events are registered for the particular AlgorithmContext instance, the

actions for any particular AlgorithmContext instance will be executed when the events

occur. In order to execute the actions for a particular AlgorithmContext, an

ActionDispatcher object is used. This object receives requests for dispatching actions

when the event occurs and places the actions on an internal queue. So, for example, an

ActionDispatcher object might receive an event, e.g. “The price of Sun over Microsoft

l 4
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exceeds 1.2” -- and place the corresponding action, e.g. “Buy 10,000 shares of Sun;

sell 15,000 shares of Microsoft,” —- on the internal queue.

Once the action is placed on the internal queue, those actions requiring orders,

e.g. “Buy 10,000 shares of Sun; sell 15,000 shares of Microsoft to the ordering

system,” send the orders to the ordering system by way of an ActionDispatcher. The

order may be sent to any specific ordering system in the various preferred

embodiments, and the specific ordering system that the order is sent to will depend

upon the interface configuration.

After the ordering system executes the orders, it will send the execution

confirmation to the Input driver. If, instead of execution, the order has been cancelled

or corrected by the ordering system, the ordering system will send the appropriate

message to the Input driver.

Isolating the execution of the actions by means of the ActionDispatcher helps

prevent more than one action from the same ComplexOrder executing simultaneously,

which is important to accurate execution. For example, if actions did execute

simultaneously, there might be an out—of—order result fed back to the ComplexOrder,

leading to incorrect execution ofthe order.

Once the order has been executed by the ordering system, an Order message is

fed back to the Exchange driver. The Exchange driver will then create an

ExchangeEvent object, which will be disseminated through the Core Processing Area.

In an especially preferred embodiment, the ExchangeEvent object is sent to a market

gateway component, which creates a SysAction object, to be used internally to update

an associated AlgorithmContext object. Of course, it would be possible, in some

embodiments, to update the AlgorithrnContext object directly. However, the preferred

embodiments use of an indirect transfer for the order message helps ensure accuracy in

the ordering mechanism by preventing interference with any possible action execution.

The SysAction object is used internally to update the AlgorithmContext object

by way of the ActionDispatcher. The ActionDispatcher will also provide any other

Event interests with the SysAction object, provided they had registered an interest with

that particular A1gorithmContext. When the SysAction object informs the

A1gorithmContext object the Actions have been completed (which may include

notification of execution, failure to execute, etc_), the AlgorithmContext fires a
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